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Abbreviations

A
A
A.I.C.C

--Appendix
-AI/ India Congress Committee

B
B.A.D.A
B.L.A
B.L.P
B.M.L
B.P.C.C
B.P.H.M
B.P.K.S
B.P.S.F
B.U.M.P

- Bengal Agricultural Debtors Act
.-Bengal Labour Organization
- Bengal Labour Party
-Bengal Muslim League
-Bengal Provincial Congress Committee
- Bengal Provincial Hindu Mahasava
- Bengai Provincial Kissan Sabha
- Bengal Provincial Students Federation
-Bengal United Muslim Party

c
C.H.S
C.L.I
C.P.I
C.U

-Centre for Himalayan Studies
-Communist League of India
-Communist Party of India
- Calcutta University

D

0.1.0

-Defence of India Ordinance

E
F

F.B

- Forward Block

G
H
H. A
H.S.R.A

-Hillman's Association
-Hindusthan Socialist Republican Army

I
J
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K
K.P.P

- Krisak Praja Party

L
L..R.C

- League of Radical Congressmen.

M
M
M.L.A

-Map
- Member of Legislative Assembly

M.LC

- Member of Legislative Council

N
N.B.U

- North Bengal University

0

o.c

p

- Officer -in -Charge

Q

R
R.S.S.S
R.D.C.S.P

s

S.C
S.D.O
S.F
S.P.I
S.L

-RashtriyaSayang Sebak Sangha
- Radical Democratic Congress Socialist Party
- Schedule Caste
- Sub-Divisional Officer
- Students Federation
-Socialist Party of India (Bipin Gangulies
Organisation
-SocialistLeague(Satindranath
Sengupta's
organization in Barisal)

T

u

v
w
WWE.C
X
y

-World Wide Evangelical Crusade

z
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Glossary

Abwab

-Tax.

Adhiar

-A sharecropper., entitled to minimum share
of the harvest. The sharing was done in the
Jotedar's grain collection yard where the
harvested crop had to be transported by the
Adhiar.

Adivasi

-Aboriginal, Tribal.

Akhra

-Institution for Physical Practice

Bargadar

-Sharecropper

Bigha

-A measure of land that varies from region
to region. In Bengal,

a standered bigha is one

third of an acre.

Bhadrolok

-Gentleman. This term, used to point out
the Hindu class emerged in the 191h century. From
Joan.H.Broomfield to Jaya chatterjee adore to
use the term.

Bharot Charo Andolan

- Quit India Movement

Bazar

-Market

Bel

-Certain amount of Jute

Cal

-Calcutta

C.D Movement

-Civil Disobedience Movement

Chukanidar

-Tenant under Jotedar.

Dar-Chukanidar

- Person working under Chukanidar

Daroga

- In Charge of a Thana.

Dewani Ada/at

-Civil Court

Ganabhipray

-Mass intention

Gaddar-e-Bangla

- The Betrayer of Bengal

Govt

- Government

Haat

- Weekly Rural Market
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Hartal
ljaradar

-Strike
- Person who got lands for paying rents
from Jotedars.

Jal

- Jalpaiguri

Jotedar

-The landowner who, instead of cultivating
the land himself, leases it out to sharecroppers.

Kabiraj

- Ayurvedic physician.

Khas Mahal

- Area directly under control of
British Government

Kisan Sabha

-Peasant Association, Peasant Committee

Khamar

- Big area of cultivation.

Kholan

- Court area.

Lal Nishan

~Red

Lathi

-Stick

Mahajan

-Money Lender

Mahila Atmarasha Samity

- Society for the Defense of Women

Majutdars.

-Stockist

Mel a

-Fair

Mound

-About 37.50 Kilogrammes.

Flag

Nari Siksha Mandir

- Women education Institution

Patta

-Deed of Ownership of Land

Praja

-Tenant.

Pratibad

-Protest

Puja

-Worship

Ryot

-Tenant

Sangha

-Institution

Sarboday Samaj

-Gandhian Concept of ideal Society

Satyagraha

-Protest with Self-torture and Self restrain
as a weapon.

'Sher-e-Bangia

- Tiger of Bengal

Sramik

-Labour

Suddhi

-Purification

Swadhinata Sangrami

- Freedon Fighter
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Swaraj

-Self-Rule

Suddhi

-Purification

Tarkata Thakur

- Priest who cutting wires

Thana

-A police Station of the area under its jurisdiction.

To/a

- 11/iga/ Tax

Trisrota

-Old name of the River Tista, A famous magazine
published from Jalpaiguri.

Umichand

- A famous merchant of Bengal took part in the
Plassy Conspiracy.

Zamindar

-A land holdar. Under the Moghuls, a revenue
collector; with Permanent Settlement they were
recognized as

estate owners by the

British, so long as they paid the Government
revenue.
Zinda bad

- Long Live
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Introduction
The present research is an intense effort to reveal the past glories of Northern
Bengal and also to highlight an unexplored area of nationalist movement in
socio-economic perspectives. There has been a tendency in modern
researches to highlight some areas like Midnapore, Nadia and above all
Calcutta as case studies on Quit India Movement of Bengal. As John
Broomfield remarked, researches on socio-economic and cultural movements
of rural Bengal is impeded by the scholar's tendency to focus upon Calcutta.
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Scholars are not comfortable in taking up a subject like political movements of
North Bengal. This may have emanated from the fact that district Gazetteers
do not give much information regarding those movements. For example,
Darjeeling District Gazetteer did not afford a single line about Siligurt But
there are many instances about the movement in Siliguri and it should be
mentioned that Quit India Movement in North Bengal started first in Darjeeling
on 13th August 1942, though according to some local authors, the movement
started on 5th September, 1942. Likewise the movement of Kumargramduar
was totally ignored by all Gazetteers 3 and contemporary newspapers but
some recent researches show that the Rava(Mech), the Rajbansi peasant
and tea garden workers did have a relationship with the nationalists of
Kumargramduar (Duarse Sramik Pratibad( 1890- 1947 by Ranajit Dasgupta,
Madhuparni, Jalpaiguri zillah Sankha. How towns incorporated rural segment
in Kumargramduar and Balurghat is a subject of reasearch work by itself.

Area of Study
Geographically the research work is restricted to the northern part according to the
map of

Bengal in 1942, including Rangpur, East Dinajpur, Bogra, Pabna, Rajsahi

or the districts now in Bangladesh along with the districts northern West Bengal i.e
Darjeeling. Jalppaiguri, Maida, West Dinajpur, but not totally excluding Coach
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Behar, a native state affected by the movement disclosing the impact of the
nationalist movement in an outside area, which merged later with India. In short
northern districts of undivided Bengal, which were situated on the northern side of
the river Ganga and eastern side of the river Brahmaputra were taken into
consideration.

Span of Study
I choose the topic, the regional history of a movement launched by Gandhi
August 1942 and ended near about February 1943. It means that the movement,
continued for seven months only. But to understand and appreciate the actual
mood of the movement I have to start from the end of 40's and also find its impact
on the partition and the inclusion of Gooch Behar State in India. Otherwise, the
actual appetite of the movement could not comprehend. It should be mentioned
also that somewhere if required the mentioned span of the study. It is exceptional
only to realise the mindset of a person who took part in the movement

An Overview of Literature
On the study of Quit India Movement all relevant works i.e., from Amba Prasad 4 to
the volume edited by Chopra 5 mostly ignored Bengal sans Midnapore. This
tendency contaminated on Gyanendra Pandel and the book based on I.B files by
Pranab Kumar Chatterjee 7 considered Midnapore to be only place of the
movement. The reason why Midnapore was favoured by the scholars was the glory
of the momentary Government established in Midnapore. Published research work
of Ph.D Degree Kalyan Kumar Sarkar8 and Kallol Banerjee 9 were those works,
which preferred to treat the patterns of the movement in selected districts. These
works or articles on some other districts were however confined on southern part of
Bengal.

9

So, it is clear that works with reference to Quit India Movement have
overlooked the movements of Northern Bengal. However, Malaysankar
Bhattacharya offered a brief but instructive analysis of Quit India Movement in
Northern

Bengal

in

his

unpublished

research. 10

Bhattacharya

used

contemporary journals of Northern Bengal and some esteemed newspapers
like 'The Statesman' in this study. Dealing with the task of making a history of
hundred years, Bhattyacharya assembled facts as much possible in the huge
periphery of nationalist movement, profiled, and explained chronologically. The
topic of Quit India Movement was the last chapter of his thesis. Manasi
Sengupta extended the chapter

into a dissertation for M.Phil degree in N .B

.U (1993) titled "A profile of Quit India Movement in North Bengal". The
researcher has done a highly rich work and she has contributed fundamental
elements in the newly explored field. She view to make used of district wise
survey according to the map of modern west Bengal. Two good academic
research works had chosen Jalpaiguri as the area of study. Ranajit
Dasgupta
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dealt with the political condition of the district along with socio -

economic changes from the formation of the district to the independence or
partition of India. Dasgupta was a Marxist historian. He however did not find
anything hopeful in the nationalist movements. He did not even spend a single
paragraph on Quit India Movement of Jalpaiguri. Left directed mass
movements appeared to him as of primary importance. Subhajyoti Ray 12 on
the other hand is a profound and high-class research work, which elucidates
the evolution of socio-economic scenario, cementing the political climate. This
work, though covering a long span of time, did not overlook the nationalist
movement. Yet, the movements of Dinajpur, Maida and Balurghat did not
receive adequate attention in the work. An article by Siren de Sarkar

13

narrates the significant experience of his part in that movement. These kinds
of experiences have been described in some Bengali autobiographical writings
like

"Jiban

Prabha-Smriti

Charan"---by

Kamalendu

Chakraborty,

"Ekti

Janapader Kahini"(Jalpaiguri, 1990) by Prodyot Kumar Basu. "Dinajpur Zillar
Rajnaitik ltihas"(Balurghat, 1985) written by Biswanath Chakraborty, described

10

the response of a district against colonial suppression. Radhagobinda Ghosh
edited "Swadhinata Sangrame Maida her Abadan"(Malda,

1991) is the

amalgamation of essays on history of the nationalist movement with some
autobiographical memories, sectioned differently.

Prominence on caste and tribal movement in some works is supportive for the
topic in the course of discussion. For example, the political movements of the
Rajbansis

are

"Swadhinata

interestingly

Sangrame

in

framed

Rajbansi

Nirmal

Chandra

Sampraday"(Jalpaiguri,

Choudhury's
1984)

and

Upendranath Barman's "Rajbansi Khatriya Jatir itihas"(3rd Edition, Jalpaiguri,
1981 ), Rajbansi Khatriya Jatir ltihas, Jalpaiguri (B.S 1361, 1988,3rd edition).
Swaraj Basu's 14 analyses in last few chapters that why Rajbansis were not
interested to take part in the nationalist movement. The occasional papers
presented by Dyutish Chakraborty, Manas Dasgupta and Ananda Gopal
Ghosh at the C.H.S, N.B.U. These works were careful to analyse the Gorkha
mindset during the 40's. 15

Some books published from Bangladesh made an attempt to estimate the
Muslim mind and politics. 16 To study the Gandhian concept on peasantry and
politics of Bengal it is useful to consult major publications on Gandhi and
Gandhian movement in Bengal. 17 Some books on Marxist viewpoint also merit
careful study since review of the movement in north Bengal from Marxist
viewpoint is necessary for the study.

18

The books reviewed the situation of

40's in Dinajpur. Lahiri however praised communist policy against Quit India
Movement; the book should be considered the best outlook from the eye of a
communist.

From the aforementioned overview of literature, it is clear that a relevant study
on Quit India Movement of Northern Bengal from a socio-economic
perspective has not yet been done.
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Research Questions
The subsequent research queries will be examined and evaluated

by the

proposed work.

•

Ideological brain waves that worked in the wake of the movement.

•

The socio- economic background of Northern Bengal lined the way of
the movement.

•

The comment by which the Quit India Movement of Northern Bengal is
linked with rural and urban politics.

•

From which category of people the movement was organised and how
the leadership came forward.

•

To verdict out the nature of rural and urban involvement in the
movement.

•

The strategies of the Hindu Mahasava, R.S.S, Muslim

~ague,

C)mmunists, Rajbansis' and Gorkhas' in opposition to the movement.

•

Appraisals of the women commitment m the formation of the
movement.

•

Act in response to the nationalist movement by different castes, tribes,
and communities.

12

Methodology
In this research work, various primary (unpublished autobiographical memory,
memorial writings, police, I.B, and Home political files etc.) and secondary
data have been used to fill up the gaps in the writings of the ancestors who
have worked on the relation between rural and urban movement in two zones,
economic as well as agrarian unrest of the contemporary people, linkage
between nationalist movement and municipal or rural politics. Nature of the
rural and urban politics discloses the ultimate nature of nationalist movement.
Ideological inspirations at the deep root of the common people are reflected by
their motivation when they participated in the movement. Rural and urban
politics has been properly judged both with primary and secondary sources in
the research work, avoid as far as the emotions of the local writers. On the
contrary, preference is given to the criticism and analysis. I was careful of not
to be influenced by the local historical writings that do not stand on primary or
reliable sources. These writings, while help developing our views, cannot be
considered as primary sources. Political, District officers chronicle of events of
disturbances was the primary source in which date wise happenings of the
movement were categorised according to the districts. The unpublished
autobiography of Piyush Kanti Mukherjee, M.L.A (W.B) 1952- 72,and Deputy
Speaker 1971-72 is one of the vital primary sources of our research. There are
some other biographical writing on Nalinimohan Pakrashi (Duars Gandhi) by
his son Abanimohan Pakrashi and memorial writing by Sourindramohan
Mishra. The unpublished and published private documents used in this work
are mostly untouched till date. Municipal records of Jalpaiguri and English
Bazar have been used to show the connection between municipal and
mainstream politics. Contemporary newspapers and journals have supplied
some important facts. Regional newspapers throw light on some important
facts, which are naturally not available in national newspapers. During the
year, 1943 when cases regarding the movements began to be reported, the
newspapers of that time provide some interesting facts of different dimensions.
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Recent local journals are also helpful since these provide some memorial
recap of the insurgents. Madhuparni, Dadhichi, Nonai etc are used when
authentic sources were found. I. B and Home Political, confidential files are the
most important primary source of my information. An administrative hazard to
collect the information of the I.B files or the permission from the authority was
a long lasting process. But after the right to information act, introduced by the
government permission was not necessary to collect the data before 1947. On
the other hand,

s~veral

I.B files were released by I.B department to the state

achieves. The files that were used in this research work were mostly these
newly released files. One of the great advantages to use these files is that
these preserved letters, pamphlets, leaflets, resolutions, booklets of the
political conferences etc. There was also an English translation available in the
I.B files. But it was also a problem to anyone that the lucrative files are
endless, then where to stop. One of the great difficulties to handle the I.B files
was year of a file does not be a sign that information will be found inside the
file must be of the mentioned year. One can find the incidents of 1958 in a file
of 1942. I found so many files almost empty with interesting headline on the
top of the file. Home political confidential files though carries information's of
the mentioned year on the top of the file and also supplies some interesting
relevant information. The records of the Thana's were almost destroyed. I also
wish to go to the districts of Bangladesh. Before going to a foreign country I
was informed from the relevant sources that the documents of the freedom
struggle was not important in the research field of Bangladesh. Hence, they
did not preserve it. Some researchers who are doing works on the freedom
struggle of the districts of Bangladesh have it in mind to use the I.B and home
political files of India. Therefore, I depend on the sources available here and
this satisfied me.

Notwithstanding Jagannath Biswas and Asoka Mukherjee of Alipurduar I could
not be able to take interview of the persons who took part in the movement
directly. When I interviewed Asoka Mukherjee, she was not in a condition to
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tell anything, regardless of few words. So I have to depend on the interview
took by Sipra Sen Dhar. Other partakers died before I started the work.
Therefore, I interviewed the persons who were at least at such an age during
1942 to memorise the incidents. I also did fieldwork in Kumargramduar,
Harishchandrapur, Balurghat, Maida, Jalpaiguri, Siliguri and Darjeeling. I have
tried my best to find the files of the district collectorates, without however much
avail. Reflection of the movement in novel and short story is an interesting part
of my study particularly in the fifth chapter. Here I have stressed on real
historical characters and episode that appear in the novel and short story by
changing name and place.
I tried to depend mainly on the primary sources for all the Chapters. First three
chapters are designed according to the tendency of the contemporary politics
of downward mobilisation. Brief scenario of Bengal politics helps us to know
the pattern of the politics of north Bengal. Both were necessary to understand
the actual mood and nature of the movement. This is also in consideration of
the politics of oppositions, their interests and views. Order of the several main
and sub headings of any chapter is designed to form an idea and to reach the
conclusion. The research is not a nationalist work, Marxist criticism or
subaltern study. Nor do I want to look at the research from the top or from the
below. I intend to put the focus from different positions as far as possible to
reveal the actual picture of a movement in the particular region.

Chapterisation
I started the research with a tentative chapterisation and ended up with some
nominal changes. The mood of the research work changed time to time and it
affected the chapterisation. Collected source materials have a positive effect
on chapterisation. Moreover, it was kept in mind that all chapters are to be corelated with each other. It is mentioned almost in every chapter to go through
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one subject in detail to another chapter. Except the first chapter, all chapters
are based on primary sources.

Chapter 1 named as 'The scenario before the Quit India Movement in Bengal'
is the preliminary chapter. The purpose of the chapter is to make an outline of
the background and essence of the movement in Bengal and to reveal the
contradiction and conflict within the movement. Gandhian politics changed the
pattern of Bengal politics and the rise and decline of Krisak Praja Party up to
Quit India Movement was made possible. The hegemony of Muslim league
over the rural peasantry of Bengal was highlighted in the chapter. Economic
mayhem of the year 1942 was given importance over which the movement
was launched. The main purpose of the chapter is to find the objects of the
Bengal politics that directly or indirectly affected the political pattern of
Northern Bengal.

Chapter 2 deals with the background politics of North Bengal, before the
movement was launched. In this chapter, it is shown that the group clashes
and conflict within the Congress became wider concerning the election of
1937. The class division within the Congress deprived some active workers.
Even Bose brothers, who were warmly accepted among the rural masses, did
not realise their grievances. And the work of leftist parties at last strengthened
its rural base to organise No-Toll Movement and Haat- Tala Movement.

Chapter 3 one of the pnme chapters of the research has questioned the
tendency of district-based survey and stressed on the various tendencies of
the movement. How Contemporary regional politics affected the nature of the
movement is one of the final themes of the chapter. It analyses the mentality
of the leadership and the commitment of the women. In other words, this
chapter totally tries to disclose the actual mind set of the movement.
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Chapter 4 is designed to review the Quit India Movement of Northern Bengal
from the angle of five trends of alternative politics i.e Hindu Mahasava, Muslim
League, Communists, caste politics of the Rajbansis and Gorkha politics in the
hill areas. Gorkha and Rajbansi politics had an interest of the sons of the soil.
Others have had an international and national standpoint; accordingly, the
party members are active in various districts of north Bengal. This politics of
anti-Quit India Movement consequently aggravated the enthusiasm of the
masses to join the movement.

Chapter 5 is the last chapter describes the end and effect of the movement
Other than inner contradiction within the movement, British Policy of
Suppression Management was ipso-facto responsible for the end of the
movement. On the other hand, the movement had an effect on the native state
of Gooch Behar and further politics of north Bengal. The movement was also
reproduced in Bengali literature with nationalist zeaL

Hypothesis
To explore the regional mood of the Quit India Movement in Northern Bengal
the depiction of sequential events is being avoided in this work; however,
some event left untold erstwhile will be mentioned herewith. Ideologically
conscious and geographically secluded as well as militarily important the area
of northern Bengal expressed its antagonism in diverse local frame of mind,
constructed by the relationship between Jotdars and peasants or particular
temperament of the Ravas, Rajbansis, Santals etc. The far-flung region
reacted quite late naturally by the strong shoulders of some 'spot' leaders who
established themselves in tiny margin. Though formally it was a movement
initiated by Gandhi, people were stimulated by Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose,
and yet amazingly followed the way of some Gandhian leaders. The most
important problem

that the present work wants to deal with is the economic

condition and social stagnation of the contemporary people, which laid the

-
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foundation of the movement. Ideological inspiration also played an important
role over this kind of sensible condition. In this way, a special character of the
movement in the Northern region of Bengal was divulged. Now the research
objectives are classified here:

1. One thing common in different regions is the inclination of the movement of
the urban quarters to merge with the rural segments for which in some places
the movement was carried straightforwardly (For example Saroj Ranjan
Chatterjee led the movement of the village 'Tapan'). While, the harsh course of
action by Piyush Kanti Mukherjee was to embark upon Kumargramduar.

2. The work is also designed to search for the roots to find out the nature of
the leadership that guided the movement.

3. It attempts to explore further and reconstruct the sources by which Quit
India movement in Northern Bengal could be linked with the dichotomy of
urban and rural politics.

4. The present work above ali underlines the contributions of some local
leaders,

otherwise

restrained

in

local

magazines

or

unpublished

autobiographical works preserved by interested local persons. Their socioeconomic origin and ideological basis mostly ignored till date, are highlighted
in the work.

5. Apart from the nationalist feeling to some extent, the movement was forced
by the British policy towards the tribes and castes of Northern Bengal,
particularly in the district of Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri District. But hostility was
much in Maida, Dinajpore and Rangpur and so the nature of the movement
was different in the two zones.
6. The research is also a review from the eyes of the alternative
politicians, also as well as its effect on contemporary politics and its
aftermath.
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Chapter- 1
Undivided Bengal: Strayed Scenario up to Quit India
Movement
One of the key features of Bengal politics was the revolutionary movement,
which started from Swadeshi Movement with several revolutionary groups.
Anusilan Samity was established by Pramathanath Mitra who conferred
leadership of the Dhaka branch to Pulin Bihari Das, which conversely ended
due to tussle among them. The Dhaka branch of the Samity then turned out
to be the foremost branch. For the leadership of Calcutta branch of Anusilan
Samity, Aurobindo Ghosh inducted Jatin Banerjee who afterwards detached
himself from the organisation due to clash with Sarin Ghosh. Since then Sarin
Ghosh, was in charge of the Jugantar Dal, the branch away from Anusilan
Samity. Individually both groups tried to organise armed revolution during
First World War, but failed in their attempts. At the end of the war, they were
released from jail and became followers of C.R. Das. Pulin Das did not
believe in Gandhi's commitment of bringing 'Swaraj' within a year, failing of
which would mean Gandhi's acceptance of the leadership of Das, according
to an unwritten agreement between Gandhi and C.R.Das,. Das moved for it.
With enormous support, the proposal was passed in Nagpur Congress on
1920, and was supported by Jugantar Dal. It caused severance of Anusilan
Samity. 1

Tanika Sarkar wrote that Bengal Congress leaders did not take interest in
rural movements. 2 Both Anusilan Samity and Jugantar Dal were submissive
towards political persona. Even when the groups had a common policy, the
tendency of Bengal politics was group rivalry. In the Rajsahi jail at the end of
August 1942, Jugantar leaders considered themselves in danger from the F.
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B. prisoners. 3 Pulin Das and Anusilan Samity were up deadly against NonCooperation Movement launched by Gandhi and backed by Jugantar Dal. It
however failed to achieve 'Swaraj' within a year. Opposing the British Govt
from and within Legislative Assembly, the scheme of C.R.Oas was not
supported by Gandhi. Hence, it compelled Das to form 'Swarajya Dal' within
the Congress. A segment of Anusilan Samity led by Pratul Ganguly joined
'Swarajya Dal'. Therefore the Gandhian concept of 'Satyagraha' and
monolithic leadership were the establishment of Swarajya Party cemented
both challenged in Bengal by C.R.Das. During the days of strong political
command of Gandhi, his influence over Bengal was limited and scattered. 4
The party disbanded after the death of C.R.Das and at the same time the
attempt to resolve unification between Jugantar and Anusilan also failed.
Youth Congress and Jugantar Dal brawled in Harish Park, Calcutta. The
group Mukti Sangha of Hemchandra Ghosh was established at the same time
with Anusilan Samity and was renamed 'Sri Sangha' after Ani! and Lila Roy
joined it. During 1928-29, they departed from Hemchandra Ghosh's group Sri
Sangha. 5 Jugantar Dal attached with many groups, adhered to use the term
'Swadhinata' (Independence) as a replacement for Gandhi's 'Swaraf, in spite
of their opposition to Anusilan Samity. Violence in Bengal politics was quite
naturally opposed to the Gandhian thought of non-violence.

Gandhian Politics and Bengal
Bengal's opposition to Gandhism started since the advent of the Calcutta
session of special Congress and continued on. After the demise of C.R.Das,
Gandhi tried to strengthen his position by Jatindramohan Sengupta and
Birendranath Shasmal. The voice of Marwari Business community then grew
stronger and influenced the course of action of Bengal Congress. 6 Subhash
Chandra Bose however failed to swing over the goal of Congress from
dominion status to total independence. Subhash Chandra Bose however
failed to swing over the goal of Congress from dominion status to total
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independence. In 1927, Gandhi nominated Sengupta as the President of
B.P.C.C, which he continued in his capacity up to 1933 until his demise.
Bose was insulted in 1928 Calcutta Congress when he was told to
congregate volunteers while Sengupta and Bidhan Chandra Roy got hold of
the important posts in Congress. In-house clashes of Congress were
prevalent among the members for the power of the Calcutta Corporation,
Bengal Congress, and Bengal Council. The Competition for 'three crown'
between Subhas Chandra Bose and Jatindramohan Sengupta, 7which divided
B.P·.C.C, constituted two groups. Bose wanted to defend ' the conspiracy of
Delhi'. 8Sengupta was at last gifted the 'three crown' and Bose was marooned
from Congress. Watson, the Editor of Statesman was pre-disposed the clash
between Bose and Sengupta. The sudden demise of Sengupta and Shasmal
and the expulsion and departure of Subhash Chandra Bose empowered
inefficient 'Big Five'

9

viz Sarat Chandra Bose, Tulsi Goswami, Nirmal Chanda

Chandar, Nalini Ranjan Sarkar, Bidhan Chandra Roy, in association with
Kiran Sankar Roy and Dr.Prafulla Chandra Ghosh. These leaders had no
organised political base. These leaders retired from the politics when Gandhi
launched any movement and again became active when election came
nearer.

10

Nehru wrote to Gandhi that when they were jailed during C.D.

Movement, Nalini Sarkar was pleased to invite the administrators and Homemembers.

11

Groups of B.P.C.C grudgingly declared the schedules when Gandhi
announced to start the C. D. Movement. Communal Award sharply divided
Bengal politics into communal groups. However, both the groups of B. P. C
treated it. That Hindu 'Bhadroloks', rejected the Pune Accord of GandhiAmbedkar, since it was 'worse than the award.' 12 Ambedkar unhappily
threatened to convert into Muslim or Buddhist religion. 13 Thereafter
disagreement with Congress High Command was the foremost subject of
B.P.C.C. From 1927 onwards, Bose's group went on its own way as it
disagreed completely with Congress High Command. They used the
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Communal Award and the Pune Accord as reasons to congregate a large
section of Bengali people. In 1931, Gandhi-Arwin Pact was accepted in the
Karachi Conference of Congress though Nehru and Subhash Chandra Bose
politically disregarded the pact. Some economic proposals were taken to
stem the agitations of the leftists. It was not a socialist move and simply
ignored the twenty proposals including the abolition of Zamindari system or
the pressure of loan in the rural areas. Even after Gandhi's withdrawal of C.D
Movement, Congress Socialist Party (Formed in 1934,0ctober) seek out for
proposals that would be accepted by Congress. Socialists and Communists
from 1930 onwards depended upon Nehru and Bose for an alternative
agenda. When the Socialists, Nationalists, and Communists formed Krisak
Sabha in 1936, Congress included some socialist proposals in Faizabad
conference in 1936 like reducing land tax, crop tax, end of labour without
wages, illegal taxes of Zamindars and rural credit and arrear taxes. They also
wanted to abolish the rigid laws against Zamindars' efforts to uproot
peasants.

B.P.C.C was divided again, when the Nationalist Party was formed in 1934.
Bidhan Chandra Roy took the position of Sengupta, joined K.S.Roy and Nalini
Ranjan Sarkar detached himself from the Basu Group. Sarat Bose's proposal
to start movement in and outside of Legislative Assembly, which was rejected
by Congress High Command, was indeed supported by both K.S.Roy and
Bidhan Chandra Roy. Central and State Congress confronted each other,
before elections with the question of Communal Award and the Pune Accord.
After reaching a compromise between the Congress Working Committee and
the Nationalists, Sarat Bose won the Congress Parliamentary Board election
against Bidhan Chandra Roy and tried to organise Congress on the leftist
secular way.

The confrontation of two camps i.e. District Committee and the political party
of Bengal Legislative Assembly used leadership and power to organise
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nationalist movements. Bengal District Congress Committee recognised by
All India Congress Committee rejected Zillah Congress Committee led by
Bose's followers and they formed Ad-hoc Zillah Congress Committee. Bose's
followers of Zillah Congress Committee were engaged with their normal
political works. Though Bose followers, Bengal District Congress committee
and Khadi group of Gandhi followers were all ready to join any kind of
Gandhian Movement official Congress leadership led by Kiran Sankar Roy
was not at all interested. The followers of K.S.Roy and members of the
Janata Party were found to be 'waverers.' 14 'The conflict between Bose and
his followers with central Congress leadership started from about 1939-40.
After the expulsion of Bose brothers from the Congress, Gandhi put in charge
Bidhan Roy to reorganise the Congress. 15 Bose group, the secular and
radical section was banished from Congress. It is well known about Subhash
Bose's expulsion from Congress. In the year 1938, Gandhi, like Nehru,
nominated him to invite him within the Gandhian line. The policy did not work
and at last in the Tripuri session of Congress in 1939, finally the two leaders
were detached. Patel group worked on the forefront while Gandhi was the
master mind who worked behind the scene. Kiran Sankar Roy wrote Rajendra
Prasad that the revolt of Bose Brothers caused to weaver the base of Bengal
Congress and he left the party in Bengal with a lot of disturbance.

16

Reallocation of the Political Scenario
The main subject of discussion since 1930 was rural area and the issues
'

regarding the reasons behind metropolitan region losing its importance.
Moreover, Indian Administration Act of 1935 undid much leeway of rural
politics. For example, 66 seats of the Hindus and 111 seats of the Muslims
were reserved for rural areas out of 78 and 117 respectively. So to acquire
power in the Legislative Assembly, political parties had to win in the rural
areas. Congress had no rural base or relation with the Muslim peasantry of
Bengal. Nirad C. Choudhury wrote-
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I, however, noticed a peculiar indifference in Sarat Babu towards the
agrarian question of Bengal. He did not posses landed property, and did not
have much knowledge of the land laws. The great majority of the Congress
members of the legislature were, however, lawyers or landowners. But they
were the very men to whom .... Sarat Babu did not feel very much attracted
personally. Certainly, the political interests of the Bengali Hindus suffered
from this indifference to the land question, which in its turn prevented a
clean formulation of policy in regard to tenure on the part of the Bengal
Congress. 17

We have to look at the establishment of All Bengal Praja Samity in 1929 in
this changing state of affairs, through which men like Fazlul Haq, Tajuddin
Khan and Akram Khan made an effort to establish themselves as peasant
leaders. later the Samity was divided. Fazlul Haq established K.P.P and the
remaining part of the Samity re-organised themselves by forming Bengal
United Muslim Party. The President, Vice-President, and the General
Secretary of the B.U.M.P were Nawab Habibullah of Dhaka, Nawab Mussaraf
Hussain of Jalpaiguri and Shaheed Suhrawardy respectively. 18 Haq criticised
them with these words -How can they pretend to be able to give relief to the '
ryots' of Bengal when they appear to be utterly unable to give relief to their
own 'ryots'. 19 At last, the leaders of the B.U.M.P decided to join the Muslim
league, and abolished their own party. 20 Jinnah and League tried best to
unite with K.P.P, but failed. After the division between K.P.P and Muslim
League in 1936, Fazlul Haq said:

-from this day onwards begins the grim fight between Zamindars and
capitalists on one side and poor people on the other. It is not at all a civil war
in the Muslim community but it is a fight where people are divided on a purely
economic issue.

21

Haq announced in front of the students ·of Dhaka University that he would not
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allow the future of Bengal to be in the grasp of non-Bengali, aristocrats and
rich businessperson of the Muslim community. 22 Just before the election,
Congress Working Committee announced that Congress did not plan to
confiscate the private property without reparation. Congress was deadly
against confiscation or class struggle. 23 This was not the sole reason for the
break up between the Congress and the K.P.P. K.P.P was clear in its design
of not sending the message to the League that it had no sympathy with the
Muslim community. So, just before the elections K.P.P, which was a party of
the Muslims, did not deliberately select any Schedule Caste candidate to
contest from the party.

Parliamentary Politics
Muslims dominated Chief Ministers of Bengal during 1926-36 and their
Ministries for every span. 24 So, the tendency for Muslim ascendancy was the
solitary feature during this time as per the Bengal parliamentary politics was
concerned. After 1935, the Govt. of India Act diarchy put to an end in the
provinces the Govt. with self-administrative power where elected legislatures
stepped forward the administration through the Governor and had the
supremacy to take action if required. Although Congress showed antipathy
towards the reforms of 1935, they took part in the election of January 1937.
Nehru stated that since there was no choice but to contest the election,
Congress at least would be able to place its proposals to the voters and nonvoters too. On the other hand, there was no proposal against private property
in the election manifesto of Muslim League. At the end of 1936, Congress
started election campaign. The wealthy class, from which the candidates
mostly availed from, donated party fund.

The interesting point of the election of 1937 was its application of the
Communal Award of 1932. After Pune Accord between Gandhi and
Ambedkar, lower caste Hindus first time participated in their reserved seats in
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Bengal along with other parts of India. Lower caste Hindus got the right to
contest in the 67 seats out of which 20 were from Bengal. That means if 25
European members supported in or outside of the Legislative Assembly to the
119 Muslim members or at least 8 to 10 of lower caste Hindus supported the
Muslim members, the hegemony of the upper caste Hindus would come to an
end. In Bengal out of 250 seats Congress obtained 54, independent Muslims
42, K.P.P 40, Muslim League 39 and independent Hindus 37. The result of
Muslim League was not as expected for the League like other parts of India.
Not having the absolute majority in Bengal Legislative Council, Congress
refused to form coalition ministry in Bengal. Hence, Congress yearned for the
release of the political prisoners, whereas leaders of K. P. P were keen on
giving importance to the peasant issue. Fazlui Haq the ieader of K.P. P was
invited by the Governor to form the Ministry with Muslim League. Men like
Sarat Chandra Bose who was fond of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, the
Congress President also disapproved the proposal of a coalition. As Amalesh
Tripathi estimated that if Congress supported the K.P.P from outside the
legislative Assembly, league-Haq coalition would not be possible. Tripathi
commented that if Bengali Hindus were, responsible for their own disaster,
Haq too brought the evil on himself. 25 Haq was not a man to exercise political
ideology from the opposition. He was eager to obtain power and optimise the
agendas as estimated by Harun-AI-Rashid that this should be kept in mind
that 'opportunist' or 'realistic' whatever may be he estimated, he was not a
revolutionary but a reformist leader 26 Jinnah ... encouraged Fazlul Haq of Bengal to support the peasants of that
province against the Zamindars not an economic but on communal basis,
and Fazlul Haq agreed to do this after failing to secure a coalition with the
Congress.

27

According to the analysis of Rahman, Azad Congress refused to form ministry
since they had one and a half more seats than K.P.P and indeed did not
agree to be with a system capable of withstanding Zamindari system. 28 leage
then enhanced its power in Bengal. In-house clashes started within K.P.P.
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League got only three seats in the Ministry of Bengal, and K.P.P got two.
Nawab Mussaraf Hussain of Jalpaiguri was included in the Ministry in the
place of Samsuddin Ahmed, the Secretary of K.P.P who formed a Krisak
Praja Assembly party on August 1937 against Haq's liaison with Zamindars.
In the year 1938, Tamizuddin Khan formed Independent Praja Party and
departed from K.P.P. According to Tripathi, Mussaraf Hussain and Nalini
Ranjan Sarkar (left the Congress) were the negotiators between League and
Congress. 29 Nehru was annoyed and wrote to Gandhi - Might not the dominant
part of the Bengal Congress be called today the society for the advancement of Mr
Nalini Ranjan Sarkar' ...... and the other part probably a similar society for a similar
loudable object?

30

There were nine Zamindars among eleven in the Haq

ministry and six were elected on reserved seats. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee
was rejected on communal grounds. 31 Haq had no way to join the League in
October 1937. Though Haq was not able to adjust with his new party, K.P.P
expressed its willingness to work with the National Congress. Indeed the
venture failed. In the year 1938, the meeting between Subhash Chandra
Bose and Jinnah and Gandhi and K.P.P failed. 32

Haq agreed to help the British in Second World War in all respects while
League wanted to pressurise the Govt with some demands. League was so
indifferent on Haq's allegation against the Mahasava that it was forced to
show the Hindus more in number than Muslims in the census of 1941 in the
various districts of Bengal. Riots also took place in some places of Dhaka and
elsewhere. League took the advantage of this position and wanted to
celebrate Pakistan Day that was opposed by Haq. Meanwhile Haq did
everything in favour of League including the famous 'Pakisthan Proposal' and
strengthened the popularity of League among the Muslim masses along with
Pakisthan Demand. Abul Hashim found his independence as a Muslim and
Bengali amidst Haq's Pakistan proposal in the Lahore Conference of Muslim
League. 33 Haq publicised in Lucknow conference (1937) of Muslim Leage that
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if Congress misbehaved with Muslims outside Bengal, he would not vacillate
to revenge against Hindus in Bengal. Khalikuzzaman informs that Haq said
that he would kill two in Bengal instead of one Muslim killed outside Bengal. 34
But Haq's vow to his community did not continued, since he did not capitulate
to the non- Bengali Muslims. Haq at last departed from the League for his
attempt to form a non-communal League and included himself in the national
defense council against the will of the League. 'Sher-e-Bangia' became the
'Gaddar-e-Bangla.' 35 Nawab Mussaraf Hussain announced that he was ready
to spend all his money to throw out Haq. 36 Muslim League enhanced its
political strength, seeking political advantage by the coalition politics. When
tussle between Haq and Mukherjee reached its climax, Haq challenged
Mukherjee to give concrete instances of Hindu oppression. Mukherjee
produced 17 examples, which were defended by Haq. Bengali Hindu
intelligentsia including Rabindranath Tagore

opposed the Madhyamik

Education Bill proposed in the Legislative Assembly and thought it to be
communal. After the decline of Fazlul Haq ministry (1941 ,7th Oct) parties like
Nationalist Party, Scheduled Caste Party and Peasant party of Haq tied up,
which was also supported by Congress. Upendranath Barman wrote about
the foreboding advancement of the Japanese aggression towards Assam and
Subhash Chandra Bose's advancement to Manipur. Herbert, European party
and Muslim League tried their best to change the ministry but in reality failed
to do so. At last the Governor invited Haq, to form the Ministry. 37 Haq
intended to destroy the hegemony of the non-Bengalis in the politics and
Marwaris in the economy of Bengal. 38 At that time three Communist members
of the Ministry Bankim Mukherjee, Abdur Razzak and Bhupesh Gupta tried to
tie up with League in opposition to the Ministry, but failed. 39 Abdullah Rasul
estimated that it was the leftist part of K.P.P with which Krisak Sabha wanted
to be in contact but was against the ministry -loving group of K.P.P.
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N.C.

Chatterjee of Mahasava had praised saying that the ministry of Haq and
Mukherjee, effectively paralysed the communalists, whose policy led to the
grouping of the Hindus and Muslims into two warring hostile forces.

29

41

Congress after Congress after winning election in six states with absolute
majority released the political prisoners. Leage-K.P.P ministry in Bengal
remained silent about it. Rabindranath Tagore was the President and
Soumendranath Tagore was the Secretary of 'Andaman Political Prisoner

Helping Samity', formed with the objective to release the prisoners. The
movement to release the prisoners continued up to 1941 and became
stronger after Subhash Chandra Bose's participation. Haq was compelled to
remove the monument of Holwell due to the movement organised by
Subhash Chandra Bose. Haq- Nazimuddin Ministry decided in July 1938 that
except the prisoners with life sentences all other political prisoners would be
released.
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Nonetheless, Congress was also divided into two groups, one of

which led by Sarat Chandra Bose, agreed to support Haq with the condition
that political prisoners would be released
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If Congress joined the ministry

and accepted the home portfolio, Governor Herbert was anxious about the
possibility of disclosing the information of the secret files to probable home
minister Sarat Bose who would jeopardise the effort to catch Subhash Bose.
This being the reason Sarat Bose was arrested before the formation of the
Ministry. 44

By this time, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose captured Manipur, Hervert took
Denial and Removal Policy to prevent the feasible advancement of the
Japanese. All ships and bullock carts from North Bengal to Sundarban were
destroyed. Civil administration wrongly portrayed to the people that if steps
were not taken, Japanese would treat them as slaves, tie them to their boats
and throws them before the enemies. This policy of denial of 66,500 boats
brought to an end of the earnings of many peasants, oarsmen and fishermen.
Gandhi mentioned that the hands and legs of the Bengal peasants were cut
off. 45 In the meantime, British soldiers raped many women, which was
brought up in the meeting of Congress Working Committee on 28th April of
1942. 46 These steps of Herbert under Self-Administration Act no 52 made the
Ministry a puppet. Chief minister A.K. Fazlul Haq made a general statement,
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about reviewing the situation in the Bengal Province since April last in the
Bengal legislative Assembly. On September 15, he touched upon the
problems connected with civic defence application of the 'Denial Policy",
evacuation of certain areas in the coastal belt of the province, the supply and
the price of the necessities of life and detailed the various measures taken by
the Govt in this connection. The Chief Minister said:.
- Apart from hartals and few demonstrations, instances have occurred in
several districts of tampering with or damage done to the permanent way
rolling stock of railway with interruption of railway communications and
destruction of instruments. Members are aware of the persistent interference
with tramway service at Calcutta and with the damage done to public utility
services: the attack on A.R.P depots and wardens posts which have occurred
can not have any other result than giving assistance to the enemy. There had
been sporadic cuttings of telegraph wires in many districts and in certain areas
post office have been attacked and looted. In present condition when the
enemy threat to our province has been by no means removed and when it is
essential that communications should be kept in order that military dispositions
may be maintained and no obstacle placed in the way of the troop
concentration for any purpose be it offensive or defensive, interference the
railways, telegraph and postal communications are very serious matters.
Collective fines have had to be imposed upon the inhabitants where such acts
of sabotage occur and where there is reason to believe that the local
inhabitants are concerned in those offences or are harbouring the offenders or
failing to give proper assistance in apprehending the culprits and bringing them
to book. District Magistrates have been directed to convey a warning to the
inhabitants of all areas through which any line of communications passes that
they are charged with the specific duty of maintaining the sector passing
through their area and protecting it from damage and that they will be held
accountable if outrages

occur. 47

On 13 August 1942, a meeting of the Progressive Assembly Party was held in
the residence of Fazlul Haq, where all the members including Upendranath
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Barman decided that they would stand by Mr. Haq .. 48 The Bengal Premier,
Fazlul Haq sent an appeal to the Viceroy to be forwarded to the British Prime
Minister, President Roosevelt, M.Stalin and Marshal Chiang Kai-Shek
stressing that - the permanent interest of the world peace and freedom requires an
immediate settlement with Jndia. 49 To describe the situation of Bengal, Haq gave
the statement :

In Bengal although the disturbances have not fortunately spread over a
wide area, it will be idle to ignore that whatever has happened is serious
enough and unless it is immediately controlled. It may well lead to
disastrous consequences affecting the peace, tranquility and the fair name
of the entire province. 50

Janajuddha, perhaps the widely disseminated bulletin in North Bengal mulled
over the arrest of Congress leaders as a dang_erous path treaded by them
since they backed away from the responsibility to thwart the fascist
bureaucracy. Downbeat stride of the Congress was not capable to connect
Congress and League, to form national government and to organise national
defence for the protection of the country. 5 1 Some criticised the Congress for
supporting the bureaucracy; Roy group insisted that suppression was
necessary. Sikander Hayat said that coward Congress betrayed the country.
Vultures are moving forward to snatch the flesh at a time when Congress and
Congressmen are tied in hands. 52 So it was the duty of the Communists to fight
in favour of the national unity and nationalist movement stabbed in the back
and also against the attempt to form an anti-Congress front. 53 The uppermost
question that thumped the Congressmen was about the unity between
Congress and the League. They were worried about the possibility of forming
a National Government. Since an answer was hard to come by, tramlines,
wires were destroyed, a provocation to the defence of the country to do at
least something. 54
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Economic Mayhem
Congress lost control in the rural areas of Bengal, as it was not capable to
withstand the demand of the tenants for two-third as a replacement for half of
the crop. This led to the rise of the Nikhil Banga Praja Party (later on Haq's
Krisak Praja Party). Haq's realisation that 'Politics of Bengal is the economics
of Bengal' echoed on his slogan in the election of 1937. Besides he too
demanded abolishing Zamindari system, which was the basic or 'Dal-rice'
demand of his election campaign. According to Paul Greenough, quantity of
food cut down for the Bengalis for the period between 1936 and 1942 were
for two reasons, Firstly, rice became a commodity and its supply was reduced
in accordance with population. 55 According to an official report during 1935,
77 percent of rural families were involved in (Preliminary report of the Board
of Economic Enquiry on rural in debtness, para-8, Jan 1935, Calcutta Gazette
supplement, 24.01.35) debt. The feature of agriculture was depressing in
Bengal in the first four decades of 20th century, the trend of production was66% per year. 56 The cost of rice increased from 7 to 17 rupee per mon in
Calcutta. Syama Prasad Mukherjee observed that the production of Aush
paddy during 1942 and Aman on 1942-43 was not hopeful. 57

Shortage of food grains and irregular supplies aggravated the condition of
Bengal. During 1940-41, Bengal was at the acme of the estimated rice
production and hence some factors were not supportive for it. Moneylenders
impeded to grant loans in fear of Bengal Tenancy Act. Conversely, Banks in
Bengal had not enough money to provide agrarian loans. There were only five
banks in Bengal (Madras-111, Bombay-15, Madhya Pradesh-21, Punjab-10)
that had full capital amount of only five lakh five thousand rupees for four
crore rural people. When total amount of agrarian loan in Bengal was more
than 100 crores, banks distributed only one lakh twenty three thousand
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rupees all through 1937-38. During 1938-39, Banks of Madras distributed
loans that amounted to 59 lakh 44 thousand, whilst for the same period Banks
of Bengal provided only 74 thousand rupees. 58 Bengal was not however selfsufficient in the production of rice and imported rice from Burma to fulfil the
gap. When Japan captured Burma in April 1942 the supply · of rice was
stopped. One of the points of Linlithgow's estimates, to find the cause of the
famine of 1943, was the poor production of Aman rice in the winter of 1942 in
Midnapur, Barisal, Mymensingh and Rangpur. However the export of rice for
the soldiers of South Africa, Iran, Ceylon and other areas was intentionally
ignored. Nalini Ranjan Sarkar, the minister of Education, Health and lands
said on Feb 18,1942, "The important problem of keeping India's fighting
forces fully supplied with the best of food in order to sustain their health and
spirits. 5 9

Reserve of rice or paddy was purchased by Govt Agents and stored for extra
profit. Govt officially stored 40,000-ton rice. 60 Suppressing the fact Nalini
Ranjan Sarkar said on 6 April 1942 -Owing to the extension of rice cultivation in
areas released from jute, and favourable weather, the rice deficit in Bengal has been
converted into a large surplus of 13 112 1akh tons. Even in Aug 1943 Azizul Haq,
then food member of the Govt of India said -The rice crop of 1941 was a surplus
crop in Bengal by about 1112milion tons over the normal average, thus providing a fair
carry over for the following year. 61 Food scarcity was common in Bengal long
before; a British officer observedIt may well be asked why in the circumstances ......... a famine did not
take place earlier? The reply to this is that though there was no actual
'famine' as it is usually understood, quite a large section of the people
were habitually living in a semi-starved condition for many years

62

Prices of rice and clothes doubled in 1941 .In comparison the rates of these
basic amenities were considerably low before war. Rice catapulted to 4 to 7
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rupees per mon and cloth from 1 to 3 rupees. 63 Seventeen districts of Bengal
did not get food as per their population. However, Amartya Sen did not agree
with the analysis of FAD (Food Availability decline). According to him it was
'exchange entitlement' that caused the scarcity and rise in prices of food
grain. He said the situation of 1941. benefited some men, mainly Calcuttans
who took advantage of the war. They supplied essential commodities,
purchased food grain by the money, printed by Govt for the inflation caused
by the war. 64 Kalicharan Ghosh thinks that the crisis started from 1939,
because from October 1939 to September 1942, there were six price control
conferences held in Delhi. Food Advisory council was formed in April 1942. 65
According to a monthly report of the struggle for independence in Bengal
(Aug-September, 1942) the economic crisis By flooding the market with paper notes, the Govt is meeting its abnormal war
expenditure due to inflation; the prices of commodities are swelling up by leaps
and bounds. The prices of essential necessities of life such as food, clothing
etc have already risen by more than 300 percent Food shortage has also been
enhanced by the export of foodgrains to the Middle East and African soil for
war purposes. As a result, disaffection and discontent are spread over every
hearth and home. 66
Shyama Prasad Mukherjee resigned, protesting the British policy in Nov 16
1942. He held the hoarder's predictability of low production of rice in the
winter and the war situation responsible for the scarcity. The Haq ministry
accepted that despite sufficient stock, the hoarders made the crisis.

67

The act

of 1928 was not hopeful for bargadars. By the end of 1940, Land revenue
commission wrote that the condition of the tenants -free transferability had
tended and must tend to facilitate the transfer of raiyati lands into the hands of
mahajan and non-agriculturists- that resulted in the increase of rack rented
bargadars and under-raiyats by leaps and bounds. 68 Alongside there was an
increasing pressure on people for cut down in wages as well as on the land.
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De-industrialisation decreased the agricultural wages and at the same time
there was rise in the price of rice.

It is clear from the table that the rate of price rise of rice during1842-1910
was less than the growth rate of wages so that agricultural labour gained in
income. But the picture changed in 1922 when price rise was eight times in
comparison to the rise in wages that was four to six times. This trend
continued more or less until 1943 when the price of rice rose 10 times over
1939 with the devastating consequence of Bengal Famine. 69 The Central
Govt and the Governor were responsible for boat and rice Denial Policy. Sir
John Herbert, the then Governor of Bengal explained the Denial Policy with

these words in the Bengal Legislative Assembly on April 2, 1942:

There is no intention on the part of the Government to burn villages, or to
remove the stocks of grain from villagers' houses. Should, however, in the
case of an invasion surplus stocks fall into the hands of the enemies, it has
been decided to take measures to remove surplus stocks of grain from the
districts concerned, but it is not intended to remove any paddy or other food
grains, which are needed for the normal requirements of the people.
The other form of denial of facilities to the enemy that is intended in the
districts is to prevent any means of transport from falling into his hands. If it
should ever happen that, in view of the military authorities, the invasion of any
district in Bengal is imminent all forms of transport, whether by land or water,
would have to be removed. 70

Haq criticised the denial policy in his letter to Herbert on Aug 2,1942 -

You gave him Ooint secretary) orders to take up the work of removal at
once, without caring to find out the exact position regarding the excess of
rice and paddy in different areas and the best means of removal and the
cheapest method of carrying out the scheme ... At the present moment we
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are faced with a rice famine in Bengal mainly in consequence of an
uncalled for interference on your part, and of hasty action on the part of the
Joint Secretary.

Then I come to the boat removal policy ... The most outstanding instance of
blunder which has been committed by the permanent officials, apparently
with your knowledge and concurrence, has been the case of the prevention
of boats from going out into the bay of Bengal for the purpose of cultivation
of the lands in the various islands lying at the mouth of the delta. 71

Sales tax was imposed on the lower income groups too by the Ministry. So,
loan-bonded middle class was in the same condition as of the peasants .. 72
Haq ministry tried to regulate jute production, so as to protect estimated over
production. In the year 1940 a total of one crore fifty five-lakh (Bel) jute was
produced

Bengal including thirty lakh (Bel) of the previous year. In the year

1941 the estimated jute (Bel) production was probably ninety lakh more. But
the jute cultivation ministry overlooked the necessity to regulate and fix the
last price of jute. 73 Haq ministry ignored some facts:
•

Errors in the land records were not corrected.

•

It was not legal for a peasant to change the land
seasonally.

•

No scope to cultivate crop as an alternative to jute.

•

No right to cultivate the lands, useful only for jute.

•

Necessity of exemption (for jute cultivation) needed for
those who had only one- acre land.

•

Need of reducing taxes for infertile lands.

•

Need of storage for jute and fix up lower rate.

It is clear that the scheme of regulating jute production benefited those, who
had large acres of land i.e. the rich peasants. Peasants' wanted an assurance
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from the Govt. of cultivating at least three Bigha. But rather the ministry
endowed to cultivate double lands in the year next resulting in overproduction
of one crore sixty lakh (Bel) jute which brought down the price. 74 At the same
time scarcity of salt was also a problem for Bengal. Gandhi-Arwin pact
restricted Bengal to import 35-40 lakh mon of salt .The crisis was mentioned
as 'salt famine.' 75 The Ministry's lame excuse was that salt was a subject of
Central Govt. From December 42 to March 43 three procurement scheme of
Haq Ministry failed. 76

Closing Down Zamindari System
Faz!ul Haq and his Peasant Party were seeking attention for the abolishment
of the Zamindari system, without reparation. 77 Krisak Sabha after its formation
in 1936-37 took the radical slogan of abolition of Zamindari system. Since
most of the Zamindars in Bengal were Hindus while the peasants belonged to
Muslim religion, the assessment idea was thought to be communal. Muslim
League agreed to support K.P.P to abolish Zamindari system however with
reparation.

78

The Nikhil Banga Praja Samity, formed in 1929 led by Haq, was

open for both communities but its majority members were Muslim Joteders,
rich Muslim peasants. They were for the most part active in North and East
Bengal. In the conference of Dhaka in 1936, the Samity was renamed as the
Krisak Praja Party and Haq was elected as the President.

79

The effort of

abolishing Zamindari system was related to the rise of rich peasants. The new
rich peasants dominated K. P. P. So no movement was organised to stop the
land tax that may have been harmful for the rich peasants. Some important
points in the election manifesto of KPP were - (1) Abolition of Zamindari
system without any compensation. (2) Reduction of rate of rent. (3) Abolition
of Zamindar's right of nazar salami right of pre-emption. Rights of the
Zamindars dwindled in many respect by Bengal Tenancy Bill (revised) of
1937, September. Bengal Agricultural Debtors Act of 1935 created Board for
loan settlement, which discouraged the repayment. License was compulsory
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for the moneylenders at the rate of 8% after the introduction of Bengal
Moneylenders Act. Land Revenue Commission which was established in
1938, completed its work in1940, advised Bengal Govt to take into custody
the entire land and the middle right of the Zamindars with reparation. Since
the Second World War started then, the plan was not put into effect, despite
the fact that Haq's surrender to the Muslim League gradually ruined the
ideological base of K.P.P., which buckled with its ideology to abolish
Zamindari system.

Congress on the Peasantry of Bengal
Congress was in a dilemma to support the peasantry when the election of
1937 was knocking at the door. If it did not support the peasantry, its electoral
mass support would be hampered. On the contrary, support may reason to
loose its economic base in the rural areas. According to the resolutions of the
lucknow Congress on the agrarian problem of Bengal, Panchnan Saha,
Secretary of the Agrarian Sub-Committee of B.P.C.C finished his duty by
sending some recommendations to the districts of Bengal on 20th Nov 1936.
Those were:

1.

Bengal and Her Agriculture:

1. Proper measures for irrigation should be undertaken throughout the
country after a careful survey.
2. Resuscitation of dead rivers, clearance of old water channels that have been
chocked up, revival of old tanks and wells and opening up of embankments at
suitable places.
3. Water rate for irrigation channels should be helved.
4. Provisions for good seeds and manure by easy methods.
5. Marketing facilities for agricultural products.
6. To increase the purchasing power of the agriculturists by fixing minimum
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price for jute and rice.
7. Credit facilities at a rate of interest not higher than 6 1 /4%.
8. To fix the minimum living wages, way two and help anna per day of eight
hours labour for agriculturist labourers.

2.

Land and Zamindari System:

1. Zamindari system in its present form must be abolished on payment of some
·~,

sort of compensation on equitable basis, the nature of which should be
decided upon by state.
2. The different grade of intermediaries between the revenue paying proprietor
and the cultivating ryot should be completely done away with. Subinfudation,
which might have been a policy of necessity in the past with the big
landholders, had been carried too far with a corresponding increase in the
incidents of rent of the cultivating ryot.
3. Revenue and rent should be substantially reduced. Rent should be regarded
as a portion of the produce and should be fixed with a difference to the
estimate price of the portion. It might be fixed one-sixth of the produce.
4.

No rent should be taken from uneconomic holdings, tenants earning Rs 250/as an annual income, should be exempted from rents.

5. Arrears of rents are to be paid by easy instalments free from all interest
charges thereon. Remission of arrear in case of such peasants, after enquiry,
as can not make any profit from produce of land.
6.

Ejectments, confiscation of properties, attachment of oxen and agricultural
implements for arrears of rents should be stopped by law.
All illegal exactions such as Nazrana, mahat,etc should be completely
stopped by law. Proper receipts for payment of rents, interests, etc should be
issued and non-compliance should be punished by law ..

8. Rate of interest on loan advanced and on rent in arrear should not in any
case exceed 6 114 %, No compound interest should be charged.
9.

Fallow and cultivatable lands should be reclaimed by the state and provision
be made for landless at reasonable rate of rent with a view to remove the
rural unemployment.

10. Revision of the present Bengal Tenancy Act in the interest of the peasants
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particularly in respect of mutation of name, Zamindari's right of nazar and
salami's, right of pre-emption occupancy, right of ryot and enhancement of
rents.
11. Land should be set apart for common pasturage for which no rent should be
charged.

12. In villages near jungles, people should be allowed to collect free wood for
their

household purposes.

3. Rural Indebt ness:
There are two sides of the whole problem of indebt ness, one relating to debt
standing against the peasant and other method for improving his conditions
by increasing his purchasing powers.

Debt:

1. All hereditary debts are to be cancelled.
Accumulated interests on all debts are to be wiped off.

3. A motivation is to be declared for all debts so long the present law of
agricultural price rule.

4. An immediate enquiry committee should be appointed to go into the question
of rural indebtness and scale it down in a manner of equitable adjustments
between the creditors and debtors. In the meanwhile, old debts standing over
two years should be suspended pending enquiry and no 'Julum' should be
made for the realisation of the same. Debts standing less than two years may
be so adjusted for payment on long term so that it would not affect those
peasants whose income for agricultural produce would not suffice for his bare
maintenance 80

An attached questionnaire by Saha to collect the evidence, stressed on how
far the peasants and labourers were at liberty to organise themselves. District
Committees however were ignorant about those problems. Whereas from the
mid 30's Gandhi began to call himself a different type of socialist. From then,
he believed in a moral type of socialism based on non-violence. 81 This was
obviously an important departure from his earlier position. He did not hesitate
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to say -land and all property in his who will work it. 82 In an interview in Calcutta in
April 1938 Gandhi cleared his position regarding the relationship between
Kissan Sabha and the Congress -

-My opinion is clear-cut, having worked among the kisans and labour all
my life. There is nothing constitutionally wrong in the Congress allowing
the Kisan Sabhas to work independently nor in allowing the office
bearers of the Kisan Sabhas to be office bearers of the Congress, for
they will come in the usual way. But my study of separate kisan
organisations had led me definitely to the conclusion that they are not
working for the interests of the kisans, but are organised with a view to
capturing the Congress organisation. They can do even this by leading
the kisans aiong the. right channels, but I am afraid they are misleading
them. If the kisans and their leaders capture the Congress by doing
nothing by authorised Congress work, there is no harm. But if they do
so by making false registers, storming meetings and so on, it would be
something like fascism.

But the main question is whether you want the Kisan Sabha to
strengthen the Congress or to weaken it, to use the kisan organisation
to capture the Congress or to serve the kisans, whether the sabha is to
be the rival organisation working apparently in the name of the
Congress or one carrying out the Congress programme and policy. If it
is realy a rival organiosation and Congress organisation only in name,
its strength and energy will be utilised in resisting the kissan Sabha,
with the result that poor kisans will be ground between the two mill
stones ..

83

Despite this attitude towards Kisan Sabhas Gandhi was more radical in his
expectations about the role the peasants would play in his forthcoming Quit
India Movement, he explained to Louis Fischer, an American journalist-

Gandhi - In the villages the peasants will stop paying taxes. They
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will make salt despite official prohibition. This seems a small matter;
the salt tax yields only a paltry sum to the British Government. But
refusal to pay it will give the peasants the courage to think that they
are capable of independent action. Their next step will be to seize
the land.
L. F - With vioience?

Gandhi -There may be violence, but then again the landlords may cooperate.

L.F- You are an optimist.
Gandhi-They might co-operate by feeling.

L.F- Or, they might organise violent resistance.
Gandhi- There may be fifteen day of chaos. But I think we could soon
bring that under control.

l.F- You feel then that it must be confiscation without compensation?
Gandhi - Of course, it would be financially impossible for anybody to
compensate the landlords. 84

So Gandhi here departed from his earlier position when he said thatappropriate compensation should be paid to the Zamindar if his land was
taken. 85 At the same time in Bengal force and value of B.P.K.S increased.

Gandhi's Musing to Start the Movement
Gandhian Satyagraha as a policy cannot be ignored. At least it made the
masses fearless to take part in the movements launched by Gandhi.

86

Personal Satyagraha was a preparatory stage in 1941 as introduced by
Gandhi and was not effective in Bengal. Police did not bother to arrest the
persons following personal Satyagraha. Amritalal Chaudhury from Sewagram
criticised the effort on 27 February 1941 in the following wordsI am very much pained to find that amongst the names submitted Dr,
Prafulla Chandra Ghosh and B.P.C.C and approved by Mahatmaji, there
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were many who do not really fulfil the conditions of Satyagraha as laid
down by Gandhi, I have several letters in my possession frome some
prominent Congress workers of Bengal to substantiate my finding ...
Mahatmaji has repeatedly warned and is still warning and guarding with
his eagle eye and untiring energy against any impurity creeping into the
present movement, which he thinks to be, perhaps the best one of his life.
So it will be a national calamity and a suicidal move if we disagree the
movement by introducing corruption into it. But my humble appeal is
meant, especially, for the Bengal Satyagrahis and those who are at the
helm of the affair there .. 87

Two unhappy incidents are responsible for a change in Gandhi's mind; the
failure of Gripp's Mission and the possibility of Japanese advancement to
India. It was clear from the success of the Japanese in Malay, Singapore,
Burma and Andaman-Nicobar Island that the British would not be able to
protect India if needed. Earlier Gandhi was not interested to start a mass
movement during the war. But then he wanted to drive out the British from
India. It was clear from the articles he wrote in 'Harijan' from April 1942
onwards and from the interviews, he conferred. 88 In article in 'Harijan' on 26
April he considered the only way to protect both the British and India was
British extraction from India. On

3rd

May and 101h May, he wrote that it was the

British presence that provoked Japanese to attack India. If British quit India
there would be in- chaos that will be more acceptable to him. Gandhi
cautioned Jawaharlal that movement would be started without him, since he
did not want to make any obstacle to the war against Fascism. 89 Maulana
Abul Kalam Azad, Asaf Ali, Bhulabhai Desai and Raja Gopalachari also
opposed Gandhi's plan of starting a movement. Gandhi ordered Azad and
Nehru to resign as the President of the Congress and as a member of the
working committee. He was firm on his way -If you just come my way, you will
become an obstacle to me. And as for yourself, you will find yourself no more.

90

Gandhi told Satish Dasgupta (who was in charge of the Satyagraha
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Movement in Bengal) that earlier he was criticised for his negative attitude
and now he was told to be an 'extremist and revolutionary'.

91

He confirmed

about mass support and hence was ready to start a movement whether
working committee admired it or not. At one stage, his sole admirer Khadi
Group only supported him. Not just to Quit India, Wardha Proposal stressed
on the political rights and powers to peasants, workers and women. 92 C.S.P,
R.S.P, F.B and other political parties supported Wardha Proposal too.
R.S.Ruikar of F.B wrote to Hemanta Kumar Basu in Calcutta that Mahatma
was at last following the way of Subhash Chandra Bose. In a press
conference, Ruikar stated that though Bose was defeated at Tripuri,
paradoxically it was the success of Bose's stance that was accepted
Wardha .. 93

Congress Brand of Nationalism and Alternative Politics
It was the Congress brand of nationalism as League depicted and had some
contradictions performing the August Movement. The movement did not
undertake other political ideas then in motion in the land. 94 It was the 'germ of
decay' that was in the contradictions of the nationalist movement as said by
Ali Akbar. 95 . Provincialism and Communalism were the corollaries that
hampered the smooth development of Nationalism. Provincialism played an
effective role to upset the nationalist movement more effectively than
Communalism after passing of the Govt of India Act of 1935 by the British
Parliament. Ali Akbar thus ends with this remark-

If nationalism decides to fight effectively communalism and provincialism, it
will have to fight itself and destroy its own basis. That is the crisis of Indian
Nationalism.

96

Communal question in the 40's was related with the agrarian question in
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Bengal. It was the clash of interest in landed property between the rising
Hindu middle class and the Muslim tenants; an issue of Muslim separatist
leaders. In this productive ground of communal politics, Swarajya Party voted
in favour of Muslim leaders. Success of Fazlul Haq and K.P.P was based on
the polarisation between Zamindars and peasants. Hindu members of the
Legislative Assembly and 'Hindu newspapers', 1933 opposed Bengal
Tenancy Act 1928, Bengal Rural Primary Education Bill, 1930, Bengal
Municipal Act Amendment Bill, 1932, Bengal Money Lenders Bill, 1932 and
Bengal Agricultural Debtors Bill. 97 It was the shake-up of Muslim League on
the subject of the effort of the Congress to introduce Hindi, instead of Urdu,
ludicrous issue for Bengali speaking Muslims. The census of 1941 had links
with communal award. It recorded the highest increase in the rate of
Population than previous years. There was about 22% total increase in
population with Hindus overtaking the Muslims, an opposite feature than
previous censuses. Hindus and Muslims both tried to prove that the census
was wrongly estimated. Communal Award and the policy of the Haq Ministry
also touched the lower strata of the Hindu caste, the Namasudras.
Namasudra-Muslim combination played an important role in Bengal politics
from 1930 onwards. This combination caused the decrease of the mass
support of the Congress in the forties. They won the first victory with the
passing of Bengal Debt Cancellation Act and Bengal Tenancy Amendment
Act in 1938.However; Zamindar-merchant section in K.P.P, League and
Congress restricted the move towards the interest of the peasants. League
published the 'Pirpur Report' and 'Haq Report' on the subject of persecution
to the Muslim community in those states Congress forms the ministry.
Thereafter it was easier for League to widen its communal propaganda. About
this Haq wrote in a confidential report on 22.01.42In course of my tours, I have found that the most objectionable speeches
came from Sir Nazim, Mr Shaheed Suhrawardy, Maulana Akram Khan
Bahadur, Abdul Momin and local people ......... the speeches are bound to
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inflame communal feeling against the present ministers should be reported

98

Except the Northwestern province, Muslims in general remained passive in
the struggle of 1942. 99 League ministry of K. Nazimmuddin was with the
imperialist

and

took

backward-looking

attitude

towards

the

national

movement. 100 League ministry of K. Nazimmuddin was with the imperialist
and took backward-looking attitude towards the national movement. Anita
lnder Singh generalised that no riot took place during Quit India Movement
and Muslims did not strongly oppose the Congress. 101 Before Wardha, when
Gandhi proposed for Quit India, Nazimmuddin asked Sir Toamen, Governor
of Madhya Pradesh and Berar that whether it would be possible to use the
Muslims against the probable mass movement of the Congress.
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Toamen

did not find anything hopeful in the proposal.
Jinnah thought that Quit India was a new formula of Gandhi to form the 'Hindu
Raj'. He estimated Gandhi trying to prove to the British that they should

presume that India means Congress and Congress means Gandhi whose
endeavour was to seize the power from British including the right of the
Muslims and lower castes. 103 The party line of Quit India, according to Jinnah,
was 'angered and desperate mentality' and he questioned whether it was the
highest contribution of Gandhi to India at the fag end of his life?

104

Jinnah

said-

We only asked the Muslims to keep aloof from this movement. Let them fight it
out. This is one of those cases where neutrality is the most effective policy in
our part.

105

So, leaders of the League along with European group supported the
measures to suppress ~he Quit India Movement in Bengal. 106 According to
Bipan Chandra moderate communalism ended in 1937 and from then
extreme communalism started its way. 107 Both Hindus and Muslims were
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strengthening themselves by forming 'Akhra's and Self-Defensive Volunteers.
Gandhi was not in favour of the efforts and remarked that 'Akhra's would not
pave the way for nationalist movement. If the preparation were made with the
defensive object at the time of riots, to create suspicion and annoyance
between the two communities, it would fail to solve the problems. 108

.

Hindu

Mahasava at that time tried to increase its strength in some Muslim oriented
districts of Bengal where they tried to use the anxiety of the Hindus. After the
riot of 1941, Mahasava and Congress came closer. 109 Mahasava, despite
communal disturbance was not much troubled for British presence in India.
Home Ministry reported that the endeavor of R.S.S.S was objectionable, and
scattered since they did not support the threat of civil disobedience (Quit
India). There was no reason to give importance to their efforts. 110 Home
Ministry was ensured to observe that at the time of 'Congress disturbances'
the leaders of the R.S.S instructed their cadres to be away from the
'Movement

of the

Congress' and

the

cadres

were

following

their

instructions. 111 During the 40's, Shyama Prasad Mukherjee accused the
Congress that they were misleading the countrymen by saying that they
would not allow the division of the country. 112 Savarkar instructed to the
members of the Hindu Mahasava that they did have to resign from the
working committee of the Viceroy. On September 1942 his instruction from
Bombay to all members of the Mahasava that those belonging to the
Municipality, local administration, legislative Assembly, or those working in
the Army, Navy, Air Force or arms factory must perform their works
accordingly. 113 Overall, the Sangha was aloof to participate in the Quit India
Movement. Report of the Bombay Home Ministry said the following words

- the Sangha has scrupulously kept itself within the law, and in particular,
has refrained from taking part in the disturbances that broke out in August

1942. 114
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Essence of the Movement in Bengal
The news of the arrest of Gandhi and all the members of the working
committee and other principal leaders appeared in the extra-ordinary issues
. of the Calcutta dailies. But no programme outlined by the A.I.C.C. Bengal
workers were waiting for the return of the A.I.C.C members from whom it was
expected that the programme would be procured. To their great surprise,
most of those members were incarcerated stealthily by the usurper
administration and no news of their arrest was given due publicity in the
columns of the newspapers owing to the restrictions imposed by the press
advisor. Bengal could not make an admirable start as the prominent leaders
and workers of F.B and other poiitical parties yielded to the octopus clutches
of the Defence of India rules long before the struggle for India's independence
launched by Gandhi. Various restrictions were also imposed on the
movements of the prominent workers of the districts. 115 When Sadiq Ali
informed K.S. Roy about the A.I.C.C instruction, Roy did not believe that
working committee, in the presence of Gandhi had permitted all the plans
including destruction of the communication of roads and rails. 116 Maulana
Abut Kalam Azad informed K.S. Roy that Gandhi and Nehru were unable to
ascribe the necessity to start a Movement.

At the same time campaigns

against the Second World War by Dr. Prafulla Ghosh and the Gandhi follower
Khadi group annoyed K.S.Roy and his followers. Azad assured them not to
join with Khadi group in anti-war campaigning and not to prepare for a
probable political movement. 117 K.S.Roy group was fretful that Khadi group
would take the lead if the movement started. Prafulla Ghosh and Khadi group
organised and informed district Congress President and secretaries to
prepare for the forth-coming movement.

Jugantar Dal, a section of the anti-movement Ad-Hoc District Congress
committee also agreed to start a movement. The party as an opportunity of
seizing power welcomed it. 118 One of the party members Jyotish Bhoumik
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wished that every district in Bengal should properly organise the destructive
measures to disrupt the communication. Another member Sudhir Ghosh
planned for an organised guerrilla war, in this juncture. All the subversive
groups in Bengal took advantage of the Congress Movement. Along with antiwar orientation, the groups and parties like Forward Block, Revolutionary
socialist party, Labour party and Sri Sangha had no restrain to jump on the
bandwagon.
movement.

119

120

.

Except C.P.I all the leftist parties participated in the

Even as Congress was not in a position to start an anti-Govt

movement, it would be hurt Fascism and Nazism, and possibly would be
converted to a communal riot in the present organisation of the Congress. So,
at the Ramgarh Conference in 1940, Congress decided to start C.D.
Movement after reorganising herself. Before the outbreak of the Quit India
Movement, two separate Congress Committees and Bengal Congress
committee that were recognised by All India Congress Committee and
Forward Block were engaged in different political actions. Swaraji's were
moved away from their position of Hindu-Muslim unity. 121

.

Annanda

Choudhury of the Khadi group, Niharendu Dutta Majumdar, and Makhan lal
Sen of the Congress directed the movement. F.B. and Jugantar Party were
linked with the plan .. 122 C. I. and Jugantar were also linked with it. In October
Jugantar Dal, Sukhendu Bikash Dutta's group, F.B and Khadi group agreed to
work togetheL On 23 August 1942, Congress M.L.A and M.L.C's met and
decided that members of Legislatures would not resign. According to K.S.
Roy, this decision was not approved in the Congress Working Committee due
to a difference of opinion. K.S.Roy thought it to be a separate development
and sabotage by Sadiq Ali, a true follower of Rammohan Lohia of C.S.P, not
a Congressman who had sent a secret circular after 9th August, resulting in
violence and disruption. So this was a C.S. P circular not by Congress .. 123
Bidhan Chandra Roy at the same time helped the British and did not
participate in the Quit India Movement. 124 Nalini Sarkar and M.S.Aney agreed
to suppress Quit India Movement brutally in the meeting of the Executive
Council of Viceroy on 16th July and 3th August.
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When Gandhi launched the movement it was an expected report from the
CongressIn the present struggle for our independence, our Mohammedan brethren
in general are not participating actively, but there is no use gainsaying the
fact that they are doing nothing prejudicial to the successful prosecution of
our war. Jamiat-ui-Uiema and other nationalist Muslims are fighting hand
with us. Press reports from Chittagang show that many Mohammedans
have been incarcerated by this time, though there is no aggressive
movement. Then again, in Sylhet, the police as a result of their participation
in the national struggle has arrested a great number of Maulavies. But it is a
deplorable fact that some Mohammedans betrayed their communal spirit
and played into the hands of the British imperialists at Bhanga(Faridpur)
and at Contai and Tamluk(Midnapore). Besides these, information has
been received from Vikrampore(Dhaka) to the effect that the high Govt
officials are trying to sabotage the intensive movement there by rousing the
communal feeling among the Muslims. The Radical Democratic Party, vile
betrayer of the cause of the country, are on the other hand, inciting the
unsophisticated Muslim masses of the locality against our national soldiers.
As a result, the communal spirit runs high there.
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Observations
The Revolutionary group's vain attempt for armed revolution engrossed them
towards Gandhi's commitment. The clash of the groups continued in favour of
C.R.Das and later on in favour of Subhash Bose. The groups hesitated to
participate in Gandhian schemes. But the scenario was different after the
death of Das. Bengal Congress was truly divided into two groups, Jugantar
Dal and Congress cadres who were with Bose. On the other hand, Anusilan
Samity, Khadi Prathisthan, Abhay Ashram and non-violence convictional
cadres were with Sengupta. Subhash Bose thought that Sengupta's followers
were tiny minorities. Bengal Congress from the beginning shifted from the
Gandhian Congress. Congress Govt had glided away and neglected the duty
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of political education and organisation. Conflicting forces were active within
the Congress. Bengal Congress tried to share power with backward classes
I

but did not agree to come to terms with K.P.P as a whole for its Muslim
orientation. This wrong step of Congress paved the way for League's future
hegemony. On the other hand, Congress was unable to approach the rural
Muslim peasantry of Bengal, to use them in the future movements. It was not
that the production of rice trimmed down in the winter of 1942 and it was an
exceptional case that the mass faced. 'Dal rice' was the slogan used by K.P.P
to win the election of 1937. During 40's in spite of its weak rural base,
socialist ideology affected the minds of the leaders of the first strata of the
Congress.

Gandhi's mind also changed before launching Quit India

movement. Despite some exceptions, Quit India Movement almost in all
districts of Bengal, organised by the revolutionary groups, changed their
forms to be leftist parties. Plans were not of Gandhian prototyped. On the
other hand, the movement was not only, opposed by Mahasava or League
but some important members of the Bengal Congress were also denied to
take the responsibility of the movement. League enhanced its power in rural
Bengal with Haq, who shifted his loyalty to the League. So, except some loyal
Muslims of the Congress platform, Muslims in general were aloof from the
movement.
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Chapter- 2
Condition of Northern Bengal on the Eve of the Movement
During the 30's, it was the influence of socialist ideas, anti Zamindari
campaigns of Haq ministry, rise of caste and communal politics and extension
of student's movement in the rural areas of Northern Bengal that compelled
nationalist Congress to think about the problems of the peasants. Economic
depression of the time was linked with the spread of socialist ideas in and
outside the Congress.

It was after 1932 the peasants severely expressed

their economic grievances in the long gap of any Gandhian movement
launched.

Various

districts of North

Bengal

cohorts

questioned the

orthodoxies.

Political Trend
The popularity of Gandhian movement broadened the area of mass
participation and made the politics more salient that was beyond the capability
of the revolutionary groups of Bengal. These groups scattered, did not
disappeared but got detached from the Gandhian movement until socialist
idea infiltrated into the Congress politics with Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhash
Chandra Bose. Active members of the revolutionary groups engaged
themselves with F.B and other leftist parties. Certainly longstanding conflict of
Jugantar and Anusilan group did not disappear. In various districts of North
Bengal, leftist parties controlled student politics, in reality influenced by
revolutionary groups.

There was an obvious change in the political

atmosphere in North Bengal since 1930. Breaks were beginning to appear in
the revolutionary groups as their active members participated with mainstream
Congress politics. In February 1930, Birendra Oas Gupta of Rangpur, Satindra
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Roy and Brajendra Das of Dacca and Naresh Guha of Mymensingh decided
to separate from Anusilan Samity. It was an effort of the younger members viz
Jitesh Lahiri the Rajsahi leader, Birendra Dutta of Jalpaiguri, Birendra Das
Gupta of Rangpur, Manindra Lahiri of Pabna and Satindra Roy of Dhaka had
decided to motivate the Anusilan Samity of North Bengal without any
interference by the older leaders 1• In 1924 Sirajganj of Pabna a clash between
Gandhian no changer and Subhash pro changer i.e between Subhash
Chandra Bose and Prafulla Ghosh, Sengupta took place. They also voted
the Bengal Pact issue. College Students of Pabna and Mymensingh
supported Subhash Bose 2 • Devotion towards Congress was so declining that
one Praffulla Sarkar could not remember whether he renewed

his

membership of the Congress or whether he was a continuing member of
executive committee3 • Gandhi considered Jalpaiguri, when he visited in 1925,
as a place of businessmen. He accepted the honorary certificate, given to him
without reading it. Mahatma disappointedly commented-Here is the ocular
demonstration of your faith in charka. When only five among thirty raised their
hands before him, sign of their attachment with charka was demonstrated

4

.

A

large crowd of Rajbansis and a section of community leaders wanted
something more, but Gandhi only gave stress on 'Charka'. Charu Chandra
Sanyal was surprised that during half an hour talk with the students Gandhi
did not mention that leaving schools would be a progamme of the future
movement5 •

Congress and the Electoral Politics in Northern Bengal
To win the 1937 Legislative Election, candidates had to participate in the rural
areas6 . The forthcoming election and the pattern of Bengal politics affected its
Northern counterpart. Internal conflict of the Congress was discovered as well
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as the party had to rethink about the rural problems of the peasants. The
reason why men like Nishit Nath Kundu, shifted from the Congress was the
domination of the Zamindars over the tribals in his area, Haripur. There were
sharp differences between Congress workers and C.L.I group or socialists
within this institution. Prafulla Chandra Ghosh entreated Nishit Nath Kundu in
a letter that they should be earnestly dutiful towards the Congress, -We should
not do anything that lowers the prestige of the Congress- he wrote that the

decision to form a National Party against the Congress in the election would
be unjusf. But Congress did not manage to cling on both the rivals Nishit
Nath Kundu of Thakurgaon and Nalini Kanta Adhikary of Balurghat subdivision for the nomination of the Legislative Assembly, Kundu's blame
against Adhikary, obliged both the govt officials and the Congress, subscribed
to the silver jubilee fund organised by the officials that was certainly not in
favour of the principles of the Congress. Kundu predicts this sort of person
(Adhikary), if elected, may not always act with the Congress party for obliging
high Govt officials like his obligation towards local sub-divisional officials8 • The
reason why District Congress Election Board favoured Nalini kanta Adhikary
was his sound financial condition, capability of bearing election expenditure
and above all parliamentary experience. Kundu did not meet the mark in both
cases in spite of being a true Congressman 9 . Kundu, resigned the
membership from the Indian National Congress and decided to stand as an
independent candidate for the Assembly. When failed to secure nomination,
he claimed that local men supported him in his election campaigning 10• He,
however, maintained connection with Congress went to Sarat Chandra Bose
and assured him that he would not go against Congress in the Assembly and
also requested Bose to communicate this to Pandit Jawaharlal 11 • Even after
winning the election, the allegation against Kundu was that even if he had put
his nomination against Congress, he would have won the seat and would
have announced himself as the Congress candidate 12 •
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Naresh Chandra Sen Gupta was a powerful candidate than Surendra Nath
Maitra. This 'exception' was likely to be helpful for Sengupta 13 • This was an
advantage, which Sengupta enjoyed, and a expected by Jahnabi Charan
Bhoumik, Sengupta had the fullest potential of securing vote at Pabna
because of his services there even though he was not a supporter of
Congress 14• In spite of little opposition from the 'orthodox' Congress people,
he presence of Naresh Chandra Sengupta at Pabna would bolster his win as
expected by Khitish Chadra Chaki of Pabna. Jogindra Chandra Chakraborty
assured N. C. Sengupta that he would favour Sengupta's nomination in the
Legislative Council and if anyone other than Sengupta got the Congress ticket,
Chakraborty would oppose

it1 5

.At the same time, Satyapriya Banerjee of

Rajsahi wanted to secure total number of votes from the Hindu tenants. His
daughter Geeta wrote to uncle 'Tinukaka' (Saradindu Chakraborty) about the
uncertain woeful condition by Sarat Bose's resignation from the Parliamentary
Board. So it was not decided that Nationalist Party candidates would stand
against the Congress candidates. She advised not to spend money at any risk
or to send anywhere whatsoever. It was Bengal's stance to form a Nationalist
Party, eulogised by Sarat Chandra Bose, projecting that it would go up higher
if they could preserve their front 16 . Rajsahi District Committee was facing
several disputes to form the new committee. One group of the Congress
captured Zillah Samity who did not want to form a new group and the other
group non-cooperated with them. Even relief work on the flood seems to be
needless considering political achievement by the second group

17

•

Manas

while not intending to take charge of the Congress in the district of Rajsahi,
was inspired by Niren Dutta to limit his ideology with the example of Gandhi,
though had strict ideology, shortened it at last, considering the situation

18

•

Upendranath Barman stood, as a candidate of Khatriya Samity in the
Legislative Election of 1937.He was at the time in a bankrupt position, ready to
put up for sale his properties. He was advised by Haripada Ganguly to 'try his
luck' in the forthcoming election on the reserved seat for schedule caste
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candidate of Jalpaiguri 19 . Barman started campaigning just 21 days before
election due to economic crisis. His appeal to the rural Rajbansi people was
noteworthy. The poem 'Langoler Dabi' (Demand of a plough) which he
circulated among the rural Rajbansi's of Jalpaiguri had great impetus. It was a
poem that carried the memorandum of the lower strata of the Rajbansis who
were oppressed by the Zamindars and moneylenders. 20 Barman won the
election with the symbol plough. Thereafter Rajbansis ignored all the lucrative
proposals and elected Nagendranath Roy of Rangpur as a member of
Calcutta Council. Najimmuddin was compelled to say 'I do off my hat to Rajbansi
community'

21

.

After the election, Gandhi met with members of the Schedule

Caste Party, including Barman and made an effort to include them in the
National Congress. The S.C M.L.A's did not believe the Congress and
considered it as an institution of higher caste Hindus who favoured to be with
the government. Gandhi at last advised them to 'Go wherein your safety lies'

22

•

Bengal Congress was divided into groups and tried to absorb district Congress
members into it. The fraction as Karan Shankar Roy observed was his party,
Suresh Majumdar's Party, Dr Prafulla Ghosh's party and some independent
groups. Roy wanted confirmation from Khitindranath Choudhury of Rajsahi to
belong to his group while similar assurances were also being taken from other
parties. In fact, Roy's group, Dr. Ghosh's group and some of the independent
groups had settled to work in support23 • Kiran Sankar Roy later wrote to
Choudhury that to meet both Dr. B.C. Roy and Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose,the
leaders of the two wings of the Congress, who were trying to unite the two
wings. He could obtain both their support to his (Roy's) candidature for the
East Bengal seat in the council of the state. Likewise, Kali Prasanna Saha of
Maida hoped if D.Lahiri of Maida contested for the seat along with Surendra
Nath Moitra, the Congress candidate, it might better the position of Naresh
Chandra Sengupta's position against the Congress 24 • No districts of North
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District Congress in a meeting on 22nd July 1936 took resolution to end the
party faction in Bengal for which work of the Congress had become difficult to
carry on. It proposed that Congress alone should alone set up candidates for
the councils and not any other party or sub-partl 5 •

The condition of the Congress due to this kind of politics was very frustrating
that Lokendra Mohan Sen, Joint Secretary, Dinajpur District Congress, alleged
that district Congress members were annoyed because the President of the
Congress (Rajendra Prasad) only visited Calcutta and then went back.
Jawaharlal had high probability of not doing that. It would be good if the
President visited the districts. Sen urged Panditji to visit and stay in the district
Dinajpur at least for two days. On the other hand, Secretary also cautioned
Sen. that nationalists and other persons of stakes could stem the process of
the nomination of the Congress candidates26 • Madan, a Congress worker from
Dinajpur went to Sarat Chandra Bose and K.S. Roy for a financial help of
thousand rupees for an election petition. Both disagreed to help him. Madan
wrote painfully - In this earth no body helps unless he is helped by himself. This I
learn and forbid this idea 27 • Financial dependency to Calcutta was a common
feature of the District Congress. Khagendranath Dasgupta from Jalpaiguri was
seeking for five hundred rupees from the Calcutta Provincial Congress. If he
did not receive he had to stop the election propaganda. Likewise, Suresh
Majumdar got very minimum political propaganda from Atul Chandra Kumar of
Maida due to financial crisis.

Shifting Political Loyalty
Communal Award agitated the minds of Northern part of Bengal over and
above with the other areas. Mahinddin Khan resigned as an executive
member of B.P.C.C on the grounds that Communal Award was contrary to
Congress decision. In Bombay, President had identified himself as a Hindu
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Congress decision. In Bombay,President had identified himself as a Hindu
Mahasabha leader than a Congress leader -so it would be controvertial to
remain as an executive anymore28 • B.P.C.C kicked up a stink against Working
Committee of the Congress regarding Communal Award. In the Dinajpur
session, the attitude of B.P.C.C did much for the happy union of both the
wings of the Bengal Congress 29 • During 1939, Congress organised several
meetings within extensive areas of Dinajpur. Khemesh Chatterjee, who was a
member of the organizing committee, a member of the contact committee of
the Congress and secretary of the Dinajpur Labour Union was imbued with
socialist ideas. He incited the peasants against Zamindars through speeches
in meetings and circulation of leaflets. He also tried to capture the student's
organisation that was under the control of Anusilan 30 .So Khemesh Chatterjee
who was a member of Dinajpur Jugantar group was criticised in Congress and
towards the close of 1938 he became a rigid follower of Soumendra Nath
Tagore's Communist League, latter known as Revolutionary Communist Party
of India. Khemesh Chatterjee was associated with Bibhuti Guha of Anusilan
Samity and Amiya Bagchi of Jugantar group and others. He became a
member of Dinajpur Krisak Committee as a person of Congress socialist
principles. In the last part of the year 1938, he organised the peasants and
propagated Soumendranath Tagore's ideas among them 31 . Chatterjee tried to
capture the Dinajpur Congress in order to preach socialism amongst the
masses and by this time. He and others had formed mass contact committee
under the Congress with the left wings of Dinajpur. In order to gain popular
sympathy and financial help they arranged meetings of the peasants in the
town as well as in the mufassi1 32 • Bankim Mukherjee and his party C.P.I
though departed from Dinajpur, his followers Bibhuti Guha, Karali Biswas and
Jyotish Sen used to assemble in the Dinajpur Congress office. They along with
Chatterjee formed Congress Socialist Party and Communist Cell in Dinajpur33 •
Gurudas Talukdar who later became a firm Marxist and organised anti-Quit
India propaganda in Dinajpur was also a follower of Congress 34 • At the
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insistance of Soumendranath Tagore a branch of the Communist League
against war and Fascism was started at Dinajpur with Khemesh Chatterjee
and others to undermine the Bengal Provincial Krisak Congress Organisation
of Mujaffar Ahmed 35•

During the year 1939, K. Chatterjee organised the peasants, labourers and
students on behalf of the party and succeeded in inducing a number of local
revolutionaries to join the party. With the commencement of Second World
War he started to spread anti-British and anti war propaganda, and incited the
peasants not to pay tolls and taxes. He kept in touch with the leaders in
Calcutta through

correspondence and

occasional

visits and

received

instruction on organisational matters. In one emergency meeting was held at
Soumendra Tagore's house in Calcutta on

3rd

and

4th

Dec 1939, Chatterjee

had suggested the circulation of inflammatory leaflets among the Indian
soldiers and the Police, inciting them against the British Govt at the time of a
mass revolution in the country. Chatterjee continued spreading anti-war and
anti-Govt propaganda among the peasants, attended secret party meetings
and started a student union named 'Van Guard'. Chatterjee worked on the
student's front jointly with C.P.I and the Anusilan on an agreed plan.He
recruited the local students for the C.L.I. In this connection, he got associated
with Pratap Majumder of Hilli, negotiated with the Anusilan Party, and helped
Majumdar to work out the mass contact programmed by the Congress.
Tarapada Dhar and others tried to organise labour union of Setabganj Sugar
mill with a view of starting a strike 36 • Meanwhile in April 1939 a rival party of
District Kissan Congress was formed under the leadership of Nisith Nath
Kundu who seemed to have started his organisation with a view to make sure
of his future election to the legislature. He captured the imagination of the
Santhals of Haripur area and tried to inspire them with Communist idea
preached by Soumendra Nath Tagore37 . Nishith Nath Kundu's letter to
Tarapada Dhar was a clear exemplar of the situation of Dinajpur-
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- Our opposite party and the supporters of the Muslim League want to see
that we are unsuccessful in this matter (to arrange conference at Haripur).
Our failure will be a disgraceful affair. . ............ Maulvi Nauser Ali is willing to
come ............ He had expressed that he is not in favour of speaking against
the Congress. He wants to know of you agreed to this ............ He told me
this, because somebody reported to him that the conference was being
qrganised by the members of Soumendranath Tagore's group and that some
of them would speak against the Congress openly. I felt inclined to support his
views38•

K.Chatterjee and others formed 'Krisak Sangram Samity' at Dinajpur9 • But
this Samity was a rival organisation of Bengal Provincial Krisak Congress40 .A
Krisak Conference was held at Dengipara where Chatterjee, Mrinal Kanti
Ghosh Choudhury and others delivered speeches, condemning the Zamindars
and the capitalists as well as the Govt holding them responsible for the
wretched condition of the peasants41 • By the end of 1939, Chatterjee and
others tried to extend their organisation and internal strength in view of a huge
mass movement. Chatterjee visited Hilli and Sitabganj to amass strength. On
13th September 1939 Amiya Oas Gupta of A.I.S.F visited Dinajpur to settle the

party feelings that existed among the students recruited by Chatterjee and
others to separate party students Known as "Charatrabani" at Dinajpur. Amiya
Das Gupta met the leaders of these groups and explained the aims and
objects of the Student's Federation. He also held discussion with the leftist
group and at last members of the both the groups agreed to·work together
under the Student's Federation 42 • Das Gupta's propaganda was not to help
the British Govt with men and money in connection with the war.

By the end of 1939 and the begining of the 40's Chatterjee and others of
Dinajpur C.L.I group tried to extend their work beyond the district, to revive the
extremist activities in co-operation with the R.G groups and Dinajpur F.B, other
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than their own (Jugantar). But Anusilan Dal of Rangpur and Janardan
Bhattacharya of District Kissan Sabha did not agree to work with C.L.I and
F.B

43

.

Simultaneously, C.L.I, under the leadership of Chatterjee sent word to

the Rangpur Anusilan Samity that; they had no objection to allow the Dinajpur
C.L.I members to work in the open front of F.B at Rangpur44 • The effort of
Madhab Bhattacharya of B.P.S.F was to negotiate with C.L.I. The negotiation
however failed by the middle of 1940. C.LI succeeded to set up a branch in
Jalpaiguri but circulation of its leaflet 'La/ Nishan' could not be continued.
Chatterjee and

Dhar then tried to organise the peasants of Gangarampur.

Clash with Nandi Choudhuri Zamindari was persuaded plan of assassination
(though not committed) of the manager of Zamindari was hatched as a part of
C.L.I's armed revolution. Nishit Nath Kundu after being elected as an M.LA
tried to control C.l.l movement in his area Haripur. He wrote Chatterjee that-" The condition of the people of Haripur village is bad and it will be difficult
for them to arrange food for 150 volunteers or 20 to 25 persons. The
Zamindars of course can, but it will not be proper for you to go to them for
food as you are going to interfere with their income. If you take five or seven
workers only, then surely, there will be no difficulty about your food and
lodging. Haripur Me/a is controlled by the court of words. If you do anything
'unlawful', it is not known what the Magistrate will do. The present District
Magistrate is very expert in taking actions in such matters. My candid
opinion, in the circumstances, is that you must not do anything at the
present moment for which few who are now in the field of work may be
arrested. There is a/so every possibility of your being arrested, if you
created trouble in the Me/a. 1 would therefore suggest that it would be better
for you to work in co-operation with the proprietor of the fair. In that case,
you do not run any risk of being arrested and at the same time, you may get
the desired effect. You can expect some contribution to your party fund
also. I invited your suggestions in this matter, but you were silent over it. I
do not think peasants will court arrest in case Govt starts taking such action.
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What is the good of courting arrest by then? The country has not prepared
for any struggle yet. 45

In terms of geographic and demographic status the range of participation of
the C.D. Movement was tapered off in comparison with the movement of
1920-21.

For

example

Alipurduar

remained

inactive46

A

number of

Congressmen were associated with Hindu Mahasava and their opposition to
Communal Award and Pune Pact caused a large section of Muslims, and
Rajbansis to remain inactive.1937 election was the attempt from the part of the
Congress to revive their organisation in Jalpaiguri. The election unfolded that
organisation of Zamindars, Rajbansis and the Muslim votes for Nawab
Musharraff were the winning factors. Phony members were enrolled for the
B.P.C.C election47 •

Reallocation of Politics
The year 1936 -49 was described by the contemporaries as the light and
shadow era. Group politics emerged and loyalty towards Congress declined.
At that time, the social and political life of Siliguri was changing 48 • The rich
sections and Jotedars of the locality such as Birendranath Roy Sarkar
obstructed the step taken by Prodyot Basu and others to change Siliguri from
Union Board to Municipal area and social worker and lawyer Abanindranath
Bhatyacharya supported Nanturam Agarwala.But. They were also with the
authority when in 1941 police arrested Siumangal Singh, Bireshwar Majumdar,
Brojendra Kumar Basu for their attempt to host the flag. During 1930, both
Kalimpong Congress Committee and Siliguri Congress committee claimed
themselves to be Zillah Congress Committee but B.P.C.C passed on order in
November of 1931 that Headquarter of Darjeeling Zillah Congress Committee
would be positioned at Siliguri 49 . Like other places in Bengal clashes were
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common in Siliguri between Basu group and Sengupta group 50 • After the
death of C.R.Das, an in house clash of the Congress was apparent between
pro

and

anti Gandhians;

respectively

51

Siumangal

Singh

and

Brojendranath

Dutta

Singh established Darjeeling Congress Committee, when

released from jail52 • During 1937-38, Congress Committee was formed in
Siliguri by casting votes and Prodyot Kumar Basu defeated Siumangal Singh,
the devoted Gandhian. It was seen that the first prisoner of this sub-division Sri
Siumangal Singh (President of Darjeeling Congress Committee) was defeated with
vote, and me who do not wear Khadi cloth, on the other hand servant of British court,
was elected in the Congress Committee by vote53 Basu feared to be the secretary
in the excluded area of Darjeeling as it meant opposition to the British Govt
and the final fear for imprisonment. He wrote --It is not a matter of disgrace for
me, that in the burning situation of 1938-39,1 feared to take charge of the local
Congress Committee 54 • Showing it as a cause, he exempted himself from
duties, as he did not consider himself as a proper Satyagrahi 55 , however he
promised to deliver lectures against British imperialism. Later on when the
authority charged him, influential lobby managed to elevate him. His comment
was remarkable -If I will be charged and imprisoned by the police, later on, that may
be, led the way. But I was not an undeserving person comes in for a windfall 56 .
During the Second World War and in the year 1940 and 1941, administration
arranged war festival in Siliguri to prevent people's fear of war and

extract

money. Basu, Abanibabu, and others were in the managing
despite the fact that this was totally against Congress ideology. Basu and
Abanibabu took part in the peace process, food and other committees with the
uthority. Basu and others encompassed the town with a song as a mark of
respect of their Majesties Silver Jubilee celebration. 57

Link of politics between Calcutta and Northern Bengal was acknowledged that
later affected the movement. Baroda Kanta Bhatyacharya, leader of Congress
in Siliguri was forced to take a resolution to not to co-operate with ad-Hoc
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committee in a letter on 24th February 1940, by Asrafuddin Ahmed Choudhury,
secretary of B.P.C.C. A letter of same date by Pratul Ganguly to Bhatyacharya
shows appreciation for the stand he took against Ad-Hoc committee 58 •
R.P.Sinha, the then Secretary Darjeeling District Congress Committee show
caused Baroda and Brajendra Kanjilal, on the basis of forming an association
without any permission from District Committee 59 Baroda was not with the
conservative

group

of

Congress.

Bengal

Provincial

Forward

Block

recommended him as an organiser of Darjeeling District Committee on

5th

February, 1941. On 161h July 1941, Hemanta Bose and Pannalal Mitra for
B.P.F.B solicited Baroda for the numbered members and delegates for the
Zillah conference .. A teleqram on 7th December, 1941 Sa rat Bose appealed to
put together both Hindu and Muslim support in the course of a meeting and
form a Progressive coalition Party. Radical group, centered Calcutta,
suggested that Congress should show inclination towards the peasants. But it
was seen in North Bengal that Kishan Sabha with leftist views, take the
advantage of the kinship with peasants. A pamphlet, obtained by the police
from the house of Baroda on 31st July 1942 was titled 'Socialism and
Peasants' and edited by M.N. Roy where it was advised that the village
Congress committee to shift as peasant committee. There was a possibility of
rivalry, if two committees functioned separately. Congress should be a
peasant organisation the reason being that the mass is peasants who must be
dynamic to obtain political and economic freedom. 60

Debendranath Jha of Maida joined the Tripuri session of the Congress as a
delegate from Maida District after Subhas Chandra Bose was elected as the
Congress President for the second term. Pandit Govind Pallav Pant mooted a
proposal that the members of the Congress Working Committee would be
elected by Gandhi, with the obvious intention of curtailing the powers of the
President, the then elected Subhas Chandra Bose. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
and other non-Bengali Congress leaders openly canvassed in favour of the
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proposal, alleging that the Bengalis were taking the lead in the affairs of the
Congress and dictating its policy, which should be stopped at any cost. Jha,
being a Bengali, thought it was an obligation on his part to oppose the move of
Pant. The proposal was however put to vote and Debendra Jha and others
opposing it were outvoted. Since then D.Jha suppo'rted the left wing of the
Congress or the F.B which was formed by Subhash Chandra Bose61 .At the
time the office of the suspended B.P.C.C and the F.B were situated at the
house of Jadu Nandan Poddar at Golapatti in English Bazar town.Atul
Chandra Kumar, M.L.A, was the president of the F.B and in 1941 when he
resigned, Sakuntala Devi wife of D.Jha was elected as the President.
According to Jha before the Tripuri Congress the numerical strength of the
Congress members of Maida District was about 10,000 later about 8000
signed to join the F.B. They were greatly influenced by Subhas Chandra
Bose's visit to the district. Some time before the Ramgarh sessions of the
A.I.C.C there was a split in the Congress and most of the Congress members
of Maida District sided with the official B.P.C.C. However, in house clash also
started in F.B of Maida between Secretary Sudhendu Jha and President
D.Jha. D.Jha had many responsibilities while S.Jha had few. At the end of

1939 S.Jha organised a meeting at Nagharia in Maida, without permission
from F.B. He was later suspended for breaking discipline. From then S.Jha
and a group of F.B (Khitish Chandra Das and others) joined the C.P.I.
Noteworthy three members of F.B at that time were Ashutosh Mishra, Nephew
of Zamindar Babu Ramkrishna Roy of Harishchandrapur, Ashutosh Chatterjee
of Hindu Mahasabha and Subodh Mishra of Pipla. D.Jha was financially
helped by Subhash Chandra Bose to start a mass movement. A handwritten
draft seized by police from his house on 2ih June 1942 stated that in this
emergency period of the country no mistake should be committed as Jagat
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Seth did in 1757. So, police concluded that D.Jha must be linked with Ashwini
Ganguly group or Sankar Math group62 •

Movement of the Tea Gardens
We find a settled labour force in the 1930's in Duars or a fixed population of
plantation labour63 .Tea garden workers were supervised by the Sardars and
were tied up with a garden. The garden workers were reduced to a semiservile status. Sardars were working as middlemen between planters and
labour force. Their significant role was to isolate the labours from outside
influence and any trade union and cut them off from mainstream nationalist
movement64 .As a non-regulated district, the British authority tried to cut off
link between the tea plantation labourers and the nationalists. But on the
contrary, there existed a close relationship among the Nationalist Congress
leadership of Jalpaiguri and Bengali tea planters and garden owners. This
relationship restricted the impact of nationalist movement among the tea
labourers65 • Despite that, an ignorant relationship, built on the linguistic,
cultural, and social difference was seen among middle class nationalist
Congress leaders and tribal tea garden workers 66 • Divisional commissioner of
Rajsahi assured divisional commissioner of Jalpaiguri on 29 September 1929:
... all the politically minded people in it (the district) are deeply concerned financially
with tea and they do not want the labour force upset. 67 Next day divisional
commissioner of Rajsahi wrote chief Secretary of Govt of Bengal: So far as can be
seen no interference with labour on tea gardens is likely. The Congress leader and
every Indians of means in Jalpaiguri are deeply involved in the tea Industry and the
last thing they desire is any trouble which would affect the dividends. Possibly, they
would not mind creating trouble in British owened gardens but would be afraid of it
spreading to Indian gardens68 .
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According to the Indian Administrative Act of 1935, the election of 1937 held in
Bengal where had a seat reserved for Duars tea garden labours, but no
National Congress or Trade Union Congress had a place for their candidate
and so Sardar Babu Litta Munda Oraon won, favoured by the planters. He won
despite the economic depression during 1930's which kept the wages of the
labourers remain static between 1920 -4 7. Even in the early 1940's, labourers
lived and worked in the tea gardens like slaves69 • During Second World War, tea
planters expected enhancement of the Industry. After the Second World War
when the labour agitations started, wages increased and some relaxations in
the iron- rule in the garden was granted by the planters. It was stated in the
Labour Investigation Committee Report that despite three tiny strikes

the

last five years the tea gardens of Duars was peaceful 70 • Abdullah Rasui

his

speech on 27th June 1939 in Jalpaiguri District Krisak Samity Conference at
Maidan Dighi asked for the unification of tea garden labours and the Adhiars.
He said:

There are many tea gardens in your district. In those gardens thousands of
labourers work ... There too exists exploitations and oppression on the part of
vested interests. So they are also an exploited class like you. They are your
brothers and sisters and their joy and sorrow are tied with your joy and sorrow
in one thread. There is no conflict between their struggle and your struggle ...
So at the time of the struggle of the tea garden workers you are not to
hesitate in extending all possible help to them. If you can strengthen your
movement, the workers can strengthen their movement, and these two
movements can make advances in co-operation with each other, then you will
be able to achieve revolution that would bring freedom for the country and
emancipation of humanit/1•

The tea gardens were not spared from the political wave though from 9th to
15th September. Rumours about the Congress decision to incite the
labourforce of the tea gardens to attack Govt servants and Govt Buildings
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were heard 72 • As a part of the movement of Kumargramduar some labourers
of the tea gardens and peasants of Rajbansi and Rava took part in the
upsurge73 Since 1930 Congress withdrew its support to the rich peasants and
started helping the poor sections of the peasantry to take part in the popular
movements. Till 1942 the peasantry protested against authority. The protests
in the tea gardens against the authorities had no outside support. 74

Student Politics
During the Second World War it was established that the aged middle class
service men and intellectuals were with the Congress while the students
favoured Communists. Student's politics in the districts of North Bengal more
or less was lead by Revolutionary groups. During 40's though revolutionary
group activities were not striking but it had great influence on student politics.
Revolutionary groups were then working in many places of North Bengal
along with student federation.
In Feb-March 1942 75 the position of the Revolutionary groups are mentioned
below:
List of groups, Rajsahi, Date: 12 March 1942.

Anusilan

Jugantar

1. Mahadebpur

1. Mahadebpur

2.Naogaon.

2. Naogaon

3.Nator.

3.Nator

4. Rajsahi town

4. Rajsahi town

5. Puthia

List of groups, Rangpur, Date: 9 March 1942.
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Anusilan
1.Rangpur Anusilan Samity(Park club).
2. Gomostapara Anusilan Party
3. Lalmonirhat Group.

Jugantar

1. Lahiri Byam Samity.
2. Anandamath Group.
3. Dhap Jagaran Party.
4. Chakraborty Byam Samity and Guptapara Club.
5. Kakina Jugantar Party.
6. Gaibandha Tilak Smriti Library.
7. Bani Sangha Group,Gaibandha.
8. Kurigram Jugantar Party.
9. Kurigram B. V group.
10.Kurigram H.S.R.A.
11.Kurigram Srisangha.
12.Nilphamari Jugantar Party.
13.Nilphamari Srisangha group.
14.Domar Jugantar Party.
• Rangpur D. C. B. C Communist Party of India.
• Forward Block
• Students Federation (F.B)
• Students Federation (R. S.P).

List of groups, Jalpaiguri, Date: 9 March 1942.
1.Anusilan:
Jalpaiguri.

2.Jugantar:
Town Group.
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3. Congress Revolutionary:
Ja/paiguri District Congress Committee

Alipurduar sub-divisional Congress Committee.

Managuri- Jaharamli Primary Congress committee.
Debiganj- Primary Congress committee.

4. C.P.I

Town Group.
Boda - Managram group
Debigang Sundar dighi group.
Domahini B. D railway workers union.

• Ja/paiguri District Students Federation- Town
• Jalpaiguri District Krisak committee- Town.
• Jalpaiguri District Congress socialist party- Town.

List of groups, Rajsahi, Date: 9 March 1942.

Jugantar Party

1. Dinajpur.
2. Kalita/a group.
3. Ganeshtala group
4. Paharpur group
5. Balurghat group
6. Patnitala group

7. Haripada Sen's group
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Anusilan Samity
1. Balurghat.
2.Phu/bari.
3. Hilli.

Dinajpur District Congress Committees

• Sadar Sub-divitional Congress committee (Jugantar).
• Balurghat Sub-divisional Congress committee (Jugantar).
• Hilli Congress committee (Anusilan).
• Patnitala Congress Committee (Jugantar)
e Thakurgaon Sub-divitional Congress committee (Jugantar).

4.C.P.I {Jugantar-Anusilan).

5. C. L. I{Jugantar)

6. Dinajpur Students organisation
• Dinajpur District student Federation (N.F).
• Dinajpur District student Federation (C.L).
• Balurghat student Federation (R.S.P).
• Hilli student Federation (R. S.P).

List of groups, Pabna, Date: 9 March 1942.
1.Anusilan
• Sirajganj(R.S.P,F.B)
• De/na (R.S.P, F.B)
• Chatmohar(F.B)
2.Jugantar
• Pabna(B. V.F.B)
• Bera(B. V.F.B)
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3. Communist
• Pabna(C.P.I)
• Pabna(R. D. P)
• Sirajganj(C.P.I)

List of groups, Bogra, Date: 22 Feb 1942.
Anusilan
1. Bogra town- Active, at present working through S. F, R. S. P.
2.Jaypurhat- Now almost defunct. Its active members are working
for the suspended B.P. C. C and F.B.
3.Dhupchanchia- do.
4.Akkelpur- Not active at present. Its active members are working
for D. K. S and the Congress.
5. Santahar- Active at present. Working through S.F.-R.S.P.
6. Sherpur- Active -do.
Jugantar
7.Bogra town- Active, there are two parties- (1) Led by the supporters of the official
B.P.C.C and the other (2) by the supporters of suspended B.P.C.C and the F.B. Both
the parties are working from their representative Congress and F. B platforms.

8. Chhatiangram - Now almost defunct. Its active members are working in alliance with
the Bogra town Jugantar led by the supporters of suspended B. P. C. C and the F. B.
9. Panchbibi - Now almost defunct. Their organiser is now working with the Bogra town
Jugantar led by the supporters of suspended B.P. C. C and the F. B. some of the
members joined the D. K. S and is working for the same.
10. Sherpur- No activity. It exists in name only.

11. C. P.l- The members are working through the D. K. S and the S. F -N. F.
Student's federation
12.Bogra town- Active there are two parties -(1) S.F- N.F and (2) S.F, R.S.P, F.B.
12. Sherpur - Active S. F -R. S. P.
13. Santahar- Active S. F -R. S. P.
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Anusilan, C.P.I and F.B are active in Maida, 0.1.8 report 21 51 Feb 1942.

Secretary of All India Students Federation gave a statement to press that the
organisation invites Muslim League to talk with the Govt along with All India
Trade Union Congress and Kishan Sabha and the Govt should keep in mind
that despite their extensive differences with the Congress, they all are in
favour of Congress demand 76 • D.I.B report, File No 363 -c-37 shows the
activities of the Students Federation in North Bengal77 .

Students' Activities - District Wise Report
D.I.B report, File No 363 -c-37
Rangpur:

The Student Federation is a well-organised party in this district. The

approximate number of members of the S.F in each Sub- division:
1Rang pur Sadar

550

2.Nilphamari

200

3.Gaibandha

182

4.Kurigram

160
1092

The C.P.I makes occasional contributions to help the Federation. Study circles were
opened and were very active. The students organised again illiteracy campaign,
collected and despatched doles, cloths and money for flood affected people in Barisal
and o·1her district. They observed the 'Independence day' and 'May Day'.
Bogra:

Attempts are made by some enthusiastic workers to strengthen the organisations by
gaining support of the students of different institutions of this district. It has regular
office where the members are occasionally mixing and discussing party matters. The
Communist leader of Bogra is practically leading the party. The members tried to
organise Anti-Fascist meetings at Panchbibi, Akkelpur and Bogra by inviting some
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prominent leaders including Bankim Mukherjee on several occasions. Among the
members some members are subscribers of the 'ARANI' and JANA-JUDDA'.
Dinajpur:

The S.F.N.F organisation is in existence in this district since 1938. The total number
of members at Dinajpur is 225. The secretary and executive members are part- time
organisers. Their activities are confined to making propaganda against Fascism, antiilliteracy campaign, and meetings in co-operation with the C.P.I. They started some
night schools.

Jalpaiguri:

The D.S.F is not well organised in this district. Its organisation and activity are limited
to the town area, though recently a committee was formed in the Domahini H.E.
School and attempts are being made to organise the students there. It has neither
any regular organiser nor any funds to carry on the organisation and entirely depends
on help from the C.P.I group. They have not yet done any constructive work in the
district. They are approximately 150 members.

Congress and Peasantry of Northern Bengal
Congress became conscious about the rural masses after socialist ideas were
preached in the institution. Congress just before the Legislative Election
(based on the rural areas) of 1937 suddenly became aware of the economic
condition of the rural masses. It formed Agrarian Sub-Committee, which
requested Jalpaiguri, Bogra and other district committees to collect information
on a questionnaire regarding the social, agricultural, economic condition of the
peasants.

Peasants had the liberty to organise themselves to protect their

rights from the Zamindars, Jotedars, their indebtness, illegal payments,
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reduction of rents and revenues, village unemployment. Simultaneous
thoughts arose within the Congress that any special representation of
peasants and workers on class basis would weaken the Congress as a
nationalist organisation. At the same time, it was essential that the fighting
groups should be brought within the fold of the Congress. It was proposed that
workers and peasants' in-group should select certain persons as the members
of the Parliamentary Committee 78 •

Dinajpur Congress reported to Calcutta that there was a peasant organisation
in the district known as Dinajpur Praja Samity that functioned irregularly.
There were about 30 members in the Samity. it was formed to safeguard the
interests of the tenants but there was not any co-operation between the
Congress and the Praja Samit/9 .Rajsahi District Congress committee
reported that peasants had to be told by the member of the same class that
Congress primarily represented the poor rather than the already set belief of
Congress catering to the middle class Bhadroloks of the city . It was by
chance that the local committees that were formed by the Rajsahi District
Congress were predominated by the peasants and workers who were
organised into unions to represent the locality.Any attempt to develop closer
relationship between the non-Congress peasants population and the
Congress intelligentsia was bound to fail to develop any permanent
relationship, as seen by such past attempts. The local Congress should be
peasants own Congress if a real and tangible contact was to be desired and
maintained 80 • Rajsahi District Committee suggested solution in favour of the
former view that the peasants and workers, should be divided in two main
groups i.e. landed peasants and workers and landless peasants and workers,
should have two distinctly different organisations of their own. The other subgroups were not to be taken into consideration and those two organisations
should be given special representations in the Congress. 81 Orthodox
Congress members were against this kind of altering within the Congress. It
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seemed to Fazlul Haq and Asrafuddin Ahmed Choudhury, an effort by interest
groups by deviating the rural masses. On the other hand, some workers were
working among the peasants individually82 •
Organisationally, Prafulla Tripathi, Madhab Dutta and Sasadhar Kar of
Jalpaiguri started their mass contact with rural people to include the rural
poors into the periphery of the Congress. For this they had to include some
economic demands along with their keynote demand of political freedom.
According to Ranajit Dasgupta avoiding payment and mentality of the tenants
were not initiated by district Congress Committee but was provided by the
local leadership. Yet, Congress was not aware about the condition of. the
Adhiars83 • Some leaders from the Congress tried to organise the peasants
separately outside the Congress. The establishment of Congress Socialist
Party believed that Congress would not be able to organise a mass movement
in the present condition that would reflect the grievances of the peasants and
workers. Hence, Congress socialist party wanted to transform the Congress
without opposing it.

Bose Brothers and the Peasantry of Northern Bengal
Subhas Candra Bose's political visit in Jan 1939 to Northern Bengal had a
great impetus. 84 The people of Amanura, Rohan pur or Singhabad responded
positively in the District Conference at Nagharia and marched in procession
with Bose and Kiran Sankar Roy. Local leader Kaliranjan Lahiri, Municipality,
Oist Board, Bar Association, Dist Congress Committee and the Students
Federation, welcomed Bose. Addressing the people, he stressed about the
establishment of many more rural committees and Women Samity, as in his
opinion struggle for Swaraj had not come to an end yet and with the minimum
power Congress ministers may have to resign if they were unable to serve the
national interest. As per his viewpoint, India could achieve independence if
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she could maintain her unity and harmony; where as global political situation
was favourable.

Suresh Banerjee, an advocate of socialism, the president of All India Trade
Union Congress opened an industrial and agricultural exhibition before
starting of the Bengal Provincial Congress Committee session 85 .In his speech
he expressed his sorrow about the state of the labourers and peasants, gave
a brief of the evolution of industrial progress up to Karl Marx. He also
reminded the tendency of the labourers and the intelligentsia to cry halt to the
process of industrialisation and to go back to the villages. He praised Karl
Marx for giving the world the idea of socialism, urged the people to unite
themselves over the through the evils of industrialisation or to uproot the
capitalism 86 .On Feb 4, 1939 huge crowds gathered to receive Bose Brothers
- Sarat Chandra and Subhas Chandra and they made a big procession where
leaders of Northern Bengal like Hemanta Kumar Basu, Satyaranjan Bakshi,
Lila Roy, Major Satya Gupta, Anil Roy, Asrafuddin Choudhury, Jyotish
Joardar, Jogen Chakraborty, Panchanan Chakroborty,Purna Chandra Das.
Charu

Chandra

Sanyal,

Khagendranath

Oasgupta,

Sasadhar

Kar,

Birendranath Dasgupta, Deben Jha and Atul Kumar were present with the
group of volunteers. Some Santals also joined the procession with their
musical band. After the flag hoisting ceremony, the Congress volunteers
bestowed upon Sarat Chandra the guard of honour. Subhas Chandra Bose an
undoubtedly the popular figure, entered in the conference when Student
Federation and Socialists shouted 'down with Gandhism' 87 •

Certain facts stand out in sharp relief here. On 5th Feb, 1939 when large
procession of peasants from Soda and Pachagarh P.S came in Jalpaiguri to
join the conference, they were not allowed in as the peasants did not agree to
pay 2 ana as entry fee to attend of Subhas Bose's lectures. Bose later, asked
them to come into without any price. Peasant leaders Bankim Mukhopadhyay
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and Biswanath Mukhopadhyay were there in the conference along with a
considerable number of tea garden workers 88 . Subhas Bose mentioned the
contribution of Oat Bahadur Giri in the freedom struggle of Darjeeling and the
treatment he met with by the British. 89Bose announced in the second day of
the session that total independence if not acquired, India should not assist
Britain in her war efforts. Sarat Chandra did not want India to accept the
resources of U.S.A and U.S.S.R for its industrialisation. He voiced his worry
about the dominance of the capitalist class.He called for perfect counsel to
perfection to exercise the powers by central and provincial government to
remedy the evils. In this conference the message of Subhash Boses victory
over Pattavi Sitaramayya in the Congress Presidential Election was handed
over to him 90 • The Charu Chandra Sanyal read out message and there was
great jubilation among the populace at present. 91

Sarat Chandra desired that Hindi should be the national language. He yearned
for Bengali-speaking re9ions to be attached with Bengal while Hindi speaking
regions of central provinces with Bihar. Chhotonagpur he thought should be
separated from Bihar. He said if the provincial Govt intended for the people
then it was in its hands to uplift the country. Some problems like poverty of the
labourers and peasantry, improvement of the rural areas, provision of a living
for the Bhadrolok class, spread of mass education, communal harmony,
release of political prisoners etc could be solved but in reality Govt helped the
capitalists. According to him Calcutta Municipal Act of 1939 that introduced
communal election process had kept alive the communal feeling. He accused
the ministry and described Congress ministry as the better ministry. He was
against the propaganda of the communalists that Bengali Hindus were
enjoying all the rights in the Govt service where as Muslims who were small in
numbers were not, since major portion of the Bengal peasants were Muslims
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.In this Presidential speech Sarat Chandra talked about the suppression of the
peasants by the landlords and moneylenders which lead to class struggle. In
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his opinion if economic problems could be solved, cultural difference between
upper and lower class would not be ipso-facto. Sarat Chandra's appeal to the
youths was to give up lessened interests for the cause of the nation.

Bankim Mukherjee and Somnath Lahiri stressed on the abolition of Zamindari
system without any reparation. They suggested seizing the property of
Jotedars and Patnidars. The stirring invited speech of Bankim Mukherjee in
the Jalpaiguri Provincial Congress, his comment on a contemporary journal
published from Jalpaiguri :
. . . Though because of the elegance of language, many of the thousands
of illiterate and half-literate peasants could not fully follow his [Bankim
Mukherjee's] speech, tears in the eyes of hundreds of people have clearly
indicated what the peasantry of Bengal wants today. It is clear from the
breath after the lecture that what impact socialism created now a days.
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Jalpaiguri Provincial Congress of 1939, reflected the obvious enthusiasm of
the people of Northern Bengal difference with the frame of mind of the leaders
from Calcutta, urgency on the part of Indian and international leaders to look at
economic matters. This was clear from the report of famous journalist
Ramananda Chattopadhyay about the conference All proposals accepted in the Jalpaiguri Bengal Provincial Congress were
important. Among that notable is the rejection of United Kingdom portion of
1935 India Govt Act and the acceptance of the administrative proposals put
together by the masses. Conference appealed to the A. I. C. C to except the
proposal that India should have to get the right of self-determination, like the
populace of other countries. The proposal by them was very logical. Some
topics of the other proposals are: realizing political prisoners, land revenue
enquiry commission, jute ordinance, hearing the complains of the populace of
the non-developed regions, praising the ministry of Assam, complain of the
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inhabitants of the municipal areas, essentiality of learning Hindi language,
demand for withdrawal of banned Communist party and above all demand for
the development for the development of Bengal's agriculture. 94

President of B.P.C.C Asraf Uddin Choudhury agreed with their views. After
Choudhury's speech, Subhash Chandram joked with Choudhury-You said about all, indeed why not anything about Talukdars? You are a
Talukdar. Is not that"?
Choudhury was embarrassed and said, " No, no it is implied".
Subhash Bose then on a serious note said -" It is true that there are
oppressors among the Raja, Zamindar, Jotedar and Patnidars. But they are
not the total numbers; there are some good Rajas and Zamindars, who
performed some best works. You and me are learned and are able to say
something, studied in the schools and colleges established by Rajas and
Zamindars. They also established hospitals for the treatment of the poor".
Then someone said from aside "Are you a lawyer of Raja's and Zamindars"?

Subhas Bose laughed and said " Certainly not. But they are also the citizens
of this country. So, we have to think about them. I know Rajas and Zamindars
were a/so not happy with their properties; land rent of the Raj annoyed them.
Seizing of the properties of Rajas and Zamindars with proper reparation. They
do business - country will flourish then. 95 .

People demanded in the Jalpaiguri Bengal Provincial Congress that if British
were able to fix up the rate of Robinson Barley, then why would they not do
the same for jute too. 96
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Charu Chandra Sanyal in his speech informed about 200 conferences that
were held during the last six months of 1930 and which distributed 50,000
leaflets. Sanyal voice his worry about unwanted group politics, derived from
provincial autonomy that was the source of the rivalry among provinces; the
anti- Bengali feeling in Assam, group clash in Madhya Pradesh, firing on the
labours in Bombay, application of the emergent laws against the anti-Hindi
movement in Madras presidency -all these were against unification of India.
Sanyal also referred to the slogan of the peasants that 'Land is for the tiller
who use plough' -would not be meaningful one if it did not take any political
shape. Peasants become landless by the oppression of direct and indirect tax.
He suggested fixing prices permanently for agricultural products with lowest
price; increasing the amount of production, so that the peasants could pay the
taxes; otherwise they get the right to cultivate in the rent-free lands. 97

Sanyal wanted to start joint stock companies with at least two or more feudal
lords. This, as he expected, would start the cultivation on scientific manner as
well as a class of educated and hardy peasants would replace the rent hunting
medieval feudal lords. Sunset law and the system of certification he thought
caused the impoverishment of Talukdars, replaced by cultivator Zamindars.
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Sanyal wanted to protect the interests of both peasants and landlords.
Contradictory to his views, Sanyal wanted the tiller should be the owner of the
lands. On the other hand, he advocated the funding of big agricultural firms
owned by two or more landlords. 99 Ranajit Dasgupta reminded that Sanyal
spoke about the problems of the Jotedars in Khas Mahal area and ignored the
condition of the Adhiars 100• Sanyal addresses:
... In the Khas Mahal [area] the tenant has virtually no right. Even for the
construction of homestead, government permission is necessary and it is not
easy to get it. For transferring land the government had to be informed of the
name and address of the [prospective] buyer and, if the government
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considers the person as a desirable one, only in that case he is allowed to
make the purchase. As the Jotedars or talukdars are unable to bear the
burden of revenue their lands are being auctioned and in their place big
modern peasant Zamindars [landholders] are being created. Each of them is
owner of 5 or 6 thousand bighas of land and many Adhiars or Bargadars work
under them as agricultural labour. The consequence is that there is on the
one hand a few handful of moneyed modern Zamindars and numerous poor
agricultural workers on the other and that the flame of discontent among
these agricultural workers can already be seen. Under the permanent
settlement, too an increase in the number of workers can be witnessed. It is
the perception of the Jotedar that the Adhiar leads a happy life, for he has no
worry about rent. At the same time, the Adhiar thinks that the Jotedar is more
happy, for the latter's gain is greater. Seeing all this it seems that a gigantic
change is inevitable 101 •

Sanyal also used this platform with pride to explain the plans and projects of
Jalpaiguri Municipality to construct residential quarters for the Harijans and
establish of a municipal town. He also paid respect by the Bengali tea
planters, pioneers in the field of tea industry. 102
The labour charge had a sudden fall after the great economic depression of
1930 in the various districts of Bengal. 103 Labour charge was reduced in the
districts that had tribal population. The depression undermined the standard of
living in North Bengal. People had to pay tax of Rs 2000 yearly, instead of
previous Rs 1000. 104 Difference in Jalpaiguri Khasmahal with the Zamindari
region was palpable during the 1940's Charu Chandra Sanyal's article in
'Desbandhu' 105 described the disparity by the style of a dialogue between two
or three villagers-
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-"How do you do Baro Deonia of Dhupguri, what was the news? The name of
your of your estate is Khasmahal. You are the direct tenants of the Govtleaving with extra contentment.

-Nagen- you are well under the Zamindars. Do not know the conditions of the
inhabitants of the Duars- that is why you are passing comments.

There is no right of land, temporary settlement. No way of protest if rent is not
paid, land will be in direct auction. Permission is required for making houses.
Therefore, one cannot make a house, if he desires, without showing any solid
reason. Auction of land is a trifle affair. Same for land tax. Some days ago,
after the settlement, we are leaving our lands and becoming Adhiars. Cows
and buffaloes if entered to the Khas forest, fines are common; otherwise,
cattle's were deposited to the stables. Like you, we have not yet tenancy act.
On that occasion great effort was made by Congress to give us the equal
facilities, but sorry to say that our Muslim tenants and members of your
Khatriya Samity are opposing it. 106

Economy of the Khas Mahal was very oppressive for the peasants. They
usually took loans from Jotedars, through 'Bhuta' system. Peasants had to pay
back the loan (grains) after the harvest. 'Muli' was another type of loan, which
was taken when certain amount of grain was not sufficient for a tenant in the
midst of 'Bhuta' system. Thus harvesting season, if not helpful for peasants,
affected the Jotedars too. 107 Chukanidar had to live within or at least nearer to
the Jote. He along with his family was compelled to work in the Jote. Since a
Chukanidar was given the deed of the property he could not sell or transfer the
property without the permission of a Jotedar108. A Chukanidar could not recruit
any man in his property. Without the permission of the Deputy Commissioner
he could not make any dam beside or within the river or change its flow. If the
Commissioner so wished could destroy the dam. Chukanidar also could not
establish Haat or Bazar. If the land for which the Patta was given to the
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Chukanidar seemed helpful for public work, the Commissioner had the right to
seize it without any reparation 109 • Jalpaiguri Congress demanded the reduction
of revenue in the Khas Mahal area and of occupancy rights under the Bengal
Tenancy Act to the Khas Mahal Tenants. Congress campaigned in opposition
to the jute price. DCC president Charu Chandra Sanyal wanted to organise the
jute cultivators by Jute Growers Association at the union, district and provincial
levels and above all fix a of minimum price of the jute 110• From 1920 onwards,
Congress maintained good relation with the Rajbansi-Jotedars for whom the
no-rent campaign initiated by the Congress was not harmful as the Govt was
the Zamindar here. Jotedars wished to transfer the Haats to control the price
rate, reduced usually by tea planters. From then a slogan was popularised
among the tenants of the Duars:

We shall give rice, we shall give water
But we will not pay rents
We will not pay rents to the English
We will not wear foreign cloths
The Kulkuli Haat is shut down
Bandey Mataram is our byword .111
Jotedars contributed to the Congress Funds and donated land to establish
Congress offices in the Khasmahal areas. During thirties, many Rajbansis
were involved in the form of Gandhian protests. Jotedars protested against the
increase of the rent in the re-settlement operation of the Govt. Some Jotedars
opposed to treat Dar Chukanidars as raiyats in the settlement. Congress
openly demanded to extend the Bengal Tenancy Act to Duars areas.Yet,
oppression was not less in Zamindari areas of Jalpaiguri and Dinajpur. Adhiars
lived as slaves of the medieval Europe. Wives, sons and daughter-in laws of
Adhiars became the property of the Jotedars similar to the agrarian production
of the Adhiars. The marriage of the daughters of Adhiars was also decided and
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fixed by the Jotedars. Often Adhiars were forced to send their daughters and
wives to the Jotedars, if they demanded 112 Sexual exploitation was prevalent
along with economic exploitation. Jotedars married the women of the families
of poor sharecroppers and labourers. So during the day the women laboured
in the field half fed and without wages while at the night their husbands raped
them. 113

The condition of the peasants worsened after the economic depression of
1930; they lost their ability to pay off loans. From sharecroppers they became
landless labourers. Their purchasing power decreased to 90%. 114 Numbers of
rooms were reduced, as they were unable to repair their household as the
price of bamboo and straw increased during Second World War. 115 Peasants of
Rangpur did not react much in the C.D. Movement, launched by Gandhi, since
there was no outlet for their economic grievances. Congress was isolated from
the peasants in this regard. This picture of disappointment was due to the
failure of Gandhian movement. Earlier, both the Rangpur town and Kurigram
office of the Congress and Krisak Samity remained together. Congress was
indifferent to the share-croopers, earnings during 1939-40. They earned two
anas and one ser rice per day. Thus could not feed their families twice. They
had to take up contractual job of a labour to any Jotedar or in the house of a
rich peasant for one year for Rs 18-30 yearly or meal thrice daily or 60 tola
paddy per month along with a shirt or a dhuti per year. This being the reason
many peasants like Tanijuddin became a Communist from a Congressi
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.This led to a natural debate and discussion in the Zillah Conference of
Rangpur in 1938 that could a Congress member attach himself with any other
peasant organisation? Muhammad Mahinuddin Khan, President of Rangpur
Zillah Congress, had strong opinions on this ground. He was not in favour of
another separate peasants organisation.

He was not associated with

Congress, since according to him opportunist peasant leaders were playing
their role. On the other hand, peasant leader Janab Abu Hussain Sarkar and
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Congress leader Daulatunnissa Khatun were agreed for another seperate
peasant organisation. 117 Peasant Samity formed in 1938 demanded the
abolition of Zamindari system, ownership of land for the man who cultivates it,
while it rejected the right of ownership of a man who had ploughed, thought it
to be helpful only for middle class peasants. The Krisak Samity of Rangpur in
1938 demanded to abolish the tax on betel nut, which was imposed by the
Fazlul Haq ministry. Fazlul Haq ministry passed 14-rule act in favour of the
peasants, where Union Debt Settlement Board was created. It was an effort by
which a peasant could repay his loan. It was not so radical as Rangpur Krisak
Samity demanded in 1938, the permanent right of a tenant to the land he
cultivated or reduction of the interest rate without any condition. Thus, Bengal
Agricultural Debtors Act was not helpful for the rich peasants. Some leftist
people who agreed to Subhash Bose's group in Bengal were the 'CongressCommunists' who were active in Balurghat118 .One Congress leader who lost
all money deposited in Balurghat Bank, regretfully told to the commissioner of
Balurghat that it was not the Communists who created problems but
Communism was brought by the administration of Bengal Agricultural Debtors
Act itself119 .The act seems to have been helpful for the aristocrats too. In
1935, Raja Prasannadev of Jalpaiguri borrowed money from Kundu of
Bhagyakul and later on the interest of the amount was larger than the
principal. Nawab Mussaraf Hossain of Jalpaiguri promoted the case to Fazlul
Haq who instigated Nawab and Sonaullah, successfully win by craft the
tenants by forming Bengal Debt Settlement Board. At last he could help out
Prasannadev for the reason that interest must not thereafter overtake the
principal. 120The members of the Bengal Debt Settlement Board were not
elected but nominated by Govt, mostly by Mahajans and rich peasants who
did not follow any rules. 121
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Agrarian Structure, Jotedar, Adhiar and Platform for Peasant
Movement:
Long before the British period, the Jotedars controlled the agrarian economy
particularly in Northern Bengal. In the late nineteenth century the value of land
increased and some well-heeled populace of Jalpaiguri and Duars bought
barren lands with the objective of cultivating them by migrant Bargadars 122 .
Despite cultivating barren lands, new cultivation was the typical feature of
some areas like Rangpur, Jalpaiguri or Dinajpur where barren lands were
large and labours were not available. Socially and politically, supremacy of the
Jotedars was being established in the districts like Jalpaiguri, Dinajpur or
Maida. As in most of the union boards, the presidents were from Jotedar class
with 30 to 200 acres of land 123 .In Dinajpur, Pabna and Bogra the bania and
richer cultivators while in Rangpur, Sahas and Marwaries acquired lands as
the cultivators failed to repay debts 124 . In Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri and Dinajpur,
landlords assisted the immigrant peasants cultivate the new lands by seeking
their help in providing agricultural tools. Upendranath Barman, man of
contemporary Jotedar family, later on minister in Fazlul Hague's ministry in
1941, describes in his memoriam the declining condition of the Jotedars at the
time of great depression of 1930. In those days Jotedars incapable of paying
Govt taxes, by means of auction or Govt decree lost their lands; Barman
though lost his Jots repurchase it later. But undoubtedly, this was the transition
period when a Jotedar became Chukanidar and Dar-Chukanidar on one hand
on the other peasantry gave away to non -farmers owning land since the Adhi
system was unchanged. 125 Jotedars of Siliguri Sub-Division of Darjeeling
District more often than not bead the costs of agriculture126 . Jotedars of
Jalpaiguri, who had more than 100 Bigha lands, was busy looking for Adhiars
.to cultivate lands since land was always in abundance but labourers were on
perpectual scarce and there was always a contest among Jotedars to grab the
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Adhiars. Jotedar had to maintain all personal, agricultural costs of Adhiars,
including land, home, repairing, plough, bull, seed, manure, and tools of
agriculture. AI times Adhiar had to seek money for birth of a child or for a
funeral. Probably they were the first Adhiars of this District. 127 Bargadars even
if not entirely depended on the Jotedars, in Jalpaiguri, Alipurduar Sub-Division
and Dinajpur, Jotedars had to supply costly tools of agriculture, plough and
bulls to the Bargadars 128 .

In the year 1946, it has been observed in Alipurduar Sub-Division of Jalpaiguri
Jotedars claiming six mon of paddy against the loan of one bull or cow. Adhi
agrarian structure of Dinajpur was very old and well known. The financial
standard of the Adhiars was much better than agrarian labours. As per report
of the agrarian reserve of 1935, most of the Adhiars had plough, cow, corn,
and permanent residence with 1 to 10 acre of land. Others were seasonal
migrants who travelled from one to another land, few of them confined long in
old Adhi's. Jotedar did not want to legalise Adhiars. Files of loan arrangement
revealed that Adhiars were the largest part of 156 loaned families; bonded to
99 moneylenders, with the exception of 3 all were Jotedars. The loan for the
period before hewing the corns were given to the peasants and they had to
return at least 1 and % times more. Nevertheless, the method of realise was n
pitiless as loan increased and peasants become bonded labours. Other than
Jotedars, there was no moneylenders or Bania. Bell examines that there was
not any transformation in Jotedars or in the society of the Adhiars
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.

Tyranny

was a from of oppression among the hand of affluent peasants as they had
the capacity of lending money at any scheme and undoubtedly could take on
the ill- payed Adhiars as bonded labourers. Jotedars realised 2/3 rd share or
more at the rate of 50%. No rent movement prevailed in Balurghat.
Commissioner put in writing that even though crops grew well with worth rate,
the collection of rent (in 1938) was reduced. S.D.O reported that the usual
collection of 80% rent was reduced to 30 to 40% that year. One of the
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Zamindar informed the S.D.O that collection that year was 12 thousand,
instead of 41 thousand that he usually collected on other years. Another
Zamindar could collect 3000 while the demand was 35 thousand. The Raja of
Dinajpur offered only 30-40% of the total collection 130 •

According to Bell it was in the year 1939 the natives realised that in order to
acquire something they needed the help of the Union Board; in reality it was
the competition for possession of Debt Settlement Board. Bell says, it was a
fight of the Zamindars and moneylenders verses Jotedars. It was presumed
by the moneylenders that if the Jotedars were able to seek the power of Debt
Settlement Board, the settiement process would take time of not paying back
the money would grow. 131
Brahmins who did not belong to the peasant category favoured in lands like
Lakho- Raj while 'Adhi were suitable for Bhadroloks' -This was the
contemporary proverb used then 132 .It is clear from Bells diary that the natives
of Dinajpur were well aware about the conditions of Bengal Tenancy Act of
133
1939 even if they did not know about Gandhi or Fazlui Haq . In his

settlement report, Bell wrote, that many people disinterested about land were
unwanted in the rural areas, even with agitations near Pabna and Jalpaiguri.
Here was not any chance of revolt. Conflict was observed between Adhiars
and Jotedars at Atwari and Thakurgaon of Dinajpur District in the year
1940 134 • Bell observes there was no prospect in future of mechanisation or
combined -farming as per tenants right in the present structure. 135

Krisak Samity and Agrarian Movement
Economic depression after 1928 tremendously reduced the rate of jute and
peasant agitations increased particularly in East and North Bengal. These
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economic tumults helped Praja Samity to broaden its area 136 .All Bengal Praja
Samity renamed as All Bengal Krisak Praja Samity at the Dhaka conference.
Thereafter, it started vocation for election. Between April to July, after
Patrasayar Conference in some districts, peasant committees formed at some
stage in August in Moymonsingha, Dinajpur, Rang pur and Rajsahi Districts 137.
During 1937-38, a number of Bengal Revolutionaries were released from
Andaman and other jails. They became Communists while in jail and after
release went to the villages to work within the peasants. Kishan Sabha and
other leftist parties were strengthened by their participation.

By the end of

1941, Khemesh Chatterjee was able to bring under complete control the S.F
of Dinajpur. He then tried to extend his network. C.L.I was against the
activities of the Communist party. Communists formed the Rickshaw pullers
union, which C.L.I tried to break up 138 • From this time, some Congress
workers also became aloof and later on became Communist. They were
Satyen Roy, Hazi Muhammad Danesh and others. Bibhuti Guha of Anusilan
Dal, a university graduate went to Dinajpur after he was released from jail and
back to his hometown to organise the peasants. Guha used the 'theory of
mass contact' 139 of the Congress. Guha printed 16 points of demands
circulated among the peasants. 140
1. Bina Khesarode Zamindari Ucched (B)
Abolition of Zamindari system without compensation.
2. Nilami Jami Krisakke Ferat dao(B)
Land sold in auction should be returned to the tiller.
3. Certificate Pratha Bandho Karo(B)
Abolish certificate system for the Adhiar.
4. Haate tolaboti bandho Karo(B)
Abolish tolabati in the haats and markets.
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5.

LangaiJarJamiTa~B)

Lands belongs to the ploughholder.
6. Krisak der Rin Makub Karo(B)
Abolish the (unjust) debts of peasants.
7. Segar Pratha Bandho Karo(B)
Aboliosh the 'Begar'system.
8. Jotedarer Julum chalbe na(B)
Do away with Jotedari oppression.
9. Karja Dhaner Sud nai(B)
No interest on Karja or loaned paddy.
10. Sakal prakar Abwab bandho Karo(B)
Abolish all types of Abwabs.
11. Kono Selami neoa Chalbe na(B)
No Selami should be charged.
12. Adhiarke Jami Theke Ucched Kara Chalbe na(B)
No Adhiar should be thrown out of his land.
13. Adhiarke Khamare Dhan Tuite Dite Hobe(B)
Adhiar should be allowed to stock paddy in his own Khamar.
14. Union Board nomination pratha batil karo(B)
Do away with nomination system in Union Board.
15. Garib Krisaker chaukidari tax bandho karo(B)
Abolish choukidari tax for poor peasants.
16. Krisakder panio jaler bandobastho chai(B)
Arrange for drinking water in village.

Guha then became Secretary of Dinajpur Kissan Sabha and district committee
of CPl. He worked with Kali Sarkar in Phulbani P.S and Ajit Roy, Sushil Sen
Janardan Bhatyacharya were in charge of Raiganj area. They tried to include
Muslim peasants, less numbered in comparison with total Muslim peasants in
Bengal.

141

At the beginning the peasants succeeded, to abolish 'Nagar'

system and the interest rate got reduced from 50 to 25 percent. Since the
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middle class interest went against the interest of the Adhiars, middle class
leadership had to work hard to gain the belief of the Adhiars. They (the
leaders) chose local fairs to publicize the Haat -Tala and Lekhai Karcha
movements. Ranajit Dasgupta opines that the chief slogan was the abolition of
Zamindari system and land to the tillers. Dasgupta gave importance on the
dedicated role played by Sachin Dasgupta, Gurudas Roy and Madhab Dutta in
the villages of Jalpaiguri and Cooch-Behar estate.From initial distrust
they(once active in the Congress) became comrades. 142 At the same time,
Krisak Samity was linked with Congress and supported some general issues
like the release of the prisoners.

No Toll Movement
During 1938 -39-peasant mobilisation started in Northern Bengal in the form
of No Toll Movement. Zamindars or Jotedars extracted undue tolls from the
peasants at 'Haats'. They had to pay illegitimate levies for selling their paddy,
vegitable, cattle etc. Levy was collected by the agents of Zamindars in the
Mela's and Haat's, usually at high rate both in cash and kind. Krishak Samity
agitated for the peasants and demanded the end of all kinds of levies, termed
locally To/a or Buti. Retailers in this 'Haat's were largely women who issued
cash memo for selling wares but had to give illegal 'Abwab'. So the Krisak
Samity had huge female members. 143 According to Kunal Chattopadhyay from
this time onwards women took active part in the movements of Krisak Sabha.
They were able to communicate with the masses where men were unable to
reach 144• Peasant's agitation against Haat tala started at Bod a, Debiganj, and
Pachagar P.S of Jalpaiguri. After the conference, held at Maidan dighi on July
1939 Krisak Sabha called the peasants against ' Haat tala'. On the conference
of 27th June 1939 Abdullah Rasul, the Secretary of B.P.K.S said:
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At present, they [the peasants] are either doing labour as Adhiars on land or
trying to meet their hunger by working as agricultural labourers on daily
wage basis.
In North Bengal, in particular this preponderance of Adhiars is a very big
problem within the peasant movement. Being placed in a helpless situation,
the peasants get adhi land for cultivation on condition of giving a higher rate
[share] of produced crops. They do not have any permanent right [swatwa]
over the land; they are bound to surrender the land at the sweet will of the
Jotedars. Again, when at the time of cultivation because of their want they
take paddy loan[dhan karja] they take it on condition that at the time of
repayment after four or five months they will have to pay an interest of at
least a half mound[paddyJ on a principal of one mound[paddy] ... The roof
of this exploitation is the permanent Settlement Krisak Samity wants its
abolition. The peasant wants land. He will not get it without its [Permanent
settlement] abolition. 145
The conference clearly demanded chiefly the abolition of To/a in the Haats and
also the abolition of Zamindari system without reparation, modification of
Mahajani Bill and introduction of Tenancy Act in the Khasmahal area among
other issues. Their slogan at Maidan dighi in the first phase of struggle was 'no
To/a payment by the peasants'. The tussle continued for three months as the

S.D.O took the initiative The District Krishak Samity sent a peasant delegation
under the leadership of Radhamohan Burman, the local Rajbansi peasant; it
resulted in a partial victory for the peasants as the To/a payment was put to an
end.

146

Cooch Behar Raj estate which included Patgram,Debiganj and Boda

were in charge of big Haats like Boda, went on with the same practices that
compelled the peasants to seek the help of Krishak Samity. They set up Haat
outside the estate areas. The attempt of the Muslim ljaradar of Lakshmir Haat
to raise communal tension failed because of the unity of the Rajbansi and
Muslim peasants

147

Krishak Samity protested against the illegal to las (for
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example recording expences) forcibly collected by the Zaminders and
ljaradars in the Melas of Dinajpur from the sellers 148 .The enquiry of the Govt
of Bengal in 1940 showed that Zamindars collected tolls both from sellers and
buyers of the 6000 Haats of the province at excessive rates.The To/a was
collected either by his staff or leased it to the ljaradars.

First major peasant movement .against the tolas was in the Kalir Mela of
Dumdumi in the Birganj P.S of Thakurgaon sub-division. The cattle fair (Mela)
was near Bhulli River on the border of Jalpaiguri and Dinajpur where the
Krishak Samity intervened and protested against To/a and organised a
separate Mela. The new Haat was known as the Haat of Krisak Sabha. Ajit
Roy and Rupnarayan Roy marched to the fair of Patiram village of Balurghat
and were able to reduce the taxes of Haat Tola and Lekhai Karcha at half that
of the previous rates. At last the Zaminder agreed to negotiate and the
peasants were victorious. Here and in the other Melas like Birganj, Atwari,
Phulbari, Parbatipur, Nawabganj, Baliadangi. Peasants refund to pay the
recording expenses (Lekhai). The pattern of the movement was:
... volunteers moving in a procession with lath is and flags throughout the fair
and asking the shop and stall keeper not to pay tolls to zaminders. They
threatened some of the shopkeepers with social boycott if they did not pay
heed to their order and several times, they cordoned the Zamindar's men who
went to collect the usual tolls. 149 •
During 1936, No-Toll Movement was started in Raiganj. Mahajans tried to take
hold of the lands of the peasants through Khai-Khalasi system. Basanta
Ranjan Chatterjee 150organised the peasants of ltahar, Bansihari, Kushmundi,
Kaliaganj against the jute production control law of the Govt. It was a law
which forbade peasants to cultivate extra-jute beyond the measure amount
established by the Govt. Peasants led by Chatterjee protested against this
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kind of oppressive law in 1941, however the agitation did not continued as
Chatterjee went under ground 151 .No toll Movement in Kurigram, Lalmonirhat,
Ulipur, Kaliganj, Dimla, Domar and Kishorganj of Rangpur and in Maida paved
the ground for more radical movement like Adhiar Movement. Next in the
Panjia (Jessore district) Conference of the B.P.K.S it was stated that
ordinances prohibited meetings and processions during Second World War did
not worked for some reasons in Jalpaiguri. This was an advantage for some
B.P.K.S workers to organise a peasant movement. The Haat Tola Movement
started at Jalpaiguri and then spread to Dinajpur and Rangpur. AIKS thanked
the movement of Jalpaiguri, Dinajpur and Rangpur as it saved thousands of
rupees of the poor peasants. This way many Primary Congress Committees
of Debiganj Thana area were altered into Krisak Samity units 152 •

Adhiar Movement
Since Jotedar-Adhhiar relationship was immovable to a certain extent, tension
was also natural in the rural life of Northern Bengal. Adhiar Movement was
limited in some areas of Jalpaiguri and Dinajpur districts. With the demand of
the Adhiars for stacking paddy in their own khamar there was a demand for
the cuts in paddy loans that a peasant had to seek from a Jotedar. Method
that was usually into practice in Northern Bengal was that the Adhiars
gathered the paddy to the Kholan of a Jotedar gave half of their share
confounded when they had to give Abwabs like Khamar, Golla Muchani,
Angina Chacha, Dhula Khaos and tax for Durga Puja and Muharram. In
number of occasions a peasant to give away all paddies and come back home
with empty basket the reason being the huge interest he had to pay to the
Jotedar .It nearly amounted to 50 -75% interest along with the principal

153

An

Adhiar had to take loans mainly by three systems i.e. according to Dera Bari or
Duno Bari, 50% and 100% interest was imposed on Adhiars and the last dar
kata system compelied Adhiar to take paddy at the high market price and to
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repay it after harvesting season in the form of paddy at low market rate. With
the success of the No Toll Movement manoeuvred by Krishak Samity; the
members in the winter of 1939 -40 demanded to reduce, prevent by-law the
consumption loan, seed loan and illegal collection respectively. Trisrota
reported on 2"d April, 1938 about the illegal extraction and simultaneously
peasants were not relieved from the jute and the tow price of the paddy.
Adhiars yearned for stacking paddy in their own storehouse. It was lead to a
more comfortable life for them. It was a joint venture from Rajbansis and
Muslims. Some property owners who joined earlier in the Krishak Samity left it.
It was the poor and middle class who took up the movemene 54 . District
Congress Committee took active part, Krishak Samity at the same time called
for, peasants of Soda, Debiganj, Pachagarh and Sadar P.S who responded.
Jotedars complained against the practice of stacking paddy in peasant's own
storehouse. The administration wanted to find a compromise through a
meeting was unsuccessful at last 155• Nawab Musharaf Hussain, one of the
biggest Jotedar of the time also failed to stop the movement. The Govt issued
order under section 144, and arrest warrant was issued against leaders like
Madhab Dutta, Gurudas Roy. Minor clashes between peasants and police
also took place. Jalpaiguri District Krishak Samity organised a big conference
to celebrate Independence Day on 26th Jan 1940. The

0.0 made an effort

to stop the procession led by laltu Barman. The administration started the
process of arresting and arrested at least two thousand people. Office of the
Krishak Samity at Maidan Dighi was destroyed. Some peasants were
murdered in the jungle 156 . When leaders like Madhab Dutta and Gurudas Roy
were arrested in Feb, the movement came to an end. Leaders like Sachin
Dasgupta, Naresh Chakraborty, Parimal Mitra boosted up the peasants after
the movement.
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In 1938-40 Adhiar Movement started in the Thakurgaon sub-division of
Dinajpur against the oppression of the Jotedars. According to one source, it
was the Communist workers of ex-detenue stamp, who had played an
important role behind the movement 157. Second tier of the leadership came
from middle class to the Rajbansi and Muslim peasants; Satyen Roy and Hazi
Muhammad Danesh unified peasants from both communities in Thakurgaon
sub-division who stacked paddy in their own storehouse instead of Jotedar's
Khamar 158 . Hundred peasants were arrested including leader Satyen Roy as
per the Jotedars complains. In addition Sushi! Sen, Gurudas Talukdar, and
Hazi Muhammad Danesh were warned according to Defence of India Act. The
important role-played by the members of the Dinajpur Krisak Sabha,
particularly men like Hazi Muhammad Danesh who handeled the anti
communal propaganda efficiently for which no communal riot had taken place
in Dinajpur between 1938-47. However, Rajendra Nath Das of C.LI criticised
them with preconceived notion:
-Satyen Roy a/so visited the fair with his people. Those who went on this
place to work with Satyen Roy reported very badly about him. He is reported to
have taken bribe (from the proprietors of the fair), realised one anna from each
volunteers in the name of the Krisak high command and misappropriated the
same. Is this the aim of the Krisak movement viz to deceive the poor masses?
Satyen Roy has adopted a very good policy to earn money. We hear that he
has another object in view viz to stand as a candidate in the coming election.
The people of Thakurgaon Sub-division are within his clutches and this task will
not be very hard for him. If he becomes successful, it will be bad for the people.
It has,

therefore, become necessary to carry on propaganda against

him .......... You told me that Satyen Roy and Oanesh Ali are Congressmen but I
find they are only opportunists. Satyen Roy and Danesh previously belongs to
the Congress and League respectively, but now- a -days people do not take
notice of this organisations. They have therefore taken up the krisak movement.
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They have realised that in this work, they will have respect, they can earn
money and if they try, they can safely go to the Assemb/y159•

Thakurgaon sub-division was the nerve centre of the Movement. To describe
the function of Krisak Samity and its relation with Congress the leaders took
simple examples; Dronacharya's treatment of the lower caste origin Eklavya
(Mahabharata) or slaughtering the head of Sambuk by Ram on the ground that
being a Sudra he medicated for God (Ramayana).

160

Jihad and ideas of

brother-hood were used to inspire the Muslim peasants. Satyen Roy a
graduate of Calcutta University had fluency in Rajbansi dialect and was able to
influence the Muslim peasants. Hazi Danesh, a lawyer, used Muslim religious
texts to influence the Muslim peasants 161 . In mobilizing women, the example
of Draupadi was usually given 162 . Nevertheless, the S.D.O realised that with
163
the movement the grievances of the peasants were more conceiving . He

took initiative to call a public meeting and set up a board in Jan 1940. It was
an effort from his part to bring about compromise. At last it was victory for
Adhiars 164 .500 Jotedars and 8000 Adhiars reached 10 points compromise in
Dinajpur.

1.Kholan would be fixed by the Adhiar and Jotedar jointly.
2.1f the Adhiar objected paddy could not be taken to the Jotedar's Kholan.
3.Abwabs(extra exactions) for the preparation of the Kholans were to be
discontinued.
4. There would be no interest on seed advances.
5. The interest rate on borrowed paddy lowered from 50 to 15 percent.
6.1n case of outstanding paddy loans Jotedars would not take more than 1/3
of the Adhiars' shares of the paddy.
?.Jotedars would not take 50% of the current years crop and give a receipt to
the Adhiars.
8. The Jotedars should not try to penalise the Adhiars for joining the
movement.
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9.All court cases were to be withdrawn.
1O.Any dispute should be reffered to the Board established with three
representatives each from either side with the S.D.O as the judge. 165

Jalpaiguri opposed and the Peasant Movement continued there. Leaders of
Krishak Samity then concentrated on the rural poor. Peasant movement
continued in this District throughout the year, 1940. In April 1940, the
movement took the form of No Toll Movement particularly at Chander Haat
and Daudpur Haat of Nawabganj P.S where D.M did not allow processions,
meeting etc. Thus there was mass arrest. Near about 1940, the stranglehold
of the administration stopped Adhiar Movement. Both in No Toll Movement
and in Adhiar Movement, the second type of coercion largely annoyed
peasants demanded to reduce the rate of interest, protested against the illegal
tax collection. CPI started the anti war campaign and so the CPI led Adhiar
movement was simultaneously faced additional oppression by the authority.
Adhiar Movement was not only concentrated on two demands but also to
reduce the interest on paddy loan and to erase the illegal Abwabs. The
movement was also against the cheatings done in the storehouse of Jotedar.
Initially the Jotedars were surprised by the organisation of the illiterate
masses; oppressed by generations, take paddy to their own khamar. Then the
Jotedars organised and started oppression of the Adhiars with the help of the
authority. At the same time, CPI also mobilized the peasants on the issue
Fascist aggression and this led to clashes between F.B and CPI.

ObseNations
According to some researches, freedom struggle in rural areas was nothing
but to gain the loyalty of the wealthy class of the society on whom strength and
weakness of the freedom struggle depended 166 .As in the case of North
Bengal Congress-Jotedar led movements lost momentum during the 30's. The
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sharecroppers shifted their support to left oriented Kishan Shava, gave
impetus to their economic demands that was ignored by the Congress. A
ready platform for peasant movement was then found, linked with Kishan
Sabha. Jaya Chatterjee however thinks that Basu group put up with
impenetrability in North Bengal where leaders and workers of Congress were
not in favour of peasant movement167 .In course of time, the hypothesis of
mass communication had bore out no success. Actually, leaders and workers
of Congress were already going through the grievances of the peasants.
Leaders of Calcutta were engaged in the group politics, incapable of realizing
the message passed on to the masses. Socialist idea circulated in the minds
of the ieaders like Nisith Nath Kundu of Dinajpur or Charu Chandra Sanyal in
Jalpaiguri. Tussle between leaders, Charu Chandra Sanyal vs Khagendranath
Dasgupta was obvious in this perspective. Jalpaiguri conference of 1939 was
a landmark. An impression was formed from the official Congress that it was
the duty of the middle class intelligentsia and landed group to involve in
politics. A fear gripped them about the probability of a class struggle that
ultimately would be beneficial for the Communists and the British. In the rural
society of Bengal, Jotedar- British liaison was clear ipso-facto to the peasants.
The election of 1937 was unable to enhance the position of Congress. Jotedar
Khetra Roy of Rangpur propagandised to help the British in the Second World
War, Sir John Woodhead collected money from the Jotedars 168 · Sa rat Bose
defeated Prafulla Ghosh in the election for the post of president of Bengal
provincial Congress. Prafulla Ghosh did not come to Jalpaiguri for that
reason

169

.The 2 anna visiting charge mirrored the difference between

Congress and the rural peasantry. It was clear that Congress would not
oppose the Jotedars or the class struggle would flare-up in the rural areas of
Bengal. So, the Krisak Samity had to organise No-Toll Movement and Adhiar
Movement separately. Somnath Lahiri who had come to attend the provincial
conference, formed Jalpaiguri district unit of C.P.I with the help of Siren Dutta,
Gurudas Roy and Sachin Dasgupta. Though the Krishak Shabha, did not go
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against Congress Committees formed at the time of Haat Tola Movement or
Adhiar Movement were headed by eminent and aged Congress personalities.
Haat Movement was also supported by a section of Jotedars. Haat-Tola and
Adhiar Movement simultaneously achieved some of its objectives when at last
during the mid of 1942 the district administration announced limits of interest
rate of loans 170 . These movements established the CPI and Krisak Samity in
the mind set of the peasants.
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Chapter- 3
Nature of the Movement in the Two Zones

Quit India Movement in the rural and urban areas of Northern Bengal can be
divided into two zones, i.e, Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri in the first zone and
Dinajpur, Rangpur, Bogra, Maida, Rajsahi and Pabna in the second zone. As
Ranajit Dasgupta opined that because of some reasons, the Quit India
Movement in Jaipaiguri did not get to its zenith point .In his words:
... though the district lay in the zone of military activity, the socially and
economically dislocating impact

of the war was much less than in many east

Bengal districts and a District like Midnapore. Men, materials and land were
mobilised with active help from the planters, and Baikunthapur Zamindars and
big Jotedars. But because an availability of vast stretches of sparsely populate
tracts in the Duars the impact was perhaps less harsh than in many other
districts and so the grievances against and hostility towards the British were
perhaps less 1

The nature and rapidity in the first zone, which was a Non-Regulated zone,
cannot be comparaed with the second one. As in the case of the first zone, the
movement directly knocked the British Raj because here the Government was
Zamindar. Conversely, the movement of the second zone was directed against
the Jotedar or moneylenders, in the form of a class struggle. Moreover, the
movement bears different characters in respect to the district politics. In this
chapter a careful attempt has been made to analyse the manifold nature of the
movement in the two zones, the inclination of the movement of the urban
quarters to merge with the movement in the rural segment, appraisals of the
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commitment of women in the formation of the movement, the responses of the
different castes, tribes, and communities.

1942 - Economy of Northern Bengal
Darjeeling

and Jalpaiguri were

Non-Regulated

region 2 • The authority

intentionally isolated this area for military recruitment for the loyal Gorkha
regiment. D. M or S.D.O. could hurl anybody out within 24 hours through a
notice. Govt followed the policy of not raising the rate of the commodities in
Darjeeling and adjacent tea garden areas. Both the British tea planters and
the Govt were cautious against growing agitations among the ill- paid tea
garden labourers and loyal Gorkhas respectively. Prabhat Kumar Mukherjee,
the biographer of Rabindranath Tagore, remembers in his memorium 'Fire fire

chat that there was an internal passport in Darjeeling during 1942 when he
went there 3 • This exceptional situation of Darjeeling was at that time when the
movement was in acme. The relation between the political movement and the
gloomy economic condition can be comprehended from the letter by Jonathan
Lyndell an American missionary of Darjeeling to Evelyn dated 25th August
1942. 4
August 25,1942

DearEve/yn

.. .. Lately things have been disturbed here in India, since the 'Congress Party'
leaders were arrested. Arresting of leaders has been quite extensive. The
general populace who have favoured the demands of 'Congress' have done
quite a bit of damage of public utilities in many cities and ports, destroying post
boxes, telephone wires, street car, buildings, R.R.S etc. But things are being
held firmly in hand by the British govt, who have taken a deciding firm handusing gunfire to disperse the rioters. Everything seems well in hand, though
certain facilities were temporarily suspended. Prices has gone up some. Here in
these parts there has been some rise on all products. In Abbott Mt, the feeding
problem is very difficult. They can get no meat except they buy a whole goat.
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Rice is double the price of it here. Very few vegetables and fruits can be gotten
and then high in price. Eggs could only be gotten at times and then very
expensive. You see, they are stuck rather alone in the hills, no big food
community like here in Darjeeling. But they seem to be getting on well. God has
given us all we need and plenty extra. I only feel sorry for those foreigners who
live always on canned foods and a lot of foreign stuff and cannot get along on
the simple products of the soil around them - what will they do if things really
began to get scarce. I guess they would have to trust the lord of grace.
Love My My
Jonathan

Jonathan Lyndell worried about the region, after the World War faced
economic crisis. He wrote from Shilong on 24th September, 1942 to his brother
Doc that

Prices are exceeding high in Shilong (as I heard through Daniel here). Prices
have not gone very high here yet - but some things are beginning. Everything
is still to be had in the Bazaar. Darjeeling is simply packed full of people, and
when someone goes, others come. Lots of soldiers on leave. 5

Second World War had an adverse effect on the economy of Maida as on the
other parts of Bengal 6 . Poor economic condition led the officers of the English
Bazaar Municipality to apply for advance on the ground of price rise of
essential commodities 7 • However, the financial condition of the Municipality
8
being depressing, they were in trouble to provide ration for the staffs • In the

year 1942, the Municipality tried to raise its fund by the number of distress
warrants for confiscated property for the reason of not paying municipal taxes
that was raised 9 and this tendency continued up to 1947 10 . During 1942-43,
the municipalities put pressure on the workers who was in charge to collect
taxes

11

•

Md. Ziauddin, charged on the accusation of financial corruption,

affirmed in his resignation letter that his political opinion was the sole reason
behind the conspiracy. It commenced when he was gradually realizing the
cause of pending taxes. Hence, liaison was exacerbated; three subjects come
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together-- religion, finance and politics 12 .At the same time, during August and
September of 1942, large processions could be seen in almost all the districts
of Bengal, demanded to control the commodity price, releasing food grains
from storages, security of the populace. Some conferences were also held -at
Munsiganj (23 August), Barisal (26 August), Dinajpur (28 August), Pangia of
Jessore (28 August), Rangpur (30 August), -- raising similar demands. Four
thousand people assembled in Rangpur for the demand to supply food and
other products by means of regulated price.

1st

September and

6th

and

7th

were celebrated as Peasant Day and Labour Day respectively 13• From the
onset of the year, the peasants of Narayanpur of Gangarampur tried to store
their paddy in a storehouse made by them. For this reason they had to collect
huge bamboos from the Zamindars' vested land. Thus, a clash was obvious
between the peasants grouped by C.L.I and the Zamindars. This movement,
organised by C. L.l, articulated by men and women joining in large number
ended January 194214 .

Nationalism, Sacrifice and Politics
The movement of Balurghat, led by Saroj Ranjan Chatterjee, a Congressman,
was indeed associated by Sailendra Sundar Das (F.B.) and Pulinbihari
Dasgupta (Anusilan Dal, R.S.P). The movement of Balurghat was supported
by R.S.P and F.B. Students of Balurghat at that time were inspired by both
R.S.P and F.B. There were no confrontation between Dhiren Banerjee,
Pulinbihari Dasgupta of R.S.P and Bishwaranjan Sen; Sailendra Sundar Das
of F.B. and Kamlendu Chakraborty of Anusilan Dal averted narrowly the arrest
of Radhamohan Mahanta in 1941. Debi Bhaduri the leader of Anusilan Dal
from Calcutta instructed Radhamohan Mohanta and others not to participate in
the Quit India Movement, which Gandhi launched to frustrate the incursion of
Subhash Chandra Bose and his Indian National Army. Therefore, they had to
wait until Bose invited them. However, the students were not ready to wait
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15

•

Once in 1930, Piyush Kanti Mukherjee of Alipurduar picketed alone and was
beated by the shopkeepers. 16 He met with Muzaffar Ahmad and was inspired
by Communism, though after his contact and attachment with Jugantar Group
he detached himself from the Communists 17 . 1935 onwards, Mukherjee
realised that assassination or extremist revolutionary activities will not be able
to bring forth India's freedom 18 • Mukherjee worked for Khagendranath
Dasgupta during the election of 1937. When Gandhi announced the Quit India
Movement, Mukherjee went to Calcutta and met Bijay Singh Nahar, to gather
the materials to paralyze the Govt.Later on he sent Naren Daga to collect
those materials in return of money. Finally, Mukherjee took permission from
his mother to jump in the bandwagon. If he died his, other three brothers were
there to look after her19 .

Nalini Pakrashi,'Duars Gandhi', was the Congress leader whose influence
over Rajbansis and Adibasis was praiseworthy. He organised a musical
ceremony in 1939 for the celebration of Subhash Chandra Bose in
Jalpaiguri 20 • When Gandhi was arrested in 1930 and the news arrived at
Falakata, a geographically dislocated area of Duars, it inspired Pakrashi, a
servant under contractor Ramrup Singh, to 'Satyagraha' and consequently he
was arrested. Pakrashi, however, denied to apologize and resigned. Before
his way in in the Congress Committee of Alipurduar, resolutions were taken
against the arrest of Gandhi and in favour of C.R.Das's entry in the Council,
etc. Pakrashi started the process of strengthening the organization making
connections with rural masses. At the very early stage of his life (1912-20) he
came in touch with Jugantar Dal and later on, during his days in Rangpur he
was inspired by Barrister Atul Chandra Gupta, Mohini Mohan Bhattyacharya,
Tulsi Lahiri. Despite of his belonging from an orthodox Hindu family, he was
quite radical 21 • Pakrashi, influenced by local movements of Alipurduar,
organised a strike in Samuktala 'Haat' to protest against Saimon Commission.
By this time he, with his wife and children, faced immense poverty, shifted
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from one job to another, weaved Swadeshi cloths, opened a rice and grocer
shop, though his contact and commitment to the Congress every time made
hindrances to the business attempt he made. During the flood of 1921-22 or
the earthquake in Bihar in 1934, he was engaged in accumulating relief fund.
Khagendranath

Dasgupta

win ned

the

election

of

1937,

using

the

organizational potential of Nalini Pakrashi in Falakata, Dhupguri, Madarihat,
Alipurduar and some parts of the native state Gooch Behar. From this time, he
was able to send five, seven or ten rupees to his family per month. Pakrashi,
after the election, worked full time under Dasgupta and now he could send
rupees fifteen per month to his family. He participated Haripura, Faizpura and
Tripuri sessions of the Congress in the conference against compromise of
Swami Sahajananada Saraswati beside Ramgarh Congress 194022 .

Pakrashi and Dasgupta joined with the F.B as the idea of socialism influenced
Pakrashi. He was sentenced to imprisonment for the distribution of a leaflet '
Bhai Chasi Tumi Garib Keno' (Brother peasant, why are you poor?). He was

released from the jail and he made up the split in the Congress organization.
One group was saying that it was the people's war, and as the U.S.S.R. was
attacked, the nature of the war changed. On the other hand, Subhash
Chandra Bose and his comrades viewed that it was the prime time to attack
the British. Pakrashi was with the second group 23 .At that time, he was
interned, and was called by the S.D.O, Kaul Han and there Pakrashi stated
that he was a true believer of Socialism and that he wished that the Axis
power would be ruined in the war. He refused the S.D.O.'s proposal to get
rupees two hundred for the propaganda in favour of National War Front24 .On
gth

August, Quit India Movement was started and all the leaders of the

Congress were arrested, which in turn made the Zillah Congress silent about
the movement. Pakrashi took the charge of disconnecting the communications
in Falakata, his best range of cognition. He, was identified as 'Tarkata Thakur'25 ,
cut telegraph wires from Birpara to Falakata. Pakrashi was sick and was
released from jail while many members of sub-division Congress were
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released after their declaration of guilt. Oeben Das, a man of Rava tribe, took
active part in the uprisings of Kumargramduar and left the job of an
schoolmaste,-26 •

Preparation and Organisation
Socialist Congress was much more organised in Jalpaiguri and Alipurduar but
not in Maida. As in the case of Alipurduar, it was touched with Jayprakash
Narayan, Rammohan Lohia, Achyuta Patyabardhan, Aruna Asaf Ali obliquely
all socialist leaders of the Congress27 . Naren Daga, a Marwari, who took
active part in the movement, had relation. with the family of Jayprakash
Narayan. The Plan for the course of the movement of Alipurduar came from
Narayan's family2 8 • Acquiring political power form factions or cliques, in due
course, seemed to the members of the ad-hoc committee of Maida to be
harmful for the future interest of the country. Moreover, they did not know the
actual plans and programmes of the Congress29 . Therefore, the members of
the ad-hoc committee and other senior members of the Congress viz. Subodh
Kumar Mishra, Dyutidhar Roy, Surendrabala Roy and Satyaranjan Sen of
Khadi group met to reorganize themselves and decided that Satyaranjan Sen
would be given the duty to convey the modus operandi in detail from the upper
stratum to the district. The newly formed ad-hoc committee was eager to prove
theselves, while orthodox leaders of the first strata aloofed themselves.

Subhas Chandra Bose was absconded and Sub-divisional Congress went
against the F.8?0 in Jalpaiguri.Socialist segment of the Congress had
organised themselves in the course of a cultural movement, grouped
themselves in Azad Hind Library of Jalpaiguri and Edward Library of
Alipurduar. Piyush Kanti Mukherjee became the secretary of Edward Library
of Alipurduar and formed a cultural group31 • Piyush Kanti Mukherjee and
others tried to strengthen their organization by involving themselves to
enhance education, etc. 32They rejected thriller and other novels and brought
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Main Kamph (autobiography of Hitler), biography of Musso/ini, Rising Asia,
Taruner Sapna (written by Subhash Bose) along with nationalist books and

magazines. Fortune of the F.B. to some extent depended upon the result of
the Second World War33 .Some topics of the debate arranged in the Edward
Library in Alipurduar shows the impact of contemporary politics on the youth,
viz.
1.Dialectic Materialism vs. Gandhian Sarboday Samaj.
2.Capitalism vs. Socialism.
3.Violence vs. Non-violence.
4.Sitaramaiya vs. Subhashchandra.

Partakers of the Quit India Movement in Duars forgathered; the participants
were from the young readers and debaters of the iibrarl4 .26th September
1942 was decided as the day of 'direct action'. Charges were divided in a
secret meeting in the following manner:

1.Subodh Ranjan Mitra and Haridas Chatterjee for Madarihat.
2. Nalinikanta Pakrashi for Falakata.
3.Sunil Sarkar for Kumargramduar.
4.Dutta Singh Sanyasi and Piyush Kanti Mukherjee for Kalchini and Alipurduar.

Separate duties were assigned to some members in Alipurduar. The plan was
that after seizing the Thanas of Madarihat, Falakata, Kumargramduar,
Kalchini, all would come to take possession the Thana of Alipurduar.
Insurrectionists were associated with the police warder of jail, Ambica Singh,
would open the jail to let the prisoners flee. The O.C. was, who the son-in-law
of the cloth merchant Bipin Bihari Ganguly, also agreed to help

35

.

The Socialists of Alipurduar planned direct action to uproot the administration,
while the activists of Jalpaiguri preferred to arrange for meetings and
processions. The members of the ad-hoc committee at Maida also decided not
to get involved in direct struggle with the British initially, and so they arranged
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for small meetings with the villagers, to prepare them mentally to struggle
against the British imperialism. Long-term plan was to be seen after the initial
stage of the movement. To evoke an outcry in the districts, meetings and
processions were to be exercised in Maida town, organised by Sourindra
Mohan Mishra. Though all the members of the Congress were to be present in
Maida, they would not take part in the processions or meetings, because they
took the lesson from the movement of 1930-32 that if all the leaders got
arrested at a time ultimately the movement would get weaker. Considering the
organization to be weak, the workers joined in very small number in the town;
so they had to bring workers from Singhabad and other rural areas. The day
was fixed for the meeting in the town and leaflets and pamphlets were printed.
The members started their activities in their areas and met before the
conference in the town 36 . Socialists of Alipurduar tried to seize the rural
Thanas first as they presumed that the success would inspire the people of the
town. This radical plan failed perhaps because it did not match with the
programmes had Jalpaiguri and they (The Socialists of Alipurduar) decided not
to be attached with them.

Opposition and Hesitation
During the 40's, student politics became ipso-facto 37 in the town politics of
Jalpaiguri. 38 Student Federation had organised peoples defence force.
Jalpaiguri District F.B. committee was established in the house of Kabiraj
Satish Chandra Lahiri 39 . Khagendranath Dasgupta and others were released
from jail and as patrons reorganised the organization. Gradually town politics
got hold of the control of F.B., it challenged the Communists and communal
forces 40 . The ratification of the Congress, Civil Disobedience Resolution and
the subsequent arrest of the Congress leaders aroused two-fold public
reaction in this district. On 29th August, a proposal in Jalpaiguri Municipality,
raised by Srinath Hor, went up against the arrest of the congressmen, and was
supported by Dr. Charu Candra Sanyal and other seven Congress members;
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however, Muslim League members, Khodabox and other Government
nominees, opposed it41 . Difference of enigmatic opinions was there among the
Congressmen. Charu Candra Sanyal preferred some social reforms, while
Khagendranath Dasgupta opposed, while Sachindranath Dasgupta was only
against tea planters and Zamindars. Equally, Municipal political pattern was
not hopeful for the political leaders of English Bazaar (Maida) Municipality,
which was divided into two groups, before 1940, according to their distinctive
social status and above all, political interest. There were, among them,
Raysaheb, Khansaheb, Roybahadur and Khanbahadur, men who obtained or
wished to get hold of courtesy title, who were always with the government,
nominated and approved persons in one side, against the middle class
businessmen, lawyers, servicemen, Marwaries and Biharies who came from
Andhrapradesh, Uttarpradesh and Bihar. Zamindar families like Giri's of
Gosaituli and Choudhury's of English Bazaar were with the first group, active
in Municipal politics, with the intention of omission of taxes. After 1940, this
kind of group politics had swung to communal plarisation pertaining to the
issues regarding municipalitl2• On the passing of the Bombay Resolution by
t!1e Congress a meeting was held among the Congressmen of this district and
an action committee was formed with Atul Chandra Kumar, M.L.A and Govt
whip as the President, Narain Das Behari (a Marwari and leading merchant of
this town) as the vice President and Satis Agarwala, another merchant of the
town and an old member of the Anusilan Party as the Secretary. Some times
nothing substantial was done, and the vice- President and the Secretary were
merchants with perhaps little of the fire of youth left in them. It is to be noted,
however, that the Beharis took a leading part in the last C.D. Movement. A
condemnatory proposal in the Municipality was given against the arrest of
Gandhi, Azad and Neheru, but was not accepted as a result of the vote; this
proposal was supported by Ramhari Roy, Subhanarayan Giri, Rohini Nandan
Das and Abdus Sattar, but was opposed by Akbar Ali Choudhury, Raisuddin,
Raysaheb Probodh Chandra Roy and another one (name unknown),
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alongwith Nandadulal Dutta, Debidas Ghoshal and Abdur Rahman and the
other seven members who were not present43 •
Despite Municipal politics in North Bengal, Quit India Movement, as was in
almost all other parts of India, brought the feeling in Maida that this movement
would bring freedom at last. Common party workers became keen for another
political movement, since it was well known that they were active only when
any movement was launched or the election was forthcoming 44 • Maida
Congress was about to plunge into the movement with hesitation and disbelief.
Leaders of Maida were grouped under Atul Kumar and Subodh Kumar Mishra,
but they tussted between themselves by forming individual groups45 • Some
days before the movement, ad-hoc committee was formed in Maida,
Presidented by Rameshchandra Bagchi, which had participated twice in the
Legislative Assembly of Bengal, and hence inactive when the said movement
launched. Sourindramohan Mishra, the Secretary, was a neophyte in politics;
he did not have formidable connections, not even introduction with the old
members. Other members of the committee did not do anything notable. So,
for them, it was not easy to envisage that people would spontaneously take
part in the movement46 . After 1938, the Socialists captured the control of
Maida district Congress, led by Atul Chandra Kumar, Narendra Nath
Charaborty, Debendranath Jha, Manik .Jha, Ramraghab Lahiri and others. In
their opponent group was there were Satya Ranjan Sen, Subodh Kumar
Mishra, Satish Chand Agarwala, Surendrabala Roy, Ramhari Roy, Sourindra
Mohan Mishra, Digindra Narayan Bhattyacharya, Nikunja Bihari Gupta,
Harinandan Brahmachari, Mukutdhari Singh and others47 .So, it was the
Rightist group who participated in the movement of Maida. Atul Chandra
Kumar, leader of F.B. was not arrested after negotiation with Nazimuddin
Ministry 48 •

In the mid-thirties, two lobbies were formed in Bengal Provincial Congress,
one is the radical group wanted that Congress must well worthily consider
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peasants' interests, and on the contrary the rural leaders opined for the return
of the old-fashioned, conservative thoughts. A leaflet wrote by Piyush Kanti
Mukherjee on 11th March 1941, titled 'Paschim Duar Khas Mahal Prajader Prati
Nibedan' put in the picture that, following the survey, rent was increasing in the

said region with different impact though this was not carried out in any other
regulated region of Bengal. Another leaflet written by Bibhuti Chakraborty 'Bhai
chasi tumi Garib Keno?' -- a memorandum addressing the peasants and

labourers to make them aware about foreign capital and British imperialism,
was found from the house of Birendra Kumar Niogi, secretary of Zillah
Congress committee 49 .A pamphlet 'Swadhinatar Rupantaf by Ani! Roy
depicted the social and political implication of freedom and in another
pamphlet 'Oaf o Neta' by the same author described contemporary political
parties and associations 50 • In this way, the contemporary perplexity of Bengal
politics touched the politics of Duars.

During the

1940's, after the

establishment of Forward Block in Jalpaiguri, two membership forms came to
Subodh Kumar Mitra, Secretary of primary Congress sub-committee of
Alipurduar, controlled by B.P.C.C. (suspended), through Sasadhar Kar,
organiser of Forward Block in Jalpaiguri. Aswini Sen and Nani Chatte~ee filled
up these forms, offhandedly, but no step was forward taken 51 . Thus, there was
hardly any existence of Forward Block in Alipurduar. Nani Chatterjee,
however, left Congress in 1941 when he got a job in a primary school and
Aswini Sen, who was president of sub-committee of Alipurduar from 1939 -40,
though steered by B.P.C.C., was confused about the guidance of B.P.C.C.
and so he decided to join Ad- Hoc committee, and resigned from the post of
vice-president on 181h July 1942 for 'personal reasons' 52 •

Conflict and Contradiction
Reflection of the group politics within Siliguri Sub- divisional Congress was
found in the nature of August Movement53 . Piyush Kanti Mukherjee agreed
half-heartedly to take the charge of the Sub-divisional Congress
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54

•

As the

secretary of the Sub-divisional Congress, he tried to reorganize Congress. But
after his tenure of one year, Mukherjee again requested to continue until
another.
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In the year 1939, he met Subhas Chandra Bose and Bose told him

to meet him in Calcutta. Mukherjee did so and informed him that he was
forced to work as the secretary of Sub-divisional Congress unwillingly, since it
is not matching with his ideas56 .As a suggestion, Bose said that Mukherjee
had to act as Bose wasdoing then. Bose did not believe that non-violence
would bring freedom, but it was true that in that situation British would put
those in the jail who would talk about violence. So, non-violence would be the
'camouflage' for future violent movement. Mukhe~ee followed this instruction

and organised people in the fur flung areas Alipurduar, used non-violence as a
'camouflage'
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•

When Sasadhar Kar of Jalpaiguri met Piyush Mukherjee, he

wished to start a combined movement in Jalpaiguri and Alipurduar. Though
Kar was previously a member of Jugantar group, and at that time a member of
F.B., Mukherjee did not agree with Kar's proposal and preferred to cotinue
separate movements 58 .At that time Sachin Dasgupta, District Secretary of
Jalpaiguri, intended to join the Communist Party. He wished to take Nalini
Pakrashi and some others with him. Pakrashi, however, did not agree with this
proposal and said that there is practically no food in his house. Sachin
Dasgupta told Piyush that he had decided to think about it till one year, yet he
would not sabotage the Congress, as long as he is within it, but hereafter
might not ideologically help the organization 59 • Sachin Dasgupta wished to
resign but was unable to do so as he could not deny the request of some of
his colleagues. Mukherjee then sent a sack full of rice to Pakrashi's house to
close Pakrashi's mouth 60 •

However, in Maida the members were not confident about their abilities.
Sourindra Mishra persisted in pertaining to the old members, who were active
earlier, to take charge of the Congress, even though group politics continued.
Mishra, unable to write to Atul Chandra Kumar, but succeeded to make
contact with Debendranath Jha, ex secretary of the Zillah Congress.Jha
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accused Mishra to be an adherent of group politics. He also blamed Mishra as
he (Mishra), belonged to a Zamindar family and joined the Congress to
acquire power61 .At last, Jha agreed to participate in the movement, and
organised the Santals of Gajol. Jha, Mishra and Ramhari Roy met together.
Harinandan Brahmachari of Singhabad had good organization among the rural
masses. Bidhubhusan Sarkar of Gobindapara agreed to uproot raillines with
the help of the tribal people. Dyutidhar Roy also got able to organise the
people in a part of Ratua.

Satya Sen conveyed the news that the current movement bore a different
ideology, no question of non-violence again, but to 'do or die' which might make
violence acceptable62 . Mishra was informed by Jha about some nationalists'
existence in Kalabana village of Nachol district; but found it hard to contact
with them, and hence ended without any fruitful result. It was the case of
Rahanpur, an unfertile area, which did not react much. Nababganj had
responded well in the previous movements and it was the place of origin of
Ramesh Chandra Bagchi, the president of the ad-hoc committee, but had not
responded this time. Bagchi did not welcome Mishra; another old insergent,
Rameshchandra Ghosh, was not present at that time; so Mishra returned
disappointed 63 .The organization of Harinandan Brahmachari of Singhabad
though charmed Mishra again, Noteworthy is the fact that only Singhabad,
Harishchandrapur and Bhaluka three places of North Maida responded in Quit
India Movement. Mishra confessed that organizational weakness caused
southern Maida inactive in the movement64 .The S.D.O. of Maida, Probodh
Chandra Roy (honoured as Roysaheb by the British) and some Govt officials
did not find anything troublesome in Malda65 . The flood in Maida was also
another fact that hindered the advance of the movement. Mishra though wrote
to the organization of Bhaluka and Harishchandrapur to wait for some time
until his final order to start the movement, but the insurgents reacted
emotionally, burnt a wine shop and destroyed the materials of post office and
Union Board Office at Bhaluka. This unplanned step massacred the final plan
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of possession over the Thana66 . Dyutidhar Roy and Subodh Kumar Mishra
then decided to destroy the railway routes so that the news cannot reach the
town. Bomkesh Roy, son of Dyutidhar Roy led the team to uproot and
dislocate the railways. The movement of Bhaluka was indeed a mass
movement; at least one or two men from each family participated in the rail
line uprooting. Later on, Sourindra Mohan Mishra saw barber, blacksmith,
potter and even scavenger of Bhaluka in the jail 67 .The decision of not taking
any step without group consultation were not followed. When leaders as
Dyutidhar Roy and Subodh Kumar Mishra failed and arrested, some workers
like Bijay Kumar Dasgupta, Naresh Das endeavoured for the last time to
dislocate Maida's communication system. However, they did no succeed. 68
There were Muslims among at least half of the masses who attended the
conference of Balupur and supported the proposal of joining by raising their
hands. But none of them participated when the rail line was uprooted. Mishra
went to the Muslim oriented villages of Bhaluka Dhal and realised that Muslim
league propagandised them. His effort to impress them, however, did not
worked 69 . Mishra opines that men, who did not take active part in the
movement or the areas that did not react much, had sympathy and support to
the insurgents70 •

Middle Class Leadership with Rural Masses: Towns Incorporated
Villages
Both the movements of Balurghat and Kumargramduar may be categorised to
be of the same nature i.e middle class leadership of Balurghat and Alipurduar
town tried to incorporated villages, already aggravated for the scarcity of
paddy, though the reason behind it were different. It is already mentioned that
the price rise was unlimited in Balurghat like that in other places of Bengal.
Government had purchased paddy through their agents at high price from the
tenants. At last, the situation became so troublesome that the peasants had no
food grains, on the one hand, and on the other, the Zamindars, and the
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Jotedars stored huge amount of paddies. Already Haat-Tola Movement and
Adhiar Movement proved that Zamindars and government are vise-versa.
Saroj Ranjan Chatterjee able to convey this message to the rural masses.
When Quit India Movement was launched and the news of the arrest of the
Congress leaders reached, all the shops and schools of Balurghat got closed.
Sports of Balurghat town league and High School also got postponed 71 . Saroj
Ranjan Chatterjee was able to use that opportunity to start a movement and
the most important example of this was the Congress mass- violence that took
place on the 14th September 1942, at Balurghat. The leader of the local
Congress Saroj Ranjan Chatterjee, led about 8 to 10 thousand people armed
with lathis, bows and arrows, etc, and attacked almost all Government
buildings of Balurghat. Ganguram Oraon led the tribals in that movemenf2 .
Basanta Ranjan Sarkar was with the organization of the people of the village
Tapan. On 13th September, he assembled men and transferred them to
Balurghat by boat. More than 100 groups were assembled from the rural
areas, earnestly invited by Saroj Ranjan Chatterjee73 .The Sub-Divisional
Headquarter, and Union Board Office and the Sub-Registry Office were burnt
into ashes. 12 mon rice and mustard were looted 74 . Along with the
background of movements in the rural areas of Dinajpur, the incident of
Balurghat was transpired. 7 ~he Civil Court building was badly damaged
besides other Government properties; offices and records 76 .The estimated
loss would have been of about two lakh. 37 persons had been convicted under
the regulations 35 and 56 of the Defence of India Rules and sentenced to 2
years to 7-years rigorous imprisonment. Seven were still absconding. The mob
that took part in the above noted incident looted paddy from Dangi police
station, Balurghat and distributed it among the masses 77 .The mob looted
paddy from Simultali police station, Dhamoirhat, in the district Dinajpur,on 14th
September 1942. On the next day, Congress volunteers attacked the GadiGhar of Mahadev Bhakat at Madnahar and properties and cash were looted.
The primary demand of the masses was not to send paddy outside the
districf8 • Dhiren Barman and 18 others had been convicted under section
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395,1.P.C, and were sentenced to 6 years to 4 years rigorous imprisonment
On the same day at Talighata, the Congress volunteers looted paddy from the
boat of the Dhaka wallahs. Eyewitness, Sub-post master of Balurghat,
Gurudayal Ghosh told to special magistrate P. Dasgupta that in the morning of
14th September he was engaged in closing windows and doors alongwith
shifting cash, stamps and ensured papers while mob entered the post office
crying out the slogans ' Sande Mataram', 'Do or die', 'Give blood to nation',
and they destroyed windows, doors, forms and letters. About 24 to 25 men
under the leadership of Saroj Ranjan Chatterjee hit the table with stick. When
the sub-postmaster failed to stop them he tried to inform the Magistrate, the
S.P. of police and other post offices, but he failed because the telegraph lines
were cut off. Thereafter he saw the mob to advance towards 'Dewanf Ada/at',
Sub-Registary Offices and Bazar. When the peon of the post office Sailendra
Mukherjee, was returning from Hakim's Bangia, he was attacked by the mob,
but managed to escape by chance. The peon then saw those buildings and
the central co-operative building burning. The Peon stated that Dibyendu
Bagchi and Pulin Dasgupta led the mob. Netai Paul caught him and he was
surrounded by Siren De, Kanu Sen, Bishwaranjan, Chandrika Prasad.
Agricultural Demonstrator Mujibar Rahman indicated that he saw Jabbar,
lyakub, Radhanath Monda! and Kuku to assemble near Parshadanga building
where paddy was stored. The Director of Co-opertative Bank, Binoy
Majumdar, told that he heard the noise of public nuisance and saw the mob,
with bow and arrow, to set on fire the Dewani Adalat and the Sub-Registary
Post Office. A group of the mob entered the Bank and broke doors and
windows 79 .A shopkeeper, Pushparanjan Chatterjee, gave evidence as
eyewitness that he saw the mob near Dewani Adalat from the school corridor.
He also saw smoke from the sub registary office. The son of the Sub-Register
Manu set Dewani Adalat on fire and Prafulla De, Jiban Guha, lyakub, Jabbar
throwing paper hither and thither; at that time lyakub and Jabbar brought out
an iron chest and Manu and Jiban broke it and took notes and coins. The
shopkeeper went to fight the fire with Binoybabu and Omar Ali. He also went
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to meet the S.D.O. and the second officer. Local peasant Omar Ali Shekh told
that he heard the noise of nuisance and saw the mob with arms advancing
towards the town. At that time he saw Sailen, Pulin, Jabbar, lyakub and other
'Bhadralok's. They went to the Adalat and then came to the Bazar. Tunu and
lyakub took a tin of petrol and some inflammable materials and Nitya Paul hold
the matchbox. The peasant followed them and heard the news of burning of
the Registry office and the Adalat. Makbul Hussain evidenced that men took
kerosin from the shop of Batkrishna Paul. At that time another group came and
Mukendu Turi, Haripada Biswas and Jiten cut off the telegraph wires. The
President of the Union Board, Dr. Anil Shankar Chaudhury informed as
eyewitness that he heard the news of the mob attacking the Union Board
Office. He went there and saw the people destroying papers inside the Union
Board Office. Sarojbabu led at least five to six thousand men in the town. He
requested the people not to burn the Jute-inspector office 80 •

Fulchand Murmu earlier organised a defensive committee in Dinajpur. When
the Quit India Movement started, the police attacked the house of Murmu and
destroyed it. Murmu, as the ex-vice president and a sitting member of the
Union Board was one of the absconding accused of the Balurghat Disturbance
case who was arrested by AS.I. of Porsha police station on 23rd September
1942. Then the Congress volunteers assaulted the A.S.I. and snached away
the arms from the constables, confined them, and burnt their uniform. Basanta
Ranjan Sarkar had mercy on the police. Fulchand Murmu and Dhiren Barman
took the leading role in the attack against the CJ. of police with armed forces
who tried to rescue the A.S.I.of Porsa and the mob who surrounded them shot
arrows to them at Parila-Haat police station, Tapan on 24th September 1942.
At last, the C.l he ordered for open fire and the Congress workers fled away
with the injured persons. Basanta Ranjan Sarkar the Congress leader had
wanted that the police leave the captives. Hence, the tribes throw arrows and
things went out of control. The Police fired 78 rounds and Jour Santals were
killed. 81 Whose names were Adhar Barman (Mahalakuri), Etoan Oraon
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(Mallikpur), Chaitu Barman (Malancha), Kekara Barman (Haat Sawal)

82

•

Basanta Sarkar was arrested and punished for 7 years 4 months rigorous
imprisonment after the A.S.I.'s appeal to reduce the tenure of his
punishment83 . Police sealed the properties of Saroj Ranjan Chatterjee84 also.
Some convict of the case of 14th September said that they were not
resposible for the fire. 85 Meanwhile, in the interior of Dinajpur, some people
looted the Haat. The police arrested the Manager of the Rai-Karisunda state,
ex-president of Dinajpur Congress 86 . Participation of the peasants of Tapan
and other villages in the Balurghat uprising was eminent. Saroj Chatterjee
instructed the peasants to withdraw from the exchange of food grains.
Insurgents had looted paddy from the Government storage and Jotedars'
houses. Hence, it is clear from the incident that scarcities of food grain
compelled them to get involved in the movement87 • Peasants ran to
accumulate paddy from Balurghat with sacks and other bags 88 .

In Ouars, it was the combination of local grievances with nationalist forces.
The Congress leadership here encouraged the tenants not to give rents to the
Government. During the 30's, leaders like Khagendranath Oasgupta supported
the no rent campaign 89 . Quit India Movement followed the same pattern .The
resettlement operation of 1933 increased the total revenue of Khasmahal by
44.5% over the existing revenue. It resulted in the going down of the revenue
collection in the Duars. From 1933, onwards, Jotedars in several meetings
urged to reduce the rents in the Khasmahal area. While it was the subject of
the Jotedars plea to the Government, it was ignored; however, this demand
was caught by the Congress leaders like Khagendranath Dasgupta from the
beginning of 1941, who demanded for the extention of the Bengal Tenancy
Act to Duars. On the contrary, Jotedars did not want the application of Bengal
Tenancy Act in Duars, which probably would have reduced the rent. This
economic background of the Quit India Movement paved the way for success
from the viewpoint of the Congress 90 •
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In the evening of 26th September, about 400 persons, chiefly Rajbansis with a
few Modesias and Paharies, approached Kumargramduar, as it appeared to
attack the post office and the Thana. The mob was armed with lathis, Kukris
and the bows and arrows and the slogan "Mahatma ki Joy" were heard from
time to time. The O.C and an assistant S.l. stopped the mob at the Thana. The
O.C. harangued the mob impressing upon them that if they presented their
grievances in a constitutional manner, their case would be taken into
consideration and promptly redressed; but if they committed or attempted to
commit any act of violence, the O.C. would be compelled to resort to force.
The chief grievance of the mob appeared to be scarcity of paddy in the
locality. The O.C. and the A.S.I. listened to their grievances and tactfully and
successfully persuaded them to disperse peacefully. A few stones were
thrown and the telegraph wire was cut in one place near the post office but no
other damage was done. Reinforcements were promptly sent from the
headquarters on receipt of a telegram. Some Jotedars were also agreed to
supply elephants against the insurrectionists. 91 They supplied guns to the
British 92 • Members of the National war front Srish Chandra Ghosh helped the
S.D.O to recapture the Thana. They crossed the river Raidak through Tiyamari
Haat and proved themselves pro-British by slogans93 .The masterminds were
arrested a few days after the movement. The Khas Mahal Officer was deputed
to the spot to arrange for the immediate release of paddy in all Khas Mahal
Haats in the locality asking for it from big Jotedars and stockiest. The Deputy
Commissioner and the Superintendent of Pollice also visited the place shortly
after the movement. In that movement the leadership was of the Rajbansis
and among the seven leaders, only Sunil Sarkar was a non-Rajbansi.
According to Ray, it was the last anti-colonial movement in which tenants of
the Duars as a class and Rajbansis as a community participated 94 .
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Role played by the Leading Section
It was an enthusiasm that on 13th August 1942, the Sadar Sub-divisional
Congress President Jangbir Chettri went out into the Bazar at Darjeeling and
shouted 'Gandhi- ji - Ki - jay', 'Nehru Ki jay', ' Angrej - Hindusthan Dekhe
Jao'. He was prosecuted and sentenced to one-year rigorous imprisonment95 .
Ananda Bazar Patrika reported that the President of Darjeeling Congress
Committee arrested on 15th August along with 12 Congressmen 96 • Bihari and
Marwaries were active in Darjeeling. Two Beharies of Darjeeling town came in
Siliguri on 15th and 18th August with Congress flag and shouted ' HindustanSe- Angrej-ko-Nikalo, etc. Both of them were prosecuted and convicted. Hartal
was observed at Siliguri on 1st September. Two Beharies of Kurseong town
were sent out from this district for six months since they had violated the law
and order on 4th September and were prosecuted and convicted. On 13th
August, two parties went out in two different processions at Kurseong shouting
the same slogans and intimated some shopkeepers into closing their shops.
Seven persons in this connection were prosecuted and convinced. A Hartal
was observed in Siliguri on 18th August for the cause of the death of Mahadev
Desai and a Congressman was arrested 97 • Three or four days prior to 18th
August the staunch Congress leader of Siliguri, a Marwari Shewmangal Singh,
incited the public to organize demonstrations against the arrest of Mr. Gandhi
and other Congress leaders, and urged the shopkeepers to observe Hartal on
the 18th August. The leader Shewmangal Singh was prosecuted, but when he
was being taken to the Thana about 300 coolies and another leader Baroda
Kanta Bhattacharjee followed him there and dispersed him. Amrita Bazar
Patrika reported that President of Darjeeling Sadar Sub-Divisional Congress
Committee and twelve other Congressmen were arrested. Another procession
was organised at Siliguri to express grief at the death of Mahadev Desai and
some of the participants were arrested 98 . According to the S.D.O. report,
Hartal was observed, with the exception of a few Marwari and Muslim
shopkeepers, until 16.00 hours; an 'unauthorised procession' was taken out
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with about 250 peoples. Indeed, the Marwari community took a leading part in
the events of 1st September by closing shops, heading processions, etc.
Some shopkeepers of the Marwari community were arrested since they broke
the144 Criminal Law; later on, they agreed not to participate in any Hartal99 .
The authority of Jalpaiguri had accused the Marwaries as a community solely
responsible for the nuisance:

... The Marwari community took a leading part in the events of

1st

September

by closing their shops, heading processions, etc. Strong action is being taken
against the leading members of the community by cancellations of Gun
licences, refusal to issue patrol coupons and it is probable that some of the
leading Marwaries may be externed from the district100

Siumangal Singh and Brajendra Kumar Basu Roy were arrested before the
movement actually started 101 • Like the other parts of Bengal subsequent to the
arrest of chief leaders, the movement was controlled by the new comer the
leaders like Bireshwar Majumder, Pratul Maitra and Dhirendranath Roy.
Hence, the movement organised by Gandhi followed the way of Subhash
Chandra Bose 102 . Prodyot Basu and some others did not oppose but kept
themselves aloofed from the movement. Nevertheless, Bireshwar Majumder
and Dhirendranath Roy were not good organisors 103 .A general Hartal was
organised

for

1st

September

on

receiving

information,

the

Oeputy

Commissioner promulgated an order for bidding hartals, processions,
meetings etc, and on the morning of 1st September arrested four leading
Congressmen including Khagendranath Dasgupta, M.L.A., and searched their
houses, closed them and placed under armed guard. Despite these measures,
many shops in the Jalpaiguri town remained closed on the first. Some half a
dozen prominent shopkeepers were arrested and released on police bail and
prosecutions were launched against some 30 more. A number of attempts
were made to take out processions, on the first, but the police dispersed
these 104 • Charu Chandra Sanyal and others were convicted in front of the
Deputy Commissioner and Sanyal assured that he was not a member of
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Congress. He did not however close his doctor's chamber in support of the
strike on 1st September and did not know anything about the procession or
inspired none to close the shops in favour of the strike of that mentioned day.
All of them agreed with his views and released thereafter 105 . Group clash
between Sanyal and Dasgupta was the uppermost mark of the politics of
Jalpaiguri.

A meeting was arranged against the arrest of the Congress leaders at
Bhubanmohan Park and a professor of Rajsahi College, Krishnadhan
Banerjee, resigned 106 .On 15th August, Rajsahi Bar Association took the .
resolution that Gandhi was against fascist aggression and demanded for
democracy and freedom, Which was the contour of the British after the
Second World War. So, the Bar Association opposed the arrest of Gandhi and
other leaders of the Congress. Seven Congress Commissioners of the Rajsahi
Municipality resigned as a protest against 'the present repressive policy of the
government. 107 As a mark of protest against the arrest of the Congress leaders

and

the

measures

adopted

by

the

Government

to

suppress

the

demonstrations in various parts of India, several Hindu shopkeepers observed
partial Hartal on 18th August 1942 at Bogra. Some manuscript handbills in
Bengali, prepared by Anil Chandra Banerjee and the local Congress
Committee, urging the people to observe Hartal, distributed Jitendranath
Bhoumik under the supervision of Suresh Chandra Dasgupta on 17th August
1942. Members of the Bar association took a resolution recording their protest
against the arrest of Congress leaders and political workers and demanding
their immediate release and the "declaration of complete independence for
India with immediate formation of a national cabinet consisting only Indians
with responsibility to the people of India alone". Remarkable that Moulavi
Mobarak Ali, a Muslim Leager, presided over the resolution, which was
sponsored by Mr. Kamini Mohan Choudhury, a Congressman 108· Suresh
Chandra Dasgupta encouraged people by his formidable lecturers. Despite
some exceptions, it is clear from the incidents of Bogra that Muslims
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participating and were interested in the movement. Hindus and Muslims jointly
adopted the resolution Bar Assciation. 109

According to press report, all shops were closed on 11th August 1942 and a
meeting was also held against the arrest of the Congress leaders.
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1n the

afternoon of 23rd August, a Congress meeting was held at the Congress
Maidan, Dinajpur, without obtaining any permission from the District authority.
Prabhat Chandra Sen, pleader, Dinajpur, Locendra Mohan Sen of Dinajpur
took the leading part in the meeting. They criticised the arrest of Narendra
Mohan Sen of Balubari, Dinajpur and the repressive measures adopted by the
Government. They extorted the audience to follow the A.I.C.C. mandate and
not to be terrified for arrests. They also moved through the town in a
procession shouting ' Bande-Mataram', 'British Samrajya Dhansa Hauk', etc.
The leading persons were prosecuted, and convicted under Rules 56 and 38
of the Defence of India Rules.

The District Students Federation, Dinajpur, under the auspices of the local
Congress committee organised a meeting on 1st September, 1942 in the
Congress Maidan and led out a procession in the town without obtaining any
permission from the District authority for the same. They shouted the slogan

'Police Maro', 'British Raj Dhansa Hauk,' etc. And the meeting extorted the
audience to follow the A.I.C.C. mandate without wavering an inch with a mind
to emulate the example of Bihar people of taking violent recource to sabotage
with a view to paralyse the British Government. The leading persons were
prosecuted and convicted under Rules 38 and 56 of the Defence of India
rules. Nirupama Chatterjee, Arun Kumar Roy, Rabindranath Bhattyacharya
and six others of Dinajpur were convicted. Rabindranath Bhattyacharya was
made the leader of the Communist League after Arun Banerjee had been
arrested. He and other leaders of the party had been taking active part in the
movement and formating the trouble and were trying to organise a gang with
the students and others in order to cut telephone wires, setting fire to outlying
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small railway stations and the Govt railway buildings. 111 Narendra Mohan Sen.
Lokendra Mohan Sen and Prabhat Nath Sen were sentenced, to jail on 26th
September at Netrakona. 112

The first open action in Maida was taken by the C.P.I. They picketed the
school and shops in old Maida town on 18th August. The shopkeepers were
not willing to keep Hartal but were threatened to do so. On 19 August, a
meeting of the C.P.I. was held at Kaligram, Kharba, to protest against the
arrest of Congress leaders. Some leading processions of English Bazar town
were direct by defying orders. Some leading participants in the processions
were arrested but were let off after giving an under-taking not to take part in
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objected violently when the fact was published in the local press that they had
given an under taking and threatened to sue them for libel. A procession on
21st August was led by Sourindra Mohan Mishra (brother of Jyotirmohan
Mishra, Zamindar of Bhaluka) in Harishchandrapur. The students demanded
the release of the Congress leaders. Two public meetings were held at
Harishchandrapur and Bhaluka in Ratua Police Station. Telegraph wires at
HarishChandrapur Post Office were cut off. Subodh Kumar Mishra, Sourindra
Mohan Mishra and Dyutidhar Roy held a meeting at Balupur Haat on 30th
August, which was attented. On that day Hayatpur Bhaluka Post Office, the
local exercise shop, the Debt Settlement Board and the union board offices
were set on fire by the mob. In Harishchandrapur and Kachala also the mob
set fire on the Debt Settlement Board and the Union Board Offices. Those who
attended the meetings of Balupur removed the railway lines including sleepers
and the telegraph wires, between Bhaluka Road and Samsi Railway Stations
on 31st August.

The members of Zamindar families of Harishchandrapur and Bhaluka were
involved as well. 113 Consequently, Zamindar Rambhadra Roy had to attend
local Thana at regular intervals. 114 On 2nd September 1942 the records of
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Harishchandrapur and Kachala Debt Settlement Board and the excise shop at
Kachala were burnt. On the same day, at a meeting at Nakoil, speakers urged
no rent and no tax campaign. Subodh Kumar Mishra arrested and rescued by
the

crowd

115

,

showed

its jubilation,

destroying

all

the

telegraphic

arrangements at Harishchandrapur, by pulling up a whole mile of telegraph
posts. When the S.D.O. arrived in the evening of 6th September, he found
Harishchandrapur in a very agitated state. Subodh Kumar Mishra was the
'Congress King' of Harishchandrapur, and had prepared courts; etc 116 .The
local Zamindar had sat on the fence. Reward was announced for the arrest of
Subodh Mishra. Mishra was also not an apt organizer. People snatched him
from the police, yet and he did not capture the Thana. Boys of the Zamindar
family were in the forefront of the procession, and hence he opposed to
control take over the Thana, surprisingly. At that time, Shershabadia
Mohammedans of Harishchandrapur remained loyal and refused to join with
the rebels. Subodh Mishra organised the movement of Harishchandrapur,
drew most of his cadres from students and lower class Hindus. The Bhaluka
disorders were mostly organised by the Bhaluka state. Here also the liaison
Subodh and the staff of the Bhaluka state were turned out1 17 . People of Maida
realised what had happened at Harishchandrapur that the authorities were
standing gobbledygook and open manifestations began to dwindle.

Mukutdhari Singh and Harinandan Brahmachari organised a movement in
Habibpur Police Station. Though Singh was arrested on 9th September,
Harinandan still approached aggressively towards Singhabad Railway Station
in the night of 11th September and burnt the station. The villagers sheltered
them 118 . The Zamindar of Singhabad [who once helped the rebels
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and the

British police jointly searched the rebels. The Singhabad Zamindars arrested
Brahmachari. Most of the staffs of the Zamindari were with the rebels. The
movement organised by Brahmachari was supported by the lower caste
Hindus.
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It is to be noted that these two processions were both orthodox Congress
processions. Only one orthodox C.P.I. leader was perticipated in the English
Bazar procession. Meanwhile, the information came out information that the
C.P.I. were busy in organising a school strike, and they were requested not to
do so. It was pointed out to them that their actions were directly helping the
programme of the Congress, which they officially disapproved. However, the
strike was organised and on 25th August about half of the students of the A. C.
Institution went on strike, paraded the streets of the town, and tried to bring out
the students of the Zilla School. They were unsuccessful in doing so. The
students of the Barlow Girls School however came out largely. A meeting was
held in the Gandhi Dharmasala and in the evening telegraph wires were cut
close to the town. The perpetrator of this act of sabotage was detected and
convicted. On 25 August, the boys of the A. C. Institution again came out and
picketed the Zilla School, with the same result as the day before. The Head
Masters of both the institutions managed the situation very tactfully. Only four
boys left the Zilla School. In spite of the fact that nearly half the boys of the
A.C. Institution came out, the strike was a remarkable one. Four boys were
prosecuted and convicted in their connection with the strike.

A meeting of the Santhals was organised at Champadighi in Habibpur Police
Station on 26th August by some Congress leaders. The launching of no rent
and no tax campaign was urged in this meeting. News bulletin were distributed
almost every day, urging immediate insurrection. On 12th October 1942,
Rabindra Kumar Bhoumik and four other Congressmen contemplated to burn
some Govt offices at Rajganj and for this purpose they were attempting to
procure 50 arrowheads and two tins of Kerosene while they were arrested
under Rule 129 of the Defense of India rules and detained in jail. F.B.
Members of Royganj Sub-division took preparation for the Quit India
Movement, which was launched; they were advised and helped financially by
Sukumar Guha, Rohini Mohan Nag, and Khitish Chandra Mitra. L. M. Sen,
Joint Secretary, of Dinajpur District Congress, also had contacts with them.
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Some insurgents of Royganj took the leading part on burning Sanjuman
Trading Bank of Dinajpur. At the end of September, they took preparation for
uprooting rail lines, led by Rabondra Kumar Bhoumik, Anil Nag, Manoranjan
Das and Muktesh Chandra Dutta 120 • Manoranjan Saha and Rammohan Saren
were given the charge to destroy the railway bridges. But at last, their plans
failed.

Congress, Left and Enthusiastic Student Movement
From the beginning, the movement was in control by the students. Like the
processions in the surrounding towns, requesting to close shops and at the
end of the day, a conference was held. Four manuscripts, leaflets in Bengali,
urging the public to make the illiterate masses to understand that the way to
liberty was to destroy the railway lines, to burn Government offices and
records, to insult Indians wearing European attire, to love their countrymen
and to help them in their work, to achieve unity between Hindus and Muslims,
were posted on 5th September in Naxalbari Bazar in Siliguri Police Station.
High school of Siliguri and M.E.Girls School was picketed by women on
September

gth

121

.Two Congress workers of Siliguri were prosecuted on the

previous night of 9th September for canvassing the shopkeepers to observe
Hartal on the

gth

122

.At about 3 p.m, a procession of about 2000 was taken out

shouting anti-Govt slogans. The persuasions by police officers failed to
disperse people participating in the processions; the masses halted at a place
called Mahabirstan and speeches were delivered intimating that the British
failed to withstand the Japanese attack at Singapore, and such would be the
case in India if they were attacked here. The masses broke the glasses of
street lamps, attempted to break open the gate of the police station, and
demolished some small sheds in the D.l. fund Haat. They returned to the
police station after a short time with the obvious intention of attacking the
police station and they pelted stones as it. When the mob grew violent, the
Sub-Divisional Officer ordered open fire; five and twelve rounds were fired,
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four persons altogether died and about 10 were injured. 25 people were
prosecuted in the connection of which 19 were convicted 123 • Students took
part in the movement, of whom noteworthy are Dilip Kumar Roy Sarkar,
Upendranath Das and Dipendranath Roy of Siliguri Boys School. 124 .

A prejudicial Congress headed" Bandemataram"; "The Congress Gazette of
the National Govt of India, vol - 1, No -2, Calcutta dated the 22nd August
1942 printed in English and Bengali on the reverse by the National Govt of
India Press, N/1, 25000 and 8 typed prejudicial leaflets headed " Do or Die", "
Azad- Hind- Zindabad", were found posted up on 5th October 1942 at several
places in Kalimpong town. Seven houses were searched simultaneously at
Ka!impong and nine prejudicial leaflets and pamphlets came out, four
unlicensed 12-bore blank cartridges were seised and the person concerned
was prosecuted under the Arms Act. Two Congressmen who were arrested
from Kurseong sub-division were extruded from the district for six months, but
having coming back on the fourth instant they were arrested and been lodged
in Darjeeling District Jail 125 . Jangber Sapkota and Basudev Ojha were arrested
in November 1942. 126

On the other hand, partial strike was held in the Fanindra Dev School of
Jalpaiguri town and the attempt was made by the boys of the school to bring
about a strike in other school of the town as a protest against the arrest of the
Congress leaders, but they were not successful to do so. The ringleaders were
arrested at once and later let off with severe warnings. At the night of the 15th
and 16 August telegraph wires in Jalpaiguri town were cut surreptitiously in
two places. The police for that traced none. Two constables were posted at
the head Post Office and one constable at the telephone exchange as a
precaution for any attack. From 24th August to 3rd September, there were a
number of strikes held by students in different schools in the town. Civil guards
were employed to prevent picketing in front of school gates. Owing to the
prompt dispersal of picketers outside the schools, normal attendance was
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resumed within few a days. At Pabna, the picture was the same, students left
the schools and colleges and shouted slogans and at the end organised
meetings

127

.All the hackney carriage drivers and rickshaw pullers in the town

went on strike for one day, i.e. 28th August. The owners were summoned by
the Deputy Commissioner to appear before him and to show cause why they
should not be punished by the confiscation of their vehicles or otherwise. They
begged for mercy, promised never to repeat such conduct, and were
therefore, let off with a severe warning.

The courts, government offices and offices of the local bodies continued to
function normally. All the legal practitioners attended the court. Rumors were
heard that a general Hartal and the dislocation of the administration from the
9th to 15th September were being organised by the local Congress members.
On receipt of this information, no time was lost in arresting and detaining
prominent Congress leaders. The shopkeepers who observed Hartal on 1st
September were all arrested and then placed on bail of Rs 1000 each and
made to undertake in the bail bond that they would not repeat the offence. The
guns of all the persons, known or suspected to be sympathetic with the
Congress movement, were immediately seised and these persons were
threatened with cancellation of their gun licenses. The Deputy Commissioner
with the refusal of petrol coupons threatened the owners of cars and buses
also who were Congress supporters and who would supply conveyance to
political agitations. The leaders of the Marwari community were threatened to
be externed from the district if they persisted in any prejudicial activity. The
Muslim leaders and the leaders of the Scheduled Castes were persuaded to
take a firm stand against any possible disturbance by the Congress. It was
widely announced that very drastic steps would be taken against those who
would observe Hartal and that, if necessary, the authorities would break open
shops, commandeer, and dispose of the stocks in the interest of public need.
Managements were also made to display the strength of the police force in the
town. The armed police force marched through the town on several occasions
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and strong pickets of armed police were posted at strategic points. The above
measures had a desired effect. Not a single shop was closed during the period
from 9th to 15th September, and no strikes were organised. There was a
feeble attempt to take out small procession on 1Oth September in the town.
Ten youths were arrested at once and taken out in a motorbus to a remote
part of the district where they were left to find their own way home. After 15th
September, all persons who were arrested and detained were released on
their giving definite assurance that they would not join in any Hartal or strike or
any other subversive movement. M.L.A. Khagendranath Dasgupta and three
others who had been professed Congressmen had since been made security
prisoners. At the night of 18th September a telegraph line of about 3.5 miles
from Falakata Police Station in the Alipurduar sub-division was cut in several
places and two telegraph posts were uprooted. These telegraph posts were on
Kutcha ground and the telegraph line cut had unimportant village connection.
Two Congress workers found moving in this locality were arrested with some
prejudicial leaflets. It was widely announced that any interference with lines of
communication would meet with the immediate imposition of collective fines.
Some Hindu students of A.H. College and the Coronation Institution Bogra
boycotted their classes along with some students of Jubilee Institution and
Town School participated. The procession started from the A. H. College, led
by Banipada Majumdar who was associated with Jugantar Dal, and later on
S.F. of Forward Block and Jagadindranath Chakraborty of S.F. of R.S.P. and
some other member of S.F. Some Girls' of the V.M. Girls School wished to join
them but the plan remained incomplete due to bad weather. The procession,
before terminating in the Altafunessa Park, approached the pleaders of the
local bar with the request to join them, but they did not respond. Again, on 1st
September, same institutions alongwith Medical School and Town School
went on strike. Members of the bar library and Zillah School did not join.
Though, the participants requested them. Hence, from this time, students of
the rural areas of Dupchanchia, Talora, and Sherpur High English School went
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on to strike. Strikes were held, manuscripts were distributed, though their effort
to gain the support of the Government officials did not get success. The
procession of 4th September against the arrest of a rebel ended at Altafanesa
Park. On the next day, partial Hartal was observed at Bogra. Shops of both
Hindus and Muslims were closed 128 . Tarun Chandra Maitra, Chitta Ranjan
Dasgupta, Priya Gopal Dutta and others who attempted to create trouble in the
Collectorate and Police Court organised a students' procession. They entered
the Civil Court and destroyed some tools 129 . From 10th September, pleaders
took part in the movement. Sidhu Bhusan Das, Muktear and Haripada Das,
pleaders, marched through the main streets of the town. They tried to create
disturbances in the exams of Zillah School. Then tried to enter the Civil and
Criminal Court but were not successful. Students also violently reacted and
rejected classes against the arrest of the local Congress leaders 130 . However,
Zillah School and Madrasah did not respond, so picketing continued on the
gates of those institutions. From the beginning, women participated in the
processions and meetings regularly in Bogra. It was an exceptional case when
a number of female students of the V.M. High School picketed the school gate

by lying down on the ground and blocking the entrance. R.K.Roy, the District
Magistrate, came to the school at the request of the Muslim girls with a view of
persuading the picketers to allow them to enter the school. Nevertheless, the
picketers refused to move in spite of his permissions; the District Magistrate
caused the gate of the adjoining hostel to be opened, through which the
Muslim girls entered the school. The Headmistress eventually closed the
school finding it impossible to hold the classes. People in the procession later
came to the bar library and requested the pleaders to join the meeting that
was held in the Altafanesa park 131 . Students from almost all the educational
institutions, except Zilla School and Madrasah, took part in the strike on
September 1st and paraded the streets of the town in a procession shouting
various slogans. On 121h September some leading pleaders and Muktears of
the town including ten to fifteen Muslims, some Muslim Congressmen, several
student members of the national front and some Marwaries organised a
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procession which paraded through the main streets of the town with slogans.
After that procession destructive activities started. A telegraph line was cut
between Dupchanchia and Talora on that night. Then the mob set on fire a
first class compartment near Velurpara railway station. At Adamdighi, the
police had to stand in guard of a Post Office.

Hartal was observed at Bogra on 5th September 1942 as a protest against the
arrest of a local Congress leader. All the shops of Hindus and some shops of
the Muslims were closed. Some Banks were also closed. Bogra District Board
Office was closed after one hour. Bar Association adopted a resolution of
condemning the arrest1 32 .Two students entered forcefully to Bogra Zillah
School and snached the answer scripts and destroyed them. 133 Four students
were arrested while protesting against the arrest of four Congressmen on 9th
September in front of English School, Police, Office and Court. On 11 .th a
procession entered to the court and eleven were arrested and most of the
educational institutions including Azizul Haque College were closed. 134 In a
procession of 2000 persons at Bogra on 13th September a number of Muslims
participated. 135 People damaged the rail lines between Chhatiangram and
Tilakpur Railway stations on 14th October. On 19th the letterbox of the post
office was also damaged.

Quit India Movement in Pabna started with great enthusiasm by both Hindu
and Muslim students in Sirajganj town. Near about 300 students of the lslamia
College, B.L. and Victoria High English School moved in the town with
slogans, posters, flags etc. On the next day, the students of the Pabna Edward
College and Radhanagar High English School went on strike, procession,
slogans. Here the movement was led by the supporters of the C.P.I. who
criticised the Govt and urged for the unity of the Govt. Gradually the
movement got its strength and on 1ih August, this said college and school
G. C. Institution went on to strike. In that evening, a meeting was organised by
Girls Students Committee. On that day, shopkeepers and merchants of
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Haripur protested against the arrest of Congress leaders. Thereafter the
movement spread in the rural areas of Pabna, along with Pabna town students
of Mohanpur High School of Ullapara and the schools of Sohagpur and Delna
protested against the arrest of Congress leaders. About 200 students of
Sirajganj town had a clash with a military car, a European driver and, at last,
with police; 12 persons got arrested for throwing brickbats and stones. On the
next day telegraph wires of 5 miles and Pabna-lswari road were cut136 .The
movement got momentum, when on 21st August the number of students
reached 500 in Pabna town with those educational institutions. On the next
day when strike was held at Pabna town, students urged for a national Govt, a
meeting in the Bazar of lshurdi, Satyendranath Bhattyacharya read out a
Congress bulletin which instigated the mass to attack Thanas, railways, etc.
He and Jihtendra Nag were also arrested. About 50 boys of Bouwarinagar
High English School left their classes and gave slogans against the Govt. Up
to 31st August the movement of the students continued at Pabna Edward
College and Ullapara High English School and Primary School. Bimal Chandra
Chanda, Bimal Kumar Dey and few others attempted to cut telegraph wires
and were arrested on 31st August. 137 From th September onwards students'
movement strengthened itself, some female student joined it and on 14th
September they threw brickbats to the police, injured them and got arrested.
On 141h September, police arrested five members of the family of the retired
Judge Jadab Chandra Bhattyacharya in Pabna 138 . At that time, women
organised huge processions at Pabna. Police charged the students of the
Edward College who intended to enter in the Gopal Chandra Institution and
arrested them.
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On 4th October, Hinayetpur Union Board Office was set on fire and police
remained inactive; an attempt of burning Ataikola Post Office and cutting
telegraphic wires was made 140 . Their attempt further succeeded on 6th
October by cutting railway telegraphic wires between Saratnagar and Dilpasar
Railway Stations. On the same day, Nalini Nath Bishi came from Rajsahi and
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delivered speech to the youths of Edward College and then he was convicted
for doing so 141 . Students distributed leaflet 'Desbasir Prati' (free india league
notice) on 141h0ctober. As a result, some enthusiastics burnt Nakalia Branch
Post Office of Sera Police Station (191h October). Post Office and letterboxes
of Pabna were the target of the insurgents from 11th to 25th November. 142

The movement of Rajsahi started just after the arrest of Gandhi. Schools and
colleges of the town reacted first. Rajhahi Bazar was holding Hartal for a
couple of days. During that time from 10th to 12th August, both boys and girls
left their schools 143 . Some Hindu students destroyed the examination papers
of the High English School. Leaflets were also pasted on the college walls and
educational institutions, but it was not worked for a week. This student
movement then spread over Nator and Naogaon - two subdivisional towns by
students' strike the participation of Nator Madrassa and Dighapatia High
English School. A threatening letter was received by the pro- British Principal
of Rajsahi College. Until the end of August, anti- Government agitations, in the
form of processions, continued. Three students announced to cut telegraph
wires and Dasgupta railway lines publicly at a Haat and got arrested.
However, a communal clash between Hindu and Muslim students took place
after the pro-Congress shout by the Hindu students 144 .On 6th September,
Naogaon Post Office was burnt and telegraph wires were cut by some
students. This was followed by another telegraph wire cutting at Kundra of
Puthia Police Station on 8th September. On 9th and 1Oth September, the
authority had to face huge tumultuous processions and hartals at Rajsahi,
Nator and Dighapatia. The mob tried to enter the Rajsahi Jail but some
leaders were able to stop them. People also threw stones to the Boalia
Thana 145 . With this experience, the authority ultimately applied force to
disperse a procession on 11th September; indeed rice storage was burnt by
the mob 146 .On 26th September, police stopped a procession by lathi charge.
At that time, police also arrest two students, who attempted to burn the college
laboratory. Thereafter, six weeks passed without despite reckless cutting of
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telegraph wire on 7th November, processions and meetings was continued as
political exercises 147 • From October, price- rise was the ipso-facto and
Abadpukur Haat was looted at Naogaon of Rajsahi on 5th October. Again, on
12th some shops of Kujali of Raninagar were looted and also an attempt to loot
the Haat of Kashimbari failed. 148

In Rangpur, the Congress movement started on 9th August 1942, immediately
after the arrest of Gandhi and other Congress leaders. In furtherance of this
movement, the R.S.P. cum F.B. organisations of this district drew up a
combined attempt for the distribution of leaflets, organisation of demonstration,
strikes in colleges and schools, Hartals, processions and meetings, and
cutting of telegraph wires, looting of Post Offices, committing mail robbery in
trains, etc. On the next day, the students of the schools and colleges of the
Rangpur town did not attend their classes as a protest against the arrest of
Gandhi and other Congress leaders. Most of the students of the Nilphamari
School went on strike on 12th August, 1942.Strike was continued and the
students of Nilphamari Girls School and majority of the students of senior
classes of Ulipur High English School absented themselves from their classes
on 13th August 1942. On the next day, students of Ulipur High English School
continued their strike, they formed a procession and passed through the
District shouting slogans such as 'Mahatma Gandhiji-ka Mukti Chai', '
Congress Netader Mukti Chai' and 'Swadhin Bharat Ki Joy'. The students'
procession got dispersed when they reached the Ulipur cinema hall. On 16th
August, at night, different manuscript posters in Bengali issued by the Rangpur
R.S.P. were seen pasted on walls in different parts of the Rangpur town. In
these posters, it was pointed out that those who did not support the resolutions
of the A.I.C.C. were the enemies of the country. In another poster, it was
stated that the Calcutta Police opened fire at the non- violent procession of
male and female students who were exhorted to come to their schools as a
protest against police actions. On the next day, the majority of the students of
Rangpur College and other high schools, except Rangpur Zilla School, did not
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attend their classes. Some students were seen picketing near the entrances of
the schools. About 50 to 60 students, mostly boys, moved in a procession
through the station road to the public library in Rangpur town. The students
shouted slogans like 'Bande Mataram', 'Rajnaitik Bandider Mukti Chai' etc. As
a result of picketing by some students and ex-students, the majority of the
students of the Gaibandha High English School absented themselves from
their classes on 17th August. About 50 students met in a procession shouting
slogans. A meeting was held at the Gaibandha Municipal Park as a protest
against the arrest of the Congress leaders and the repressive measures
adopted by the Govt.

A meeting on 19th August attended by about 200 students was held at Saidpur
and the students were asked to join the Students Federation. Discussion was
also held about organising a strike in the local school, but they could not come
to any decision. In this meeting objectionable speeches suggesting that the
British should go out of India, were delivered. Students of Tulshighat High
English School absented themselves on 20th August from their classes as a
protest against the arrest of the Congress leaders. A meeting was also held
shouting slogans demanding release of the Congress leaders etc. On 22nd
August, students of Tulshighat High English School again went on strike, in
the course of a procession shouting Congress slogans; they also went round
the Tulshighat harbour. On the next day, partial Hartal was observed at
Rangpur town. On 23rd August, a big meeting was held at Rangpur Municipal
area where the demand to free the nationalist leaders came from both Hindus
and Muslims along with unity of Congress and League to form the nationalist
government. Vice Chairman of Rangpur Municipality, Md Mahatabuddin Khan,
was the President of the meeting in which many League members were
present among approximates five thousand people. Sudhir Mukherjee and
Sachin Ghosh delivered speeches on behalf of Communist Party.The
President, Khan, gave stress on Hindu-Muslim unity. 149 Communist leaders
Sibdas Lahiri and Abani Bagchi were arrested since they were engaged in anti
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Facist Propaganda, and between them, Bagchi got bail, however,he was
compelled to restrict his movement inside the town after the revelation to the
authority about their anti- Japanese Propaganda 150 .At the instance of the
local F.B. members, the students of the Gaibandha High School organised
partial strike in their respective schools on 26th August, the Gaibandha F.B.
members also brought about Hartal in the town. The Hartal, observed at
Gaibandha on 26th August, was more successful than any other.The
members of the Gaibandha F.B. threatened the shopkeepers with damage if
they refused to close their shops. Some Muslim shopkeepers kept their shops
open in the morning. A procession consisting of 300 people's carrying
Congress flag and the flag of S.F. (R.S.F) passed through the main streets of
the Gaibandha town shouting usual slogans. The members of the local F.B.
and the Congress took a leading part in the procession. While the procession
was passing, two boys hoisted the Congress flag on the top of the Municipal
building, amidst shouts of usual slogans and cheers. In the afternoon, the
leading members of the F.B. Gaibandha took out another procession
consisting Hindus, Muslims, students and others. A meeting was held at the
High English School compound and was attended by 2000 people under the
Presidentship of the Chairman of the Gaibandha Municipality. At the instance
of the local F. B. members, the students of Gaibandha High English School
and Girls' schools organised partial strike in their respective schools on 9th
and 11th September. Except some Muslims shops, all shops were closed. The
F.B. members organised Hartal in the town and made processions with a large
number of people. This terminated in a meeting where inciting speeches were
delivered

by

Mainuddin

Khan,

President of Rangpur Zilla Congress

Committee, along with Kabir Ranjan Oas, Arujit Kar, lawyer Sasibhusan Das,
Sushil Kumar Roy, Santosh Bhusan Dev 151 protested against the arrest of
Congress leaders. Men and women under Badarganj Thana pasted a leaflet
where Congress-Muslim League, Muslim students League, Krisak Samity,
Soviet Suhrid Samity, Student Federation and Women Samity requested
jointly for national unity. On 13th September, a meeting was held among all
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political parties, and the president was Maulavi Darajuddin Mondal. Before
starting the meeting, flags of Congress, League, Krisak Samity and Student
Federation were hoisted parallelly. It was a unique scene ever seen in
Badarganj. League leader Haidar Ali Choudhury, leader of Krisak Samity
Manikrishna Sen, Taraprasad Roy, delivered speeches. Proposals were taken
for Congress-League unity, establishment of nationalist government152 .
Despite the attempt of Congress- League unity, tussles were common
between Congress and Communist workers 153 and between Jugantar,
Anusilan, North Bengal Party and Kamal Kadma Party. 154 The members of
Anusilan Group beat Piyush Kanti Mukherjee of Jugantar; moreover, he was
sabotaged within his group too. 155 He also beat the Chairman of the District
Board and tried to kill a betrayer of his group. 156

Maulavy Mahiuddin Khan, Vice Chairman of Gaibandha Municipality was
sentenced for three months imprisonment and Bhabani Banerjee for 18
months 157 . Some Congress leaders of Nilphamari organised Hartal in the town
on 16th and 19th September and held meetings urging the people to follow the
Congress programme. Movement of Sara! Kumar Guha was restricted within
the town 158 .In case of participation in the Hartal, police cautioned of six
months imprisonment and fine of 50 rupees, indeed all shopkeepers both
Hindus and Muslims of Gaibandha closed their shops on 17th September
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.The students of Lalmanirhat High English School and the girls of Gaibandha
Girls' School brought about partial strike in their respective schools on 14th
September. Some Congress leaders urged to the people to follow the
Congress programme. Police at last sealed the Congress office and arrested
the Chairman of the Gaibandha Municipality Surendranath Chakraborty, and
others. 160 Sunil Kumar Roy, Atul Chandra Bhattyacharya, Jatindranath
Chakraborty, Birendranath Chatterjee, Sirish Chandra Dhar, Goutam Lahiri,
Rabindra Chakraborty. They all were arrested for delivering anti-government
speeches and sunset restriction order issued against Arun Chandra Bagchi,
Satish Chandra Maitra, Chuni Lahiri, Manik Mukherjee, Sachin Ghosh, Prafulla
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Kumar Bakshi 161 . Subsequent to this period until middle of February, there
was not much activity on the part of the major political parties in this district.
The C.P.I. held some meetings in which government policy with regard to the
arrest and detention of political workers was discussed. Annoyance rose of
Rangpur in the Haats of rural areas, when people had to buy commodities at a
high price. Police arrested many peasants in this regard 162 . Janajudda
reported that anti-Fascist gatherings or meetings were prohibited and
adherents against Fascism were arrested. 163

Women's Commitment
War and price-rise of 1942 unsecured the lives of women and they organised

'Mahila Self-Defence Organisation' in many areas of North Bengal. Selfdefence organisations, controlling the price of the commodities by the
government through ration shops in every locality were the agendas of their
organisation. 164 Jt was a great enthusiasm before the first conference in Maida.
Women congested on the roofs of the houses, throwing flowers to bless the
insurgents 165 . Every time they had been in the leading section of a procession.
The large procession of 15000 men and women in Siliguri, held on 11th
September, where police fired and killed four and injured many was led by
Bengali, Bihari and Punjabi men and women; daughter of Brajendra Basu
RoyChoudhury, Srimati Kalidasi Sengupta and others were among the
participants

166

.

Girl's procession at English Bazar town on 8th October

demanded the release of the political prisoners 167 .At Bogra, a few girls
managed to enter the Collectorate room on 1Oth September and destroyed
some papers. 168

Asoka Mukherjee, wife of Piyush Kanti Mukherjee, came to Alipurduar at the
early stage of 1942. She was sent by Lila Roy of Srisangha (Dhaka) to teach
in a girls' school of Alipurduar, as Asoka was one of the member of the
revolutionary group. Later on, she married Piyush Kanti Mukherjee. Asoka
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used to go

Dhaka to convey instruction from

Piyush's group and

leaders. 169.She politically groomed herself under Lila Roy (follower of Subhash
Bose) and her husband Anil Roy 170. Leader of Nari Siksha Mandir, Helena
Dutta, recruited Asoka into politics. When she was in Dhaka, she got engaged
to include new women members to Sri Sangha 171 .At Alipurduar also, she
regularly went to Kamakhyaguri, Daldali and other villages to deliver lectures
and to reorganize the Congress. Women Samity regularly distributed cloths,
milk, rice and medicines among those poor people. She collected milk from
Red Cross fund of Gopal Banerjee and distributed it Other womens, mostly
housewives,

Lily

Ghosh,

Kana

Roychoudhury,

Putul

Mitra,

Sona

Bhattyacharya, Maya Mitra, Usha Talapatra, Sudha Chakraborty, Ruxini
Mukherjee, Bina Mitra were supporters of Congress though not politically
active; they were confined within their household, however, they took part in
the Quit india Movement172 .On 26th September, the endeavor to attack
Thana was coupled by activists' wives 173. Women of Alipurduar were
surprisingly active in political participation, encouraged by Asoka who
attempted to contact with the prisoners of Boxa Fort174 . Asoka's brothers were
banished earlier and her mother-in-law, Sarat Kumari Mukherjee, cyclostyled
leaflets and pamphlets to the Congress members, distributed cloths, and other
commodities in the tea gardens. Asoka had an inheritance of the political
activist background like Nirupama Chatterjee of C.LI. of Dinajpur,.who
belonged to another group (There had been a split among the members of the
Students' Frederation and of the Communist League in Dinajpur) Asoka want
to join the struggle started by the Congress, but the others wanted to aloof
themselves, and work under the direction of C.P.I.; Nirupama Chatterjee took
the charge in absence of his brother Khemesh Chatterjee 175 who was in jail
then. Nirupama, along with other members of her group, started picketing in
the local colleges and schools. They also organised a procession of young
boys and paraded through the town on 24th August 1942, shouting slogans 176 .
Nirupama mixed freely with the cadres of his brother's group and discussed
about the misery of the poor people of the country 177 .She sent several boys of
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his party to work in villages in different places in the interior of Dinajpur. They
returned after a week and gave accounts of their work to Nirupama, who
helped them with money 178 . Nirupama Chatterjee was arrested and fined 50
rupees; same was the case with Siburani Mitra,
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who took charge of the

movement, though got arrested shortly. Khemesh and Nirupama, the brother
and sister, attempted for an armed revolution. For the reason they tried to buy
weapons

180

.

Lila Roy was detained in the jail of Dinajpur; an unsuccessful

attempt was made by her to break away from the jail with the help of the
warder Ramswarup Singh, but he arrested for that1 81 . Women restricted within
their household, mainly wives of the insurgents, boosted morally their
husbands' alongwith their separate political entity. Belarani Chattopadhyay,
wife of Sushil Ranjan Chattopadhyay, was pioneer among them who
organised Women Samity; she was on the leading part of Balurghat
movement including some prostitute women exceptionally182 Surendrabala
Roy, one of the great organisers of the movement of Maida, sent her Husband
Dyutidhar Roy and son Byomkesh to uproot the rail line between Samsi and
Bhaluka. 183 Sometimes they had to fight with the anti-political mentality within
their family circle like Prabasini Devi of Dinajpur, who always used to wear
184
Khadi cloths, and who once donated Gandhi all of her ornaments • Authority

put restriction on a batch of girls in Gaibandha town viz. SefaliKa Dev, Malati
Bhattyacharya, Parimal Choudhury, Mira Choudhury and Amita Choudhury,
confining their movement within and ordered not to participate in the political
activities 185 . Some homemakers of Rang pur viz. Gita Dasgupta and Tripti
Roychoudhury and Uma Roy of Maida, though they were not able to
participate directly in the movement of 42, helped the movement financially 186 .
Tarulata Pal and Sailaja Roy were arrested at Brahmanberia and sentenced to
187
jail for their participation in a procession on 22"d September · Women of

Rajsahi organised processions against the arrest of the five Congress
members at the 'Flag day'. Police tried to stop them and a woman slapped a
police 188 .At the same time, people also threw stones to the police and six
police and twelve people were injured. 189
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Observations
Election of 1937 and subsequent political changes as well Gandhi- Bose
tussle made it clear that success of any further movement launched by Gandhi
would be dependent on two factors: firstly how forceful was the leftist-rightist
group clash was noticeable in any district and secondly how far leaders were
able to incorporate the rural masses into their movement. Economic issues
became the ipso-facto from Darjeeling to Maida. British were not able to
control price- rise in Darjeeling, where, as a policy, they had done it earlier.
The nature of the Quit India Movement in North Bengal depended on the
grouping pattern of Anusilan -Jugantar clash, which did not disappear but took
a new shape, grouped according to the ways of Gandhi or Bose. At Alipurduar
or Jalpaiguri, Socialist section of the Congress (Not influenced by F.B. totally)
led the movement, but elsewhere it was the orthodoxes that led the
movement. F.B. members opposed the movement in some areas like Maida or
Rangpur. But R.S.P. and F.B. supported the movement of Balurghat too.
C.P.I. took a leading part at Rangpur, but not at Bogra or Pabna. Rajsahi did
not have the support of the political party. In the Muslim oriented districts of
Bengal, a larger part of that community did not participate and in some cases
opposed too. The middle class leadership of Alipurduar and Balurghat were
able to incorporate rural masses that expressed their grievances against the
sudden economic gloom. These two places and Maida were at least able to
include rural masses; elsewhere the movements become mere political
exercise, though notable that looting the Haats were coml)1on everywhere.
This established the fact that was the utmost problem of that time.
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Chapter-4

Nationalist Movement of 1942: Review

1n

Perspective of

Alternative Politics in Northern Bengal

Alternative politics by the Hindu Mahasava, Muslim League, C.P.I, and the
leftists had a common characteristic that they did not officially support the Quit
India Movement. Congress did not include the demands of the lower castes
within its agenda and ignored the regional demand of the Gorkhas. Mahasava
tried to enrich their mass support involved with the Rajbansi peasants, tribals'
social uplift, and the Communists supported the Pakistan Proposal or the
demand of the Gorkha League in the forties.

Hindu Mahasava and Asiatic Nationalism

V.D. Savarkar of Hindu Mahasava wanted Japan to be victorious in the SinoJapanese war. The British wanted otherwise since they were keen on a
Japanese empire near British India. Savarkar thought that war between British
and Japan would result in the freedom of lndia. 1 In the year 1939, provincial
conference of Hindu Mahasava the Presidential address, stated Japan as the
friend of India. Similarities of two countries in respect of Buddhism was found
out, an effort to accomplish the sympathy of Japan. Savarkar wrote to
Rasbihari Bose to gain the sympathy of Japan on 91h August 1939

2

.

Rasbihari

Bose instructed Asutosh Lahiri to translate all the publication of Hindu
Mahasava into Japanese version. He informed that he had already translated
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Bhagawat Gita into Japanese version and sends it to V.D.Savarkar. V.D.
Savarkar opined to give a deputation to both China and Japan, expressing the
religious and cultural similarities. According to a secret report, it was decided
that Chiang-Kai-Shaik would liaison with Japanese and throw the British and
French

awal. The outlook towards China and Japan of Mahasava however

affected the outlook of the Indian Muslims, who favoured the Arabs of
Palestine, an exertion of pan-lslamism. According to Savarkar, British invasion
of Iran was the instruction from the Muslim League. Dr. Gokhal Chand Narang,
ex-minister of Local Self Government said in October 1945 that Mahasava
was not against 'Quit India' rather it went further to raise the slogan of 'Quit
Asia'. The reasons he raised were imperialist power had already much

exploited the wealth of India and other Asiatic countries. Mahasava would not
allow any one to destroy the Hindu nations as false slogans of freedom

4

.

Mahasava the Hindu based organization was supported by Nepal the Hindu
country. In return, Mahasava suggested that since Nepal served the British
Government with the efficient Gorkha soldiers, the British should return Nepal
Government, large sums of money, Darjeeling and a part of Bihar province,
which the British Government had annexed, from the Nepal Government,

5

.

Likewise, Amalendu Bagchi, a Mahasava member stressed the importance of
the Hindus being close to culturally and politically of Nepal. Bagchi suggested
to return the prisoners of Nepal and to send a Hindu students mission to Nepal
to bring about a political and military unity. Anusilan Samity during the 40's
attracted towards the enriched financial fund of Mahasava opposed to help
Pratul Ganguly and Ramesh Acharya if they did agree to change the platform.
Mahasava was not ready to lose the financial patronage of Nepal at any cost

6

.

Mahasava on Congress and Quit India Movement
Mahasava criticised the Congress policy of non-cooperation, its occasional
withdrawal from legislatures and refusal to capture power. It had allowed the
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existing state machinery, both legislative and administrative, with all their
imperfections, to oppress and suppress the Hindus almost in all parts of India.
Its failure to oppose the Communal Award, both inside and outside the
legislatures in order to appease a section of Muslims, was a monumental folly
as Mahasava observes7 . Shyama Prasad Mukherjee in the session of Hindu
Mahasava at Burdwan said that from the beginning, Congress had followed
the policy of appeasement. Some Muslims came forward and joined the
Congress, but the Hindus who formed the majority in the Congress, did not
raise any voice of objection during the Communal Award. Congress according
to Mukherjee also made another mistake of appending the Khilafat movement
with the C. D Movement in 1920 and from that time, the Muslims started to
dream of Pakistan in India. From all sides Mukherjee presumed that the
Hindus especially of Bengal and Punjab were being oppressed. According to
Shyama Prasad's observation, it was a blunder on the part of Congress by to
not to form a coalition Government with Fazlul Haq. Mukherjee described
Mahasava's goal of the independence of India was different from the League's
intention against it. 8

Shyama Prasad analysed that after the arrest of the Congress leaders in
Bombay there were disturbances of a 'unique character' throughout India. The
vast majority of the people who suffered were Hindus. The penalties affected
Hindus mentioned as a community. Gandhi started his fast while he was a
prisoner at Pune. During this period, Mr. Raja Gopalachari having resigned
from the Congress was denouncing the movement and preparing a scheme
with the objective of surrender to Jinnnah. 9 Hence, according to Shyama
Prasad, the Muslim League was given a free hand by the agents of the British
Government and was directly influencing the country's administration much to
the detriment of the interests of the Hindus. During his fast, without consulting
anybody,

Gandhi

secretly

approved

of

the

formula

prepared

by

RajaGopalachari conceding to Jinnah the principle of partition of India. This
according to Shyama Prasad was a most unholy surrender to communal
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fanaticism during a period when Gandhi the author of August Resolution, was
himself a prisoner and thousands of Congressman, were rotting inside the
jails

10

.

Thereafter, followed Gandhi's visit to Jinnah, the very idea of partition of

India which was a sin and a horror to all nationalists in India was quietly
swallowed by many and given a new found application of territorial selfdetermination. Mahasava estimates that self-determination of India as such
vanished and Quit India was transferred by a marginal process into split India.
Jinnah got a new bargaining counter on which to stand and put forward fresh
demands for the vivisection of lndia. 11 Symaprasad, however, did not oppose
the Quit India movement officially. On the other hand, he did not criticize the
oppression of the British to stop the movement. According to Herbert, Shyama
Prasad was trying to put the light on himself to get the sympathy of the Hindus.
Nevertheless, his authority was declining; because the Congress led mass
movement had lost its pace. 12

After the release of Gandhi, he and other leaders of the Congress tried to
prove with their feverish activities that the Congress had not started any
movement at ali in 1942. Crude legalistic interpretations were attempted to
make and the very acts of violence, which were applauded by the Congress
leaders as deeds of heroism and valour, were repudiated openly. People, who
had been hounded and hunted by C.I.D men, were asked to surrender to
create a peaceful atmosphere.

Scenario of Northern Bengal

Communal sensation already was an ipso-facto in almost all parts of Bengal.
R.S.S.S had small organisations in Maida, Pabna, Mymensingha and
Rangpur. Police and I.B were concerned in the 40's about the activities of R.S.
S.S in the districts of Northern Bengal. In the year 1940 General Secretary of
Hindu Mahasava and some R.S.S.S, members travelled in some districts of
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North Bengal including Maida. A student member wrote in a letter (October,
1942) that he would participate in the non-violence movement of the
Congress. According to the R.S.S.S rule, one could associate himself with any
political party by not using Sangha's name, not a political party at all 13 .
Goalkar in a statement on 14 July, 1942 had expressed to the 'local leaders' to
be away from the 'disturbances of the Congress.' 14 Members of Maida
attended the meeting of Nagpur from 4 May to 8 June 1942. R.S.S.S
established its branch on Calcutta in the year 1939 and tried to influence the
districts as per orders from its center Nagpur. Santosh Mukherjee attempted to
organise a branch of R.S.S.S in Pabna in 1941 with the help of Umakanta
Apte, V.R. Patke and Rabindranath Bhattyacharya of Pabna as supporters.
Then Mukherjee tried to extend the organization in different districts of North
Bengal. At the same time, Mukherjee with Rabindranath Bhattyacharya
travelled to Pabna town and was hopeful! about Sangha's extension in the
different districts. Rabindra Bhattyacharya was the Vice President of the
district Congress committee; Pabna organized a hartal in Pabna town on 1ih
August, 1942. Bhattyacharya also organized meetings in Lahirimohanpur,
Ullapara and Pabna and led the student movement of Edward College,
Radhanagar

H.S.

School

and

Gopal

Chandra

Institution

Pabna. 15

Bhattyacharya was arrested for taking part in the Quit India movement and
jailed from August 1942 to August 1944. In the year, 1941 Mahasava allowed
the F.B members in some areas of North Bengal to use their Akhra's for
exercise. 16 Sangha's method to extend its influence by the volunteers came
from different districts of North Bengal and trained in the camp of Nagpur.
After establishing, its branch in Calcutta, Sangha was able to impinge on the
districts of North Bengal. 17 Kamalendu Chakraborty took active part in the
movement of Balurghat as a member of the Hindu Mahasava 18 . Satish
Chandra Guha an active Congress worker of Bogra of Congress had regular
correspondence with Asutosh Lahiri, secretary of B.P .H.M. Atul Kumar who
was requested repeatedly to take part in the Quit India Movement of Maida by
Sourindra Mohan Mishra, however denied was an active member of Hindu
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Mahasava and also associated with Asutosh Lahiri of Mahasava. 19

Leaflets

distributed on and before the conference of Mahasava in Chatmohar, Pabna,
showed attention to the downfall of the Hindus and urging them to unite under
the leadership of Savarkar. Three resolutions of the fourteenth conference of
Mahasava in Chatmohar Pabna, 14th March, 1942 was important enough to
create the communal sensation of Pabna just before the Quit India Movement.
Desertion of Hindu temples at Ullipur, in the district of Rangpur was
condemned as well the aUegations against Pabna District Board was that it
was not supplying wells in the place of the conference of Hindu Mahasava.
Resolution was also passed in support of the Hindu participation in the Debt
Settlement Board and as a whole to the people of Bengal to grow more food. 20
Asutosh Lahiri addressed to the Hindu inhabitants of Pabna about the
depressing condition of their religious life, Hindus being attacked by fanatic
Muslims, destruction of temples, attacks in the religious ceremonies, boycott of
Haat and Bazars of the Hindus was a daily phenomena. Moreover indifferent
attitude of the ministers of the Haq ministry and Hindu-malice attitude of the
Muslim leaders of the League towards this problem caused anxiety among the
Hindus. Therefore, Lahiri's suggestion to the Hindus was to participate in the
elections of Union Board, Municipality, District Board and Legislative Assembly
and with this kind of activities, Mahasava would be reorganised to prove
herself the sole representative institution of the Hindus. 21 From 1940 onwards,
permission was needed from the authority to immerse the Hindu deities in the
rivers particularly in the Muslim populated areas like Dinajpur. But the
communal tension existing at the end of 1941 stopped the authorities from
giving Hindus the permission of immersion of the deities. Manmathan Nath
Mukherjee, Home Minister of Bengal though made an effort to come to a
solution, but failed. 22 Mahasava announced hartal against the 'created'
immersion problem on October 1941. Communalism was in a violent form in
Bengal then. It was just opposite to the situation of Bengal enjoyed in the year

1937. 23
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After the expulsion of Bose group from Congress, Hindu lobbies were strong.
Some Zamindars detached themselves from the Congress and joined Hindu
Mahasabha that was established in zih December 1939 in Caicutta. A
meeting of Hindu Mahasabha was held in the house of Zamindar
Bhairabendra Narayan Roy of Singhabad, Malda. 24 Saradindu Roy, a
Zamindar of Balurghat participated in a meeting of Mahasava at Burdwan on
30th December 1941 25 . Communists were unable to organise sharecroppers of
Maida, though the district was adjacent to Dinajpur and Rangpur during
Tebhaga movement, due to the activities of Hindu Mahasabha in the 40's.

Self-Strengthening: Preparation Against Internal Enemy
Communally tensed atmosphere and instances of communal riots paved the
way of Mahasava's self-strengthening plan. Hindu Mahasava tried to recruit
Rural Defence Corps in association with Congress on honourable terms in
some areas where negotiation was possible and separately where it was not
possible. Particularly this effort of Mahasava was welcomed and encouraged
by the administration 26 • Mahasava wanted to assist with the administration by
organizing home guards in the rural areas in the preservation of peace and
order. It would help to instil confidence in public mind and remove panic.
Mahasava were expected to render help to evacuees or refugees and should
on occasion demand would be called upon to maintain the distribution of food
supplies and engage in other responsible work. 27 Mahasava applied to recruit
liaison officers for the reason. Though they claimed themselves noncommunal and political, they recruited as many Hindus as possible and
preferably as many members of the Hindu Mahasava. 28 Muslim League on the
other hand formed a separate group named Muslim National Volunteers and in
Bogra

and

Organization.

Pabna

they

rejected

29
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the

Hindu

oriented

Home

Guard

During the 40's, Hindu Mahasava was able to establish its organizations in
the districts like Maida, Dinajpur, Rangpur, Pabna where Muslims were
majority in number. Professor of Calcutta University, Hari Charan Ghosh
delivered lecture in front of 250 members of Mahasava. He said that the
Muslims being the majority in number were running the Government on the
strength of Communal Award. This Government according to him was
pursuing a ruinous and destructive policy and deliberately designed to take
away from them their ancient culture, education, and supremacy by enacting
laws like the Bengal Agricultural Debtors Act, Bengal Moneylenders Bill,
Calcutta Municipal Amendment Act and the Secondary Education Bill etc. This
according to him was encroachment on the rights of the Hindus and an
attempt to reduce their rights. Satish Chandra Lahiri who was the pioneer of
the establishment of Mahasava in Jalpaiguri was annoyed with the Congress
for accepting Communal Award. Hindu Sabha of Jalpaiguri became the branch
of Hindu Mahasava in 1927 and as a result, Muslims formed Muslim Samity in
1931 30.N. C. Chatterjee who campaigned in favour of Asutosh Lahiri at
Rajsahi stated that Mahasava did not believe in the creed of non-voilent, noncooperation, but believed in the ideology of resistance and would follow this
creed since Congress had not do any good for the country. 31 By this time,
Surendra Chandra Sen was elected as the President of the branch of
Mahasava at Rangpur with hundred members. Simultaneously, at the end of
1941 Shibendra Sekhar Roy, secretary of Hindu Mahasava Maida urged to
take training lathi and dagger exercises for self-defence, and also to see that
the correct number of Hindus were recorded in the ensuing census 32

Caste Politics in Northern Bengal and the Nationalist Movement·
From the very beginning, ancient period of India was depicted by the Hindu
nationalists as their ideological inspiration. It seemed to the lower strata of the
Hindu society as the revival of the age-old caste system. It was linked with the
claim of Rajbansis who originated from Khatriya community. Rajbansis of
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Northern Bengal living in the districts of Rangpur, Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri and the
princely states of Gooch Behar, enhanced their economic and religious status
during the first three decades of 19th century. Cultivating Jute in the fertile
lands of North Bengal helped a section of them to grow rich. This was linked
with their claim of originating from the Khatriya community, and so they formed
a caste association in 1891. Rajbansi Jotedars of Duars organized by 'Jotedar
Sabha' on 1941-42 and Tarai Mangal Samity also stressed on the socioaesthetic development of the Rajbansis. 33

Both the Communal Award and Pune Accord in the truncated Bengal affected
her Northern counterpart. The schedule castes and the Rajbansis of North
Bengal were away from the mainstream politics?4 Rajbansis and Namasudras
treated the Communal Award of 1942 as- a political advantage unprecedented
and unparalleled in the constitutional history of lndia. 35 It was according to them a
'political blunder' of Dr. Ambedkar. In spite of a separate electorate it ultimately led ... to the political death of millions of people at the hands of the socalled caste Hindus. 36 Namasudras dominated schedule caste politics in colonial
Bengal and Rajbansis.Rajbansis were in Legislative Council continuously after
the Reform Act of 1919 and 1923 onwards they won each election of Rangpur,
defeated the candidates of Hindu higher castes, likewise in the local board too.
Twentieth century onwards, Rajbansis demanded separate representation in
the legislature, representation of jobs in public services and seats in
educational institutions. In the election of 1937, Namasudras and Rajbansis
rejected Congress and Hindu Mahasava leaders and elected their own caste
leaders in all the schedule caste reserved constituencies. Bengal branch was
started in the same year (1942) Dr. Ambedkar formed the schedule caste
federation. 37 'Suddhi' movement of the Mahasava also spread among the
Rajbansis. Mahasava and Rajbansis were closed after the Syma-Haq ministry
formed in December 1941 with the support of the schedule caste legislatures.
Some Rajbansi leaders gave importance to certain 'other' factors during the
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forties. Rajbansi leaders were more interested to be in alliance with powerful
lobbies to execute their personal aspirations. 38

It was the estrangement between the upper class leaders and the Rajbansis
that compelled the later to be loyal to the British. 39 Upper caste leaders did not
think their representation was necessary for the struggle for freedom. So, the
lower caste Rajbansis had to fight against the upper caste political leadership
of the Congress to obtain power. Rajbansi Khatriya Samity thus expressed its
loyalty to the British Raj. 40 Rajbansis lost the control of the society of their
homeland to the upper caste Hindu leaders.They supported the British to
regain the control of the society. 41 The other factor of their extrication to the
nationalist movement was the Mahasava's attentiveness to the schedule caste
population in the rural areas. 42

The census of 1931 intended to show the adivasis as animists. Then tea
garden merchant Jogesh Chandra Ghosh, lawyer Srinath Hore and Ayurvedic
Doctor Satish Chandra Lahiri resigned from the Congress and joined the
Hindu Mahasava. Quoting from the Hindu texts they tried to prove that
adivasis are Hindus not animists. Contemporary newspaper Trisrota wrote... For this we beg to pray you that men living in the tea garden and adjacent
slums areas must be enrolled as Hindu in the forthcoming census. Steps must
be taken to fulfill the goaL.. Do not write Oraon, Munda, Saontal at the end of
your first name. Please remember that you are a Hindu and this is your duty. It
is the duty of a Hindu to rescue men of dalit castes religiously. We do believe
that men of the tea gardens and adjacent slum areas will be guided according
to this principle to include them in the forthcoming census and inform us about
their counting. 43

Mahasava then launched 'Suddhi' movement of North Bengal. It was an effort
to prevent coolie's intake of wine and beef.

44

Suddhi movements was an

opposition from the part of the Hindu Mahasava oriented Congress members.
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Birendranath Kadam of Jalpaiguri Hindu Mahasava along with some famous
'Hindu' Congress party worker of that time viz. Nalini Pakrashi(Part taker in the

Quit India Movement in Duars), Upendranath Chakraborty, Ramani Mohan
Chakraborty, Jitendranath Moulik had converted 87 Saontals by a 'Suddhi
Puja'. 45 Mahasava arranged Satyanarayan Puja on sth and 14th May, 1941 at

Nagrakata in the house of Lotan Sarkar, attended by the coolies of tea
gardens. Here too money and rice were collected for Mahasava Fund.
According to police, report the Puja was a camouflage, as the real object was
to bring the coolies of tea gardens of Jalpaiguri District under Hindu
Mahasava. 46 Bharat Sebashram of Jalpaiguri by this time stresses on the
merits and demerits of Hindu religion, caste system, widow remarriage, mass
worship and the removal of untouchables. Here people urged to protect Hindu
women from oppression and molestation by goondas. They also encouraged
mass prayer and to organize a volunteer corps to protect Hindu women and
temples. During the 40's the Rava, Hajong and Dhimals, the tribes of the North
Bengal were also engaged in Mahasava influenced Hinduization. 47

Comparison of the tribal participation in the Duars in the Gandhian
Satyagraha disclosed that before and after the census of 1931 and the
interference of the Mahasava into the tribals, there were enough instances of
the participation of the adivasis in the Gandhian Satyagraha. According to the
report of Trisrota Ram Oraon Ganga, Soma Bhagat and Gatharu Bhagat were
arrested for picketing against the British goods. 48 Gandhian charismatic
rumour widespread among the women of Dhupguri, that drought was because
of not following the Gandhian path. 49 However, after the census, intervention
by Mahasava, shifted the adivasis from nationalist movement to purely
religious issues. Mahasava saved the Kali temple of Ramjhora Tea Garden. 5°
Jogesh Chadra Dutta of Mahasava established Sukhani Basti for the adivasis
in 1941 and strengthened Mahasava's organization there. 51

Both Congress

and Mahasava did not bother about the economic oppression such as the
grievances of the Rajbansis and adivasis for the tax imposed on them in
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Khasmahal area after the resettlement 52 , or the application of denial policy by
registration of cycles by the Deputy Commissioner Palmer,
tax for the war

54

.

53

or the imposed

Jaya Chatterjee was right to observe that -The caste

consolidation programmes of the late thirties were part of a broader campaign to
create a united and self-conscious Hindu political community in Bengal. 5 5

We find no instances of the participation of the adivasis in the Gandhian
movement after the census to Quit India movement.

Nevertheless, the

scenario was different in Panchbibi, Bogra where Jatindra Mohan Dutta, a
Mahasava leader guesstimate Santa Is as animist though of Hindu religion. 56
Hindu Mahasabha workers insisted on tribal labour and sharecroppers and
Santa!, Rajbansi, Turi and other communities disagreed to work under Muslim
Jotedars, influential in Maida of North Bengal. 57 Mahasava helped the Santa Is,
provided education and arrows for their bows. Charuchandra Sidup Soren of
Dhanaikusla village led the Santa! rebels in Bogra. He was popular among
them and the follower of 'Satyam Sibam Sundaram', a sect established by the
pleader Kashiswar Chakraborty to spread Hinduism among the Santals.

58

.

In

August'42 Soren organized Santals and they refused to pay tax. Soren was
wounded by the police and organised the movement when bedridden 59

During the 40's, period of communal tension the Rajbansi oriented areas of
northern Bengal were relatively free of communal trouble. Rajbansis were
influenced by the contemporary Hindu communal discourse in which Muslims
were treated as a threat to the prestige of the community as they violated of
their women. So, during the time Mahila Atmarasha Samity were formed in the
various districts of Northern Bengal. Mahasava were engaged in the
transformation of the Rajbansis to be Khatriyas. Consequently, the failure of
the Congress to mobilize the masses against the British rule was because
they had no programme for the backward classes. In the 21st meeting of the
Khatriya Samity when some Congress leaders appealed to the mass to join
the Congress against the British Raj, the Rajbansi leaders Panchanan Sarma
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and others opposed directly and told the mass to be loyal to the British. The
economic freedom the Rajbansis dreamt of under the British Raj was limited
because of the rising upper class of the Rajbansi society. 60 Rajbansis and
other depressed class were outside the political agenda of the Congress.
When 'Swaraj' was the one and only goal of the Congress, it was the
Zamindari system, which according to the Rajbansis was more oppressive
than the British Raj. Congress, even Gandhi did not get over the feeling that
Congress was the only national organization. However, despite Gandhi,
Congress had another political character, which justified the fear of the
domination of the schedule caste leaders. Despite that, some political leaders
of the Rajbansi community maintained good relations with the Congress.
Participation of some upper caste leaders of the Congress in the 'Suddhi' Puja
to change the status of the Rajbansis, and the perceived threat of the Musiims
oppressed them in some areas of North Bengal. That is why a section of the
Rajbansis were fond of Nationalist Movement. Swaraj Basu is right to observe
that -The official line of the Khatriya Samity did not necessarily reflect the major
mindset of the majority of the community. 61 It was true that the participation of the
Rajbansis in the Non-Cooperation and Civil Disobedience Movement were
guided by the demands, subject of their caste concern. But the massive
participation of the Rajbansi community in the rural areas of north Bengal went
beyond the control of the Congress leadership. Nevertheless, as in the case of
the Quit India Movement Rajbansi participation was quite low in respect of
previous Gandhian movements because of two reasons. Firstly, there was no
burning caste issues then and secondly, large section of the Rajbansi
peasants were kept in low-key level in the rural areas of north Bengal by the
Communists

Changing Profile of Communist Ideology
Britain joined the war, when Germany attacked Poland. India was declared as
a country that too joined war against Germany. According to the 0.1.0 Viceroy
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got the absolute power. At the time the Communists were against war and
announced ' Na ek pai, na ek bhai' - means not one paise for the expense of
war or a brother to fight in the war. At the time, both C.P.I and F.B were ready
to take the opportunity of war to organise a mass movement. However, when
Subhash Chandra Bose allied with Axis powers and Hitler attacked Russia,
Communists announced their policy of 'People's War'. Communists then
shifted ideologically by estimating the Asian colonies as 'multinational entities'
from their previous stand of 'Single Nationality'. 62 8efore announcing people's
war, C.P.I was against the reactionary role of the Muslim League. It was
mentioned in the newsletter of C.P.I central committeeWe oppose Pakistan not because we are opposed to the right of the Muslim
people to full freedom to develop their own cuiture, and languages, and
practice their own religion. We oppose Pakistan because it is a slogan to
mislead the Muslim masses, to split them away from national struggle and to
perpetuate the role of imperialism. In fact, those who promise in Pakistan
freedom to the Muslim masses are cheating them. They are selling them to
their own enemies. 5 3

Ideological change was not only for India, but also all over Asia, Communists
supported the objective of the racial elements against the central authority. In
the year of the Quit India Movement, Communists officially declared India as a
multinational country. A party resolution of July, 1942 questioned-

What can be the basis of our national unity ? Recognition of the principle of
self-determination including the right of separation, for all the nationalities that
inhabit our great sub-continent. 64

Thereafter the resolution of the plenary meeting of the central committee
elaborate it as -
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... Every section of the Indian people, which has a contiguous territory as its
homeland,

common

historical

tradition,

common

language,

culture,

psychological make-up and common economic life would be recognized as a
distinct nationality with the right to exist as an autonomous state within the
free Indian Union or federation and will have the right to secede from it, if it
may desire. Thus free India of tomorrow would be a federation or union of
autonomous statesof various nationalities such as the Pathans, Western
Punjabis, dominantly Muslims, Sikhs, Sindhis, Rajasthanis, Bengalis,Tamils,
Karnatakis, Maharashtrians,Keralas etc. 65

The right of the Muslim to separate from India by forming an independent
country in other words the demand of Pakistan was justified by the resolution.

This would give to the Muslims wherever they are in overwhelming a majority
in a contiguous territory, which is their homeland, the right to form their
autonomous states and even to separate if they so desire.

66

Dr K. M. Ashroff a renowned Communist of the 40's openly supported the
demand of Pakistan, as he considered Muslim separatism as a revolutionary
step.

67

The Communist party was decided to concentrate on a three fold plan

of firstly, organizing a country wide campaign of persistent political explanation
among peasants, students and workers showing how the present struggle led
to destruction and anarchy and thirdly continued to spread propaganda among
Hindu and Muslim masses for Congress-League unity. 68 C.P.I invited League
for a united Anti-Fascist Alliance. Under the shadow of the Government
patronage, the Communist Party and the Radical Democratic Party distributed
leaflets and pamphlets among all sections of the people in order to poison the
ears of the fellow citizens and were strong in their tirade against the Congress.
'Janata' and Janajuddha were the official organs of those two parties. 69
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Communists Role in the Quit India Movement
The Communists viz K.M. Ashroff, Sajjad Zaheer and S.G. Sardesai moved
three amendments among several of the historical resolution of the AICC on
8th August. Their view was that the direct struggle against British Imperialism
was not relevant with their line-up of 'Anti-Fascist People's War'. Hence, the
three amendments were rejected. 70 On

gth

August when Gandhi and other

leaders were arrested, P.C. Joshi said in a statement to the party workers thatThe Government is the provocateur, it has let loose forces of anarchy, and in its
utter blindness, it seeks to create an anti-national anti- Congress front. He also
demanded the unconditional release of the nationalist leaders and immediate
negotiations for National Govt and Indian freedom.

71

Joshi analysed Quit India movement as 'national suicide'.

72

In the rural areas,

all their workers were directed to pass off the Hartals peacefully. Party advised
the workers ' argue with the local Congress leadership not to go in for law
breaking and defiance of bans'.

73

According to Janajuddha the Communist

party organ, Gandhi's do or die is the 'last play a trick of a Gambler' that
74
inspires anti revolutionary politics of Mahasava, F.B, Roy group etc.

Communists presumes that the movement had caused internal disturbances.
Schools were bombed which forced the students and guardians to be part and
partisans of strikes. C.P.I and R.D.P had severed the student movement of
Bengal. 75

Communist students were advised not to stand aside or condemn the strikes.
Nevertheless, the criticism and opposition of the C.P.I was also shifted from
'soft opposition 'to' harsh opposition after few months. 76 The assessment of
'national suicide' was later viewed by C.P.I as 'National Crisis'. The partakers
of the movement from Congress organization were described by C.P.I as
'misguided

patriots'.

Congress,
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Mahasava

and

the

League

-

three

organizations according to them were patriotic forces. Mahasava and League
were opponents of the struggle and so they were perceived as patriotic by the
C.P.I. As Janajuddha claimed 17 days after Gandhi's demand to Quit India
that the gist of Pakistan may be achieved by League if it formed the united anti
fascist front to save the country. 77 Janajuddha described goonda's and dacoits
were attacking the Thana and looting food grains from the peasants in the
Haats. This way they thought the nationalist movement became an internal
chaos.

78

The attack on Thana or Government offices put a delusion to a

freedom fighter the revolution had started. Bureaucracy would be lying low if
wires were cut or rail lines were uprooted. But in reality bureaucracy destroyed
the link to stop mass movement As a whole, the nuisance would be helpful for
Japanese invasion. 79 This nuisance according to P.C.Joshi, the then secretary
of the C.P.I was not organised by the National Congress, but the socialist
group of Joy Prakash Narayan who forged the name of Congress as it would
be helpful for the fascists. 80 All non-C.P.I leftist forces were described by C.P.I
with

terms

like

'Fascist agents',

'Japanese

Agents',

'quislings',

'fifth

columnists', 'worst saboteurs' etc. On the contrary C.P .I was treated
Congress and non-C.P.I leftists as 'traitors', 'betrayers', ' collaborators with
British imperialism', 'British agents', Soviet agents' and so on.

Communist's Role in Northern Bengal
Krisak Samity gradually slipped out of the Congress Socialist Party as the
Communists before C.P.I's announcement of People's War influenced it. But it
was able to increase its membership after the announcement, as the Govt
withdrew the ban as well as it became lenient over its activities. The members
of the Krisak Samity attacked the Congress and characterised Subhash Bose,
Gandhi and Jawaharlal as supporters of capitalism and hostile to the interests
of the peasants. According to them Congress as an institution was supporter
of capitalism. 81 During the economic depression, the peasants demanded for
the suspension of the realization of rent in Rangpur and in one of the places.
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they independently suspended the payment of rent. Both League and
Communists propagated there to strengthen their organization. On the other
hand, speeches of Fazlul Haq were given wide publicity. 82 Communist
Manikrishna Sen and Sudhir Mukherjee took active part in the relief work of
the flood in Rangpur during 1938. 83 Congress at the same time was not
interested to participate in relief work; and hence, this ultimately led to the
strengthening of the Communist's organization in Rangpur. Communists
celebrated the Swadeshi Day and expressed their views in the meeting that
created some sort of disturbances in the minds of the local Congress people. 84
Bankim Mukherjee warned the Congress that unless the right wing realised
the importance of the Krisak movement, the support of the masses would
never be obtained. Bankim Mukherjee and Ali Hossain Sarkar organized
meetings regularly in Rangpur and peasants who responded with enthusiasm.
The money-lending peasants eyed for the power in the local peasant
committee. It was an effort of the lower peasantry to overpower them. 85 Ali
Hessian Sarkar said in the first Zillah Krisak Conference at Rangpur that
Mahasava and leage could not fulfill the demands of the peasants, since they
were communal organisations, synchronised by the rich or Zamindars and
were based on religious principles. Congress in spite of being a noncommunal organization was an assembly of different group vis-a-vis the rich,
Zamindars, middle class, peasants and labours. Her ambition was to uproot
the foreign hegemony which would take time, hence some traditional
Congress leaders were worried to see the peasants unified, implied by some
of them to asphyxiate the organization. Therefore, Sarkar advised to stand
with the Congress but in future, it would be possible upon the work plan of the
Congress. 86 However, C.P.I had no clear-cut stand on some points. Bankim
Mukherjee pointed out before the Land Commission that he thought -it would
be possible to stop subletting by legislation. While he said to Khan Bahadur
Musharraff Hessian that he would -prefer to abolish bargadari system but if a
tenant gave land to a bargadar he would give the first choice to a tenant to cultivate
the land, and if he refuses his right go to the bargadar. 87
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Communists persuaded the peasants of Rangpur that the August Movement
was an attempt on the part of the Congress to pressurise the Government; it
was not a freedom struggle to bring the independence. 88 Middle class sections
of Rangpur town, not dependent on land, were not contented with the people's
war ideology of the C.P.I. 89 Some Anusilan members of Rajsahi also opposed
the ideology. Brawl between C.P.I and F.B members was observed in
Rangpur. 90 The distinguishable feature of the politics of Rangpur was the
unification of Congress-League and Communists. Though after few years the
unification was praised in the 'Rangpur Report' of a meeting of the provincial
C.P.I, it was clear that the exceptional unification was stand-alone by the
party, A part of the Rangpur district led by Janab Ali Hossian Sarkar was with

the united platform for some time. President of the Rangpur district Congress
opposed the united platform. Congress or League did not always arrange
meeting for unification. In the meetings arrange by C.P.I they (Congress and
League) were louder for the unification, otherwise they followed the party
line.Muslim League tried to cash in Communists influence over the lower
strata of the peasantry. Bagchi was offered by League to co-operate with in
the meeting in connections with the Tenancy Act. Bagchi was also advised by
Satya Chatterjee, Secretary of B.P.K.S to co-operate with the League. Since
League hoodwinked many in the name of religion, Communists tried to
exercise influence over them. 91 M.N.Roy by this time wanted to form a left
wing Muslim League, though he did not succeed. 92

Thus, in the rural areas of Bengal, Muslim peasants were mobilized either by
the Maulabis of the League or by the Communists. During the 40's
Communist were able to influence the Muslim peasants of the Pabna against
the 'Barga problem'. Pabna group of H.S.R.A inspired by Gandhi's work
among the Harijans resolved to present a purse to him. Meanwhile men like
Sachin Banerjee, Prafulla Guha or Loknath Banerjee became Communists
and gave up extremist activities. Anusilan members of Pabna, Rajsahi, Maida
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and other districts of North Bengal shifted towards communism. 93There were
two branches of Communists in Rajsahi and Natore, working under the
direction of the C.S.P. First branch stuck posters on the house of
Rabindranath Tagore in Rajsahi against the educational tariff imposed on the
peasants. 94 Rajsahi branch was engaged to circulate the literature received
from Calcutta, while Natore branch was against the Reform Act of 1935. 95

Communists however found different ways of mass organization with some
whole-timers such as men as Abani lahiri came from Calcutta to organise the
peasants against the Jotedar-authority alliance in Dinajpur. The tiny success
of Haat-Tola Movement96 was their inspiration. When Quit India Movement
was launched in August 1942, its timing did not matched with the peasant
mentality of Thakurgaon sub-division. They were marooned, lost their mental
strength and fear gripped them because of years of oppression by the
authority. Peasant agitation of the day of Haat-Tola Movement ended while
Jotedars slandered peasant leaders. They accused Satyen Roy of buying a
Zamindari and Danesh for hoarding lakhs of rupees. Even Jotedars rumoured
parody against the Communist leaders. It was the period of camouflage for
the Communists, just before the Quit India Movement i.e. from 1941 to June
1942. They had two political undertones. Firstly, to live and eat with them,
speak their languages and feel their day-to-day problems. Secondly, to wait
and prepare the plan until they were compelled to go for a movement.

97

However, they did not use the Quit India Movement as a platform of peasant
movement. lahiri analysesThis time i.e. from the middle of 1942-middle of 1943 -We welcomed or notthe urban Bengali society were forceful with the August movement. On 9th
August Quit India movement was started. More or less, it affected the peasants
of Midnapur, Hoogly, Burdwan. But the North and East Bengal was not much
affected by the movement. On the entire Dinajpur district -where we spend
those days -only heard about the movement of Balurghat and Gangarampur.
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As Lahiri estimated that, the movement of Balurghat was organised by R.S.P
with some Congress members. Nevertheless, as a whole, peasant did not
participate in the movement in North and East Bengal. According to Lahiri for
the peasants, Jotedars were of utmost importance as they stored the paddies
in their storages. Using the situation of the war, a section of Jotedars became
Majutdars. Scarcity of food was the topmost problem the peasants wanted to
solve rather than to participate in a nationwide movement. During August September paddy (Aman) disappeared from market, including all food grains.
During that time the peasants of Dinajpur picketed to the storerooms of the
Jotedars and compelled them to give food grains by an informal procedure, i.e.
they listed the name of the recipients on condition that food grains would be
refunded later on. If Jotedar reported to the police or disagreed to give food
grains, the peasants distributed the food grains among themselves and listed
the name of the recipients. In both cases, copies of the recipients were given
to the Jotedars. Peasant did not favour the looting of food grains, which was
an inportant feature of the movement of Balurghat in 1942. As Lahiri an active
member of the Communist Party of the time estimated that Krisak Samity or
Communist Party were unable to convence the peasants for not looting the
food grains or to make it a class struggle, since their aim was to form an antifascist front with the Zamindars and Jotedars. 99 Hence, according to Lahiri
during the movement of 1942 in Balurghat or Gangarampur other leftist parties
like R.S.P too did not agree with the way of looting. 100

It should be mentioned that despite of some pocket areas Congress Communist conflict was not of long distances in the districts of North Bengal.
Sumit Sarkar have opined that Quit India Movement and I.N.A had not
affected the rural area of North Bengal as it did on Calcutta and Midnapur. So,
the policy of People's War had no adverse effect on North Bengal. 101 On

gth

August, the day after Congress took resolution to Quit India Movement a
Communist procession advanced from Khanpur, Patigram, Kaigram of
Dinajpur towards Royganj. The procession comprised of some peasants of Hili
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and Balurghat and some villagers of Kushmundi who were uprooted from their
homes. This procession was started with the intention of extending the
influence of Communist movement. The protesters halted for the night near
the border of Rayganj where Congress workers came to meet them.Congress
leader Dwarika Das Agarwala told Communist worker Jiban De about the
news of the arrest of Gandhi, Nehru, Azad and others. 102 De wroteWhatever so, next day in the conference of 1oth August our demand should be
immediate release of the Congress leaders and to prevent the probable
fascist attack to our country. Sri Agarwaia and other Congress leaders urged
us.1o3

Jiban De however great respect over Gandhi as he wroteShops, Schools, Colleges were closed on 10th Aug, when I was delivering my
speeches, i saw two huge sacks filled with Muri (parching rice on hot sand)
and two large heaps of molasses are stored behind me for the hungry mob.
10th August 1942 was the day for self-defence and preparation for

camouflage. 104

Janajuddha admitted that Rangpur 'disturbances' in the Haats were for the
sudden rise in the prices. Police prohibited anti -Fascist meetings in Rangpur
and arrested the Communists. 105 Why, during Quit India Movement, antiFascist meetings though helpful for British interests were restricted in the
various districts of North Bengal? It was not that the Government did not want
to cash in from the anti-Fascist speeches against the Gandhian movement.
Tottenham, Secretary of the Home Department from Delhi wrote to Blair about
'the need for strong propaganda to counter Gandhi's move'. He advised to use the
volunteers of A.I.S.F for counter propaganda and took necessary actions
regarding this. He also wanted to apply the policy of counter attack already
successful in Orissa by Griffiths with the help of National war front
members. 106 Hence, Chief Secretary of Government of Bengal J.R. Blair was
worried about the weakness of the administration of Rangpur. In Rajsahi,
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Dinajpur and Jalpaiguri anti-fascist speeches were growing in number. These
lectures,

though

fulfilling

British

aspirations,

sometime

went

beyond

expectations. Anti-fascist speeches in the Soda, Pachagarh P.S area of
Jalpaiguri by the C.P.I, F.B and student federation members were helpful to
restricting Gandhian movement in those areas. But men as Birendra Kumar
Neogi were unable to restrain his anti-British and pro-revolutionary views. S.P
of Jalpaiguri cautioned Neogi to limit the speeches with anti-Fascist feelings
and not to speak against the Government. S. P. considered the speeches of
31st May and 3rd June were objectionable in comparison with the speeches of
18th, 19th and 20th June 1942. 107 The local Communist leaders of Rangpur
said to the commissioner of Rajsahi A.J. Das that it was the local officers' duty
to give them every license and facility. They were however under no obligation
to encourage war efforts or cooperate with the Government. They were also
merely called upon to make speeches for stimulating anti-Japanese feelings
beyond and that they had no further intention of instigating the Govt.
Therefore Das's suggestion was that the Government should have no track
with

the

Communist

leaders

and

the

policy

of

using

them

was

'ridiculous' .108 British Govt, however, was satisfied by the Anti-Fascist activities
of the members of the C.P.I, Bengal Labour Party, Radical Democratic Party
and the Students Federation. The British Govt was happy because the groups
were successful in achieving some positive political results for them. Satisfied
Govt wished to provide fullest facilities to those who inculcated Anti-Fascist
and anti-enemy sentiment in favour of British Empire. 109

League Politics: Shadow on Nationalist Movement
It was well known that after the Legislative Election of 1937, K.P.P gradually
weakened and Haq shifted to the Muslim League. K.P.P was unable to fulfill its
aim of abolishing Zamindari system. 110Though League was said to be the
organisation of the rich Zamindars, in the rural areas of Bengal, Maulabis
propagated against Zamindari system. So, it was quite an accepted slogan in
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the rural areas of Dinajpur 'Haq Ministry Zindabad 'and 'Muslim League
Zindabad'. Muslim peasants of Rajsahi did not agree to sell milk to the Hindu
milkmen or to pay Chaukidari Tax. It was proposed in a meeting of the League
in Rangpur to take 55% Muslims in various services. They also criticized the
activities of Hindu Mahasava. 111 An interesting leaflet circulated at Rangpur,
stated that nor the Hindus or Congress but the British were responsible for the
purge of the Muslims. It appealed Muslim clerics to insist Muslims to join the
Congress that was of very little effect. Ahsanul Haq Afendi's endeavour to start
a Krisak movement in RangJpur to abolish Zamindari system was totally
opposite to the Congress pattern of movement. Abdur Rashid Tarkabagish
was a person who travelled to the various districts of North Bengal and
propagated to aboiish Zamindari system and oppose the Choukidari Tax. In
his speeches in Rajsahi and Pabna he was dead against Hindus and said that
the Hindus believed trees and cows to be Gods. He depicted God Krishna as
a licentious man and a debauchee who could be judged, from his actions in
pictures and his love intrigue with his aunt Radha. He said that no Muslim had
so far written a book entitled 'Rangila Rasul' in which Rasul and his family was
described in obscene language. 112Tarkabagish stated that the Congress
Government of Bombay had allowed the Hindi version of the Bengali book to
be published.

He condemned that Gandhi,

Subhash Chandra Bose,

Jawaharlal Nehru, Munjee and Savarkar were united in their efforts to drive
the Muslims from India. According to him, Mahajans and Zamindars opposed
the Muslims. 113 R.P. Sanyal of Mahasava reported against Tarkabagish that
the Maulabi calling himself as Brahmin-Maulabi was attacking Hindus and
Hindu religion in most objectionable language in the rural areas of Sirajganj
Pabna. 114 The tussle between the Santosh estate Zamindari and the Muslim
tenants was at last became the fight of Mahasava and the League.

115

Similarly, Maulana Maniruddin Anwari an invited leader of Dinajpur said in a
conference of Rangpur to start a peasant movement against the Zamindari
System, because it was the main root of the deplorable condition of the
peasants. League leaders stressed on the oppression of the Muslims by the
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Congress and Hindus similar to the lecture of Abdul Rahid which he delivered
on March 1939 on Pabna. Oppression of the Muslims and lower caste Hindus
was a sympathetic topic in Nator (Rajsahi) sub-divisional conference of Muslim
League. The League leaders said that Congress, the institution of the higher
caste Hindus was engaged to knock down the influential ministers of and so
were seeking to include Muslims within who were influential. Conferences of
the League praised the steps taken by Haq ministry in favour of the tenants in
Rajsahi, Bogra, Pabna

and other districts of North Bengal and grouped

Congress, Hindu and Zamindari system. Together as the reason for the
setback, Maulabis urged the peasants of the district to boycott the Hindu
Bazars, Shops and Cinemas. 116 This continuous propaganda among the
Muslim peasants of North Bengal, at last convinced them not to be misled by
Congress promises, as Khwaja Habibulla Bahadur of Dhaka versioned in
Bogra on 29th and 30th January 1939. 117 Hindu students of Rajsahi College
opposed the slaughter of cows in the college compound on Bakr ld and
tension continued for some time. 118 Muslim student leader Abdul Wasek
criticised Fazlul Haq and Shyama Prasad Mukherjee in a conference on
19.01.42 on Rajsahi by saying that the leaders intended to throw out the
Muslims from India to the kingdom of palms, Arab and Jeddah. He reminded
them the words of Muhammad Maulana Ali - When Islam calls, I am a Muslim
first, Muslim Second and Muslim third, nothing but a Muslim. 119 Later on, the Muslim
students of Rajsahi College were very reluctant to take part in the Quit India
Movement.

Muslim students of Jalpaiguri demanded in a memorandum to

stop Saraswati Puja in the compound of Medical School. 120 A sonnet widely
circulated in the Sirajganj sub-divisional Muslim League Conference on
February, 1939; chose the subject of Congress opposition to reorganise the
Muslim masses The Muslims of India are no more unconscious in slumber. Yet Workers of the
Muslim League, play on your harp in the tune of Jinnah. Support the Muslim
League in all provinces of India in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Sindh and
Punjab the trumpet of the Muslim League is being blown in U.P, Karachi,
Central Provinces and Assam making a vibration on all sides. All the Nawabs
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and the rulers of India the Krisak Prajas and the peasantry of Muslim Bengal
have embraced Muslim League. Come, Ye. Muslim in lords, rally rounded the
banner of Muslim League, shouting Ailah-ho-Akbar, you followers of the
prophet. There is no politics or religion without League. The administration
department and the Education Policy are the organization of the Muslim
League. All the sects of India the Domes, the Chandals, the sweepers etc are
demanding the machinery of the state and the throne. At present the
Congress has captured the all of out of 11 provinces in India, and the
remaining four Bengal, Assam, The Punjab, and Sindh were the under the
control of Muslim League. Allah Box, the chief minister of Sindh, who was
selected by the Muslim League, has made a pact with the Congress. What is
the present situation of the Muslim League? Sindh has gone out of its
hand.The ministry of Sir Sidulla in Assam also fell through. The miserable
plight of the Muslims in Bihar and Orissa arouses pain in one's mind. Muslims
there are sacrificing their lives. In Bihar, Orissa, C.P and Karachi there are
Congress ministers. The Swarajist ministers of the Congress are full of
jealousy and animosity. In Orissa all the ministers are Hindus and there is no
place for the Muslims there. There is saying in all ages that that the hinder
part of the Hanuman (monkey) was made red. That Lakshman fell
unconsciously by the fatal shell of Lanka (cyclone). Muslim religion is being
repressed and cow killing is being suppressed. In educational institutions,
Hindu religion is taught and Bandemataram is sung. Urdu language has been
abolished and Hindi is being taught in its place. This has been passed in the
councils through mal administration of the Hindus. They offer sacrifices of
human beings before their Goddesses Durga and Kali. They stain each others
with colours during the Holi festival and eat ham. Remember the slaughter at
Gorrakpur and the heinous incident of Sitapur. The Hindus stops the Muharam
processions. One Akul Khan of Jaynagar P.S, sub-division Tilkari, Dist
Hazaribagh purchased meat in the market on the occation of his daughter's
marriage. He was inhumanly oppressed by the Hindus who were friends of
the Congress Raj on the plea that Akul Khan killed a calf belonging to them.
They were not satisfied only by looting house of Akul Khan but they killed a
pig and forcibly rubbed on the mouth of Akul khan who was made to drink it.
The Hindus of the said district violated the chastity of the Muslim women. The
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Star of India published an account of the incidents. The police department
being under the control of the Hindus had suppressed all these facts. At
Hazaribagh Sadar, the Commissioner,

however,

got information and

published the real fact. All the accused persons were Hindus. This is how the
Islam is meeting danger at the hands of the oppressive majority of the
attainment of Swaraj is only a hoax. The Hindus will become the rulers of
India. The Muslims are nothing but ignorant peasants and are eternal
slumber. The Congress of the Hindus has spread a trap in order to net others.
Pro Congress friends have not yet opened their eyes, On the pretext of
independence of India; the crooked minded Hindus are making Muslim
Congress men sing Bandemataram. The policy of the Hindus is all sham only
to deceive the Muslims. The key position of India will be held by the Hindus.
This is ail about the origin of the Muslim League - it owes its origin to the
great Nawabs of Dacca. Nawab Bahadur Salimulla, the Savor of the
degenerated Bengal is the father of the Muslim League, and opened it at his
own house at his own cost. Members from all parts of India were visited and
thus the League comes into existence. After sometime, the Nawab Sahib
breathed his last and the balky boat of the League gave way. There is the
western part of India, Mr. Jinnah, the nobble soul got hold of its reins in the
remote city of Bombay and he is now at its helm. The boat of Jinnah will cross
the ferry with pennant raised by the Muslims. Muslim League is the jewel of
our heads and it is the diamond mine of India. The fourteen points of Jinnah
must be supported by all the Muslims of India. In the Round Table
Conference of London, Swaraj was drowned in the water of the ganges. Selfgoal was accorded by the Prime Minister Mr. Macdonald. The Hindus
denuded a campaign to enjoy everything in the field of politics and education
to the exclusion of the light of the Islam. Fazlul Haq, the tiger of Bengal,
because the chief minister. Let us sing the victorious song of the Muslim
League and the ministers, the friends of the tenants who are all satisfied with
amendment of the Tenancy Act, where as Zamindars are all dissatisfied .The
ministers of Bengal have fulfilled their pledges. Sekendar Hayat Khan, the
chief ministers and the other ministers of the Punjab belong to the Muslim
League and the victorious flag of the League is soaring high. Politics of other
anti League organizations of the infidels of India are adding insult to injury.
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Bengal is the place of the origin of the League and its clarion call is being
resounded in all other provinces. It is the mandate of Khoda (God), the
dictates of the Koran (Muslim religious book) and the will of the prophet that
all brothers in faith should organize with in the League and establish its
victorious throne in Bihar and Orissa. The victorious flag of the League is
flying high throughout the length and breadth of India and sending its clarion
call repeatedly organize under it. Conse Ye :all the members of the councillet us start a campaign and rally round the banner of League.The Sirajganj
conference shouts victory to the League. Mr.Surawardy, the minister of the
labour is the president of the conference. He is the minister for working class.
I cordially thank ....... who have graced the conference by their presence
which has inspired an impetus in the minds of the villagers. 121

Table given below shows how Muslim League enhanced its strength in the various
districts of North Bengal before Quit India movement.

Table -1
District

Rajsahi

Year

Year

Year

1939

1940

1941

3079

4908

5681

S.P's comment
-

League's propaganda
during
census of
40-41

!---Jalpaiguri
Maida

6000

7000

8000

do

---

29000

43000

Number given by the
president of
the League,
may not be
correct.

Pabna

12783

13904

14572

Do

Dinajpur

1382

5087

6186

Propaganda by League

Rangpur

4879

7649

10701

do

Source:I.B report on Muslim League Membership, Government of Bengal, File No 14738(A) Part -1
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From mid-thirties, Muslims were unbeatable. They used the elections in the
Zillah's where they were minority in number. League held its position tight in
North Bengal; obtained 5 seats out of 7 in Rangpur. In 1936, they got hold of
half seats in the local board of Malda. 122 Congress obtained only 7 seats after
the elections in Jalpaiguri Municipality in the year 1939 though one non aligned candidate supported it. Members of the Muslim League with
Government nominees stood as the opposition. A meeting on 30th January,
1946 was adjourned as a mark of protest against the recklessness in the

streets of Bombay by the police and the military. On 29th August 1942, after
the adjournment, Roy Bahadur Bipulendranath Banerjee who voted against
the arrest of Congressmen was honoured as a member of British Empire. 123At
the same time, an effort was taken by Habibullah, Nawab of Dhaka and
'United Muslim party' to contest in the election, to take the void of Bengal
Muslim League. The President of B.M.L was Habibullah while its Vicepresident was Nawab Mossaraf Hossain of Jalpaiguri. 124 Hossain received the
courtesy title 'Nawab' in the year 1926 by the British,. In 1924 he was elected
at Bengal Legislative Assembly, in the reserved seat for Muslims from
Jalpaiguri-Malda. It then had no relation with Muslim League, but later
developed later on when Md. Zinnah went on to unite Muslim League and
United Muslim Party. With the condition the parties were united to induct
A.F.Rahman of United Muslim party to the League Parliamentary Board.

125

Muslim votes were the cause of Nawab Musharraff Hossian's success in
Jalpaiguri. 126 Nawab was dead against the K. P. P of Fajlul Haq who had
started to divert rural people. Nawab was not in favour of the C. D. Movement
and besides opposing it he also suppressed it. 127 Nawab who was also against
Quit India Movement was able to infuence a large section of Muslim masses
who deffered from the movement. Earlier he did not allow to hold the
Jalpaiguri Provincial Conference on the grounds of his estate. Despite
Hossian, it was the migrant Muslims from Noakhali-Kumilla, who presented the
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rigid Islamic model, which was supported by some local political Muslim
person of Jalpaiguri. 128

From 1940, onwards-Muslim League enjoyed the political gain of the K.P.P
and League imposed its decisions to the Haq Government. Persons, who were
convicted in communal cases were demanded to be released or their pending
cases asked to be withdrawn. This was considered by W.J.Palmer, then
Deputy Commissioner of Jalpaiguri as detrimental to the maintenance of law
and order in the province. He wrote - ... I do not consider that communal harmony
would be in any way promoted by the release of those very persons who have been
most concerned in creating communal disharmony. 129 0istrict officer, Maida S.B.
Hatch Barnwell held the same opinion

-In my opinion the communal rioting of 1941 was not so much a case of rioting
on general religious principles after the beginning, but a glorious opportunity
taken by the potentially criminal classes for licence and plunder at the expenses
of decent law abiding people of both communities, and appeasement in such
cases is not, in my opinion, called for. 130

Gorkha Sub-Nationalism in Respect of Nationalist Movement
Gorkha Sub-Nationalism originated when the British decided to maintain the
status of the district (Darjeeling) by a special status with a change in its form. It
was a Scheduled District from1874 to 1919 while it was change to backward
tract and excluded area from 1919 to 1935 and finally it was politically
excluded area under the 1935 Act. 131 The concept of Non-Regulated region
was what the British implied to the tribal or Adivasi oriented districts. It was For simple peoples as simple a system of administration as possible must be
devised which would bring them closely into touch with British officers and
would conform with the spirit but not with the letter of the Bengal Regulations.
Arrangements were made according whereby the peoples of annexed
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territories or of tracts inhabited by aboriginal tribes were governed under a
non-regulation system. 132

Deputy Commissioner of the District had the right to compel anyone to leave
the district within 24 hours. Sibaprasad Chatterjee defined the non-regulated
region as -The district treated as non-regulated area, means no general rules or
regulations were applicable to this area. Special laws and Regulations framed by the
Government were only applicable here. 133 According to the Government of India
Act of 1935; Darjeeling was treated as 'Partially excluded area'. The European
Association and Planters Association had an important role in the demand for
a Schedule District. The European tea planters wanted to keep the district
outside the sphere of reforms. 134 West Bengal Government memorandum to
states denoted .. It should be remembered that practically all the tea garden in the area were
until very recently either owned or controlled by the British merchants. The
Government of the time therefore did their best to exclude the area from the
normal administration and political set up in Bengal. Since this state of affairs
could be maintained only by segregating the local people from the people of
the plains, the Government did their best to keep alive the movement for a
Nepali Homefand. 135

Dambar Singh Gurung was elected from the reserved seat of Darjeeling in the
election of 1937. Indeed, hill people were fully aware of the fact about the
numerical insignificance of the Gorkhas in Bengal Assembly as a pressure
group. Hillman's association said on 11 Dec 1938 - ... their welfare is now
dependent on the exigencies of party politics in the Bengal Assembly and their utter
helplessness to their voice heard ... 136 It was Bengali oriented nationalism that
seemed to the Gorkha's of Darjeeling as Bengali hegemony that ignored their
aspirations as if it was not connected with the mainstream movement which
was in Bengal dominated by the Bengalis. Contemporary Communist party
member of Darjeeling district Satyendra Narayan Majumder observes-
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The post world war upsurge of the national liberation movement in the plains
of India did have its impact on the minds of the Gorkha masses. They began
to be conscious of their right to exist as a district entity within the Indian body
politic and the right to administer their own affairs. The Gorkha League tried to
act as symbol and mouthpiece due to certain historical reasons the leadership
of the Gorkha League could not take a clear anti-imperialist stand. Its outlook
was clouded with chauvinism, against the plain people, particularly against
the Bengalis. 137
English education and European planters life style influenced the Gorkhas and
as a result, a nucleus of English educated intelligentsia, contractors and petty
traders developed among the Gorkha urban population. Chhanda Chakraborty
highlighted another aspect that the Bengalis dominated the socio-culturai iife
of the natives. The Raja of Burdwan, Raja of Cooch Behar and some other
Zamindars along with other upper class professionals formed an exclusive
social circle. 138 The Gorkha emerging middle class was looking for
professional services who were earlier confined within Bengali baboos.
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Hillman's Association suggested in 1930 that -The services of this area
be independent of the province of Bengal and separate from it and should
recruited from local people. 140 In 1934 the demand of the association was
far, all culturable land has remained an exclusive reserve for the hill people. Newly
emerged contractors, traders, and timber merchants wanted the share of the
economy of the hill areas from the grip of the Marwari and Bihari's. So, the H
demanded - reserving Government contract and excise settlement for hill people
and in the appointments in the hills. It was the hegemony of the Bengali legal
practitioners, medical persons and the persons holding municipal body.
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It

was quite natural for the Hillmans Association to demand special 'safeguards'
for the Nepali's of Darjeeling. It was written in their memorandum -We live in an
absolutely different world from the rest of the people of Bengal. Geographical,
racial, historical, religious and linguistic factors they stressed as the reason of
the difference. They were not 'discontent' or 'dissatisfied' with the present
system of Government. Their plea to the Chief Secretary of Bengal that -
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-the district should be excluded from them and that the evolution of our
political life should be towards a district local Government of our own on such
lines as may be approved by the British Government. 142
However, in spite of being within the same Non-Regulated Region they were
from the facilities the people in the plains enjoyed. It seems to Prodyot Basu
the cause of the financial decline of the Tarai region was the management of
the Haats and Bazars by D.l fund. Once the British felt the need to establish
some Haats in Siliguri, Matigara, Bagdogra, Naxalbari, Kharibari, Fansideoa
and other regions. The D.l fund was to develop Darjeeling town and to extend
and reconstruct Darjeeling hill station. Administrator of the D.l fund was
Deputy Commissioner of Darjeeling, S.D.O and local administrator. Tolls
collected from those Haats and Bazars were deposited in the D.l fund.
According to Prodyut Bose the huge money that was exacted from the Tarai
region were spent to develop those Bazars and Haats, but to develop
Darjeeling town. Bose wrote -This oppression from a long past could be stopped by
the united protest of the people of Tarai region and this will surely helpful for the Tarai
people. 143 Later on, the tussle between Siliguri and Darjeeling District Congress
Committee

was

linked

with

economic

dissimilarities.

Tarai

Jotedar's

association, found that interest of the Jotedars, not matched with the tea
planters.

Gorkhas demanded for their national identity in between 191

1940 and at last

in the early forties the Gorkha league was formed. From then Gorkha's
demanded separate land for them. Establishment of Gorkha league drifted
the Gorkhas from the nationalist movement and focused on their special
demand for Gorkha identity. By this time, they vacillated between the demands
of a separated state and merged with Assam. Gorkha Leagues plea to viceroy
Linlithgow on 12 August 1943 clears their stand during the forties -That the Gorkhas who are domiciled in India, or their fathers or grand
fathers, came out of Nepal in order to serve the British to conquer India and
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Burma, and have been the mainstay of the British Government in preserving
peace of the country. They have been true to the salt, and amidst all the
political disturbances, they have remained steadfastly loyal to the British and
have done their duty and obeyed orders. For their loyalty and devotion to the
British cause during the mutiny of 1857-58, during the last war, and during all
these years of political disturbances of 1942, they have been named butchers
and not soldiers 144 by different sections of the people of India; they have
earned hatred and odium, but they have remained steadfastly loyal to the
British cause and have done their duty and obeyed orders. Their services in
this war on the African front, and particularly in Burma, are known to nearest
private of the british battalions that were engaged.

But in spite of their long and loyal services, they have not been recognized as
a

community in India. In spite of their long and loyal services, they have

consistently been ignored. The Montague- Chemsford reforms of 1919 made
no mention of the British Gorkhas; the Government of India act of 1935
recognized the right of every small community but the three million Gorkhas in
India and Burma were ignored. The Gorkhas were not represented in central
legislature and even in provinces like Assam, Bengal, United Provinces, the
Punjab, and Burma, where the Gorkhas have settled in large numbers for
generations, having in many cases, cleared the lands first, no seat is reserved
for them in the provinciallegisfatures. 145

Gorkhas wanted to be recognized by the British to save their native
and language and authorise their political status. Their recognition as a minor
community of India to safeguard their interest by the Cripps Mission seems to
them more important than any other popular political demand. At the same
time, Communists supported the popular demand of 'Gorkhasthan' and
Gorkha autonomy. The active Communist like Ratanlal Brahman or Charu
Majumder voiced their support. These demands during the forties were able to
strengthen, the organization of the Communists in the hill areas of Bengal.
Communists also wanted to include Nepal and Sikkim within the periphery of
Gorkhasthan. 146 Communists were different in their approach of claiming
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Gorkhasthan. They opposed the British imperialist plan of excluding the district
of Darjeeling from the rest of India. The plan of H.A was to establish Darjeeling
and into a separate chief commissioners province. In December 1941 it
submitted in its memorial to Lord Pethick Lawrence, Secretary of State of
India. Communists considered the H.A as the local agents of the British
imperialism. 147

Observations
In the 40's, sub-nationalist movement in some districts of Northern Bengal and
alternative politics, affected by religious minded people were the forces that
hindered or changed the pace and stability of the nationaiist movement. In this
chapter, the hypothesis will be the realisation of those movements and politics
that may not have been helpful for the mainstream nationalist movement but
that divulged the various currents

and cross-current politics running

simultaneously with the nationalist movement. India's wide alternative politics
of Mahasava, League and Communists were also linked with the regional
interest of the Rajbansis and Gorkhas.This interest was nothing but the special
demands that were not taken into consideration within the Congress agenda.
In other words, ideologically or in reality Congress was not a party, which
could absorb those demands within its agenda. Gandhi was not able to launch
the Quit India Movement addressed to the local issues. Hence, a large section
of the Rajbansi and Gorkha's were indifferent to the movement.
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Chapter-S

Closing Stages of the Movement and Its Impact on the
Advance History of Northern Bengal
British Policy of Suppression Management was one of the causes of the end
of the Movement. Nevertheless, the Movement had an impact on the native
state of Gooch Behar, existing Bengali literature and the advance history of
Bengal.

End of the Movement

The movement as rejected by the Muslim students and masses had become a
movement of the Hindu students at last. Started with great endeavour, the
movement was limited within the Hindu students. It seems from the police
records that after the mid of September1 942, the movement was subjugated
by the British. But the letters of the American Missionary reveals the tension
still continued. Ama wrote Lyndell dated 22nd September 1942

... I expect they (some missionaries) feel Congress troubles would make village work in
Basti almost impossible A Miss and his wife in Bihar were sicked up by an armoured car
from their station and rushed to the mission house in a town near by. Not allowed to
stay right out in the villages, though they were old senior miss. On the whole, we near
Miss have continued visiting houses in the Bazaar and continuing normally in many
places even where there has been Govt officers, P. 0 and railway who have been in real
danger. Pray for Olwen Nicholson. She had to stay alone in the Bunglow one day while
her husbend went to protect the railway workshop from a mob. Just heard of some
School Miss, who was taken from their school by the Govt to a safer.
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1

Hindu students lost their focus from Quit India after long gap during Durga
Puja. The Puja in all the districts of North Bengal lasted for quite sometime. All
the schools and colleges during the vacation were closed so no movement
could take place which resulted in a gap in the movement as well as a fall in
enthusiasm among the students .2

The table below is showing the gap of the movement in different districts of
North Bengal:
Table -1

...-------

District

·--------~

Rajsahi

261" September -

19 fi October- II November
191" Sep

Rangpur
Bogra
-

X
111

1

Pabna

'---------·

---

26ffi September- 7ffi November

Jalpaiguri

----

Gap for Puja vacation

---

-

--

21st February

5th October- 191" November

Darjeeling

gtn October - 15'" February

Dinajpur

12 th October -

Maida

2iv. October- 23'° February

f-.-

X

Source: Political, District officers chronicle of events of disturbances consequent

upon the all

India Congress Committee Resolution of August 1942 and the arrest of Congress leaders
thereafter August 1942 to middle of March 1943 (Aiipore, Supt, Govt print 1943).

Quit India lost its momentum when the Congress officially denied its
responsibility. Thereafter the issue was Gandhi's fast. From Darjeeling to
Rangpur prisoners fasted for the demand of the release of Gandhi. Group
politics and limited periphery caused the surrender of the partakers. Mishra
surrendered on Maida, realised his limitation of work outside his influence and
lastly because he was tired. Mishra and Roy, surrendered not only because
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they were tired but since their felt work area was inactive. Mishra's survey in
almost all areas of Maida reveals this fact. Therefore, Mishra did not want the
common people to rescue them in the early morning when he and others were
arrested. When people refused to give food to the police who had arrested
Mishra and Dyutidhar Roy; it was Mishra who arranged food for all 3 • Ramhari
Roy who was bored of not being able to do mush was happy to be jailed since
he could not meet his colleagues in the jail and ready to do anything to come
to the jail. Subodh Ranjan Mishra and Haridas Chatterjee did not maintain the
chain of communication that was planned 4 Nalini Pakrashi was not a man to
follow a planned programme. He went to Bhutanir Haat and demanded
independence as Alipurduar. Pakrashi send Santosh Bhatyacharya back to
A!ipurduar and he went to Ja!paiguri to join with the procession of
Khagendranath Dasgupta and was jailed. Pakrashi favoured to propagate like
a bard for the Congress 5 • They arrested (Subodh Ranjan Mitra, Haridas
Chatterjee, Nalinikanta Pakrashi) while Dutta Singh Sanyasi and Piyush Kanti
Mukherjee fled. Naren Daga and Jagannath Biswas werte unable to do
anything at Falakata6 • Only Sunil Sarkar of Kumargramduar organised a
Movement. They regularly they organized meetings, inspired by the lectures of
Netaji heard over the radio. Mukherjee went weekly there to inspire them
conveyed the appeals of Netaji to the Congress and the message of Gandhi to
the people of lndia. 7

Worse condition of the sub-divisional Congress made Pakrashi shift his
political promotion and based it on Hinduism 8 . He then tried to organise the
rural masses of Duars and tea gardens in the name of religious reform and as
a priest9 . However, some leaders prayed for mercy and were released from
jail. Deben Das did not return to his job of the schoolmaster10 . Sunil Sarkar,
the organiser of the movement of Kumargramduar went to Kohima to see
Netaji's advancement, but at last, he joined the Communist Party 11 . The end
of the Quit India Movement and the communal atmosphere shoved Pakrashi
towards Hinduism. At the peak of his political career, he whole-heartedly
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worked under Khagendranath Dasgupta and in the last phase of his career, he
was engaged with Mr, Kaul to suppress the labour agitations in the tea
gardens
station.

12

13

.

Kaul provided him half bigha land near Alipurduar New civil

A man from Rangpur, Pakrashi was not able to reach the upper

strata of the Congress in Alipurduar, because of his poverty. He was criticised
by Congress leader Jamini Kanta Chattopadhyay. Life and politics of Nalini
Pakrashi itself was a review of the Congress politics from and within.

British Policy of Suppression Management
Much before the Movement was launched the Government started preparing
to take measures against it. in the year 1940 on

th

March, Chief Secretary

J.R Blair prepared a comparison between the previous and forthcoming C.D
movement. In the movement of 1932, jail term was limited to 5 months in
Bengal. Secondly, the movement of 1932-34 was concurrent in Bengal at the
crest of the terrorist activities, but after six years, the scenario was different.
Previously Government was not at war and that would be helpful for taking
firm actions. The year 1939-40 was an year of economic prosperity, therefore
economic agitation would not be an extra force to strengthen the movement.

14

It was expected that the following organisations would take part in the
forthcoming movement, sponsored by A.I.C.C. 15

1.

A.I.C.C

2.

B.P.C.C

3.

F.B and all other groups allied to it.

4.

C.P.I

5.

B.P.K.S

6.

B.P.S.F

7.

B.L.P

8.

C.S.P
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9.

C.L.I

10.

L.R.C

11.

B.L.A.

12.

S.P.I (Bipin Gangulies Organisation).

13.

S.L (Satindranath Sengupta's Organization in Barisal).

British though worried about the probable movement were also convinced that
the Hindu middle class as a whole and Muslim community would be against it.
It was also expected that Hindu Mahasava may be neutral as an organisation,
although individual members were likely to take part in it. It was assumed that
if the A.I.C.C orders a C.D movement both the riaht wina and left wino would
~

~

~

take part. However, if a movement was launched by the left wing alone, it was
likely to receive wide support 16 . J.R Blair said on the Commissioner's
Conference in Governments house on 2nd July 1942 that the forth-coming
movement would be a serious problem if it received mass support. While
Shyama Prasad Mukherjee thought that, the movement would not make any
way, the topmost problem he estimated was the anti-Govt activities of the
Muslim League 17 . A. J. Das said about the probability of movement in his
district Rajsahi, that 99% population seemed to be apathetic and the
remainder were well disposed. Rajsahi was not a district affected by denial
policy. But he was concerned about probable price rise and failure to maintain
food supply.

As the British were ready for massive mass movement and were at last
was able to stop it by the 'swiftness and intensity of Government's repressive
measures'.

18

Informers, opposite groups, parties against the movement made

the task easy for the British. For example, reasons found by Siren De Sarkar
for the exclusion of Santals in the movement of Balurghat was the observation
of the Santals through the Deshmajhis at the village level and the Parganitis at
the Union and Thana level. The second reason what Sarkar found was not
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only applicable for the Santals of Balurghat. Missionary's influence over the
tribals was able to impede the anti-British feeling. 19

Despite quick measures, mentality of the insurgents or their indecisive attitude
and delay made the suppression management easier. Prodyot Basu wrote in
his memorium about the mentality in Siliguri that when early in the morning
Dhirenbabu came to his house and said that a procession would gather in the
Town that day and people would call out for the British to Quit India. He
cautioned him that since the S.D.O is pro- British so there were great chances
of unpleasant incidents.

20

As a bystander Basu reported-

Realised the possibility of unpleasant incident I move forward with some
friends (Captain C.C. Oasgupta, Siren Roy Sarkar, Dijesh Gupta, Oijen Roy
Sarkarkar, Sarnakamal Dasgupta and others). The procession is coming
after circling Babupara towards the front of the Thana (Tin shade and
wooden room). Near about 1000 men was in the procession. In the frontline
other than the women, there were Bireshwar Majumdar, Pratul Maitra,
members, and relatives of the families of Siumangal Singh. There was no
boundary or gate in the Thana. Rabble was armed by Lathi (stick), bamboo
and other weapons. Procession was violent and not peaceful. The then
S.D.O K.K. Ghosh was seated in the Thana, headed with a Haat on a chair.
Daroga and constable numbered about 7-8 were standing beside him. Mob
put slogans and eager to enter the Thana. There was none to control them.
Meanwhile it was heard that reserve force is coming. Thana was
surrounded by the mob from two sides- intend to crush on it .21

Seeing this detrimental situation, Bose moved fast to instruct Bireshwarbabu
to put the mob in the Bazar but Bireshwarbabu failed to do so. Agitated mob
moved towards Thana to demolish it. Basu told S.D.O K.K.Ghosh not to take
any drastic step, as Bireshwarbabu and other tried to put the masses in
another place. S.D.O was trembling and terrified he was screaming at the
masses. If the mob would try to capture the Thana unpleasant incident could
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not be prevented. The S.D.O after the reserve police came in gathered
courage. When people threw stones from the Bazar, S.D.O ordered to fire and
7-8 men were killed. Two-Congress leaders yelled on the road that the S.D.O
had killed so many people and they were unable to do anything 22 • That was
not an exceptional case of North Bengal. The mob surrounded the
Kumargramduar Thana of Duars or the mob surrounded the Thana of
Harishchandrapur, Maida hesitated to take over the Thana and naturally gave
enough time to the police. Despite that, isolated politics, caused clash
between vicinities. It was an unwrapped clash between hill and the plain. The
politicians of Jalpaiguri wanted to be in command of the politics of Alipurduar.
Piyush Kanti Mukherjee wrote in his autobiography - Jalpaiguri thought that
Alipurduar is her subject. Therefore, it must not have independent opinion. 23
Moreover; the leadership of Calcutta had little deliberation of the politics of
North Bengal, apart from any forthcoming election or political movement.

Fines imposed for the disturbances in Bengal was also were used as a
weapon of divide and rule policy. The authorities exempted the Muslims as a
community and charged Hindus as a community though some of them may be
innocent24 The Police did not exempt Darjeeling and Mymensingha was
partially excluded regions from collective fines. 25 One of the causes of
Shyama Pprasad Mukherjee's resign from the Ministry was the forceful fine to
the Hindus. Fines imposed to the inhabitants of Bhaluka and Par Bhaluka Rs
2000 and 3000 for Harishchandrapur, south Harishchandrapur and Pipla
Kashimpu,-2 6 • By this time, some touts erroneously collected money from the
common people, assuring them to delete their name from the police record.
Touts mingling with police puzzled the public. By this way, police greased their
palm. 27 The Police however did not stop their raids to Bhaluka and
Harishchandrapur after the arrest of Subodh Mitra and other leaders the police
tried to break their mental strength and succeeded by informing them that
Pathan (Afgan Muslim) soldiers were coming to rape the women of Bhaluka.

28

I. B network of the police seemed too inefficient. Six men who were prosecuted
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for uprooting railway tracks were innocent. In the daylight, 40/50 men slashed
telegraph wires in Harishchandrapur, but four prosecuted who were not
present in that village at the time. 29 The inhabitants of Balurghat and three
adjacent villages of Dhakhin Chak Bhabani, Khadimpur and Dakra had to pay
Rs 75000 an imposed fine. The Govt servants or Muslims were exempted
while those who were directly or indirectly involved in the disturbances had to
pay.3o

Obeidul Haque, son of the Magistrate of Balurghat, and four others who were
arrested in connection with the incident of 14th September had been
discharged. The father of Obedul Haque, President of the local Muslim
League, paid Rs 200 as his share of the collective tax imposed on the
residents. 31 The Hindu Inhabitants of Balurghat out of the total Rs 75000
deposited more than rupees 30,000 at the local Sub-Treasury. Maharaj
Bahdur Singh, a Zamindar of Baluchar Murshidabad was also charged to pay
fine of Rs 10000, since he had 'Kachari' in Balurghat town. 32 Twenty-five
inhabitants of Moranga paid Rs 500 as fine. 33 Police closed the shops of the
Khaddars and charka schools at Sirajganj and Brahman be ria. 34 1t was. the
British policy of oppression of the August Movement in 1942 to destroy the
system of production and reservation of food grains. 35

Effect on Literature: Northern Bengal Perspective

Narayan Ganguly, the famous Bengali author was born and brought up in
Paharpur of Dinajpur, in his school days was engrossed in Gandhian

Satyagraha. At the time, Gandhi launched Quit India Movement; Ganguly was
a professor in Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri. 36 One of his famous short
story 'ltihas 37 is based on Quit India Movement. The author though, however,
did not mention the actual location of the story. But it can be easily assumed
that the place was Paharpur, beside the river Atrei. In this regard, recap is
necessary. At that time the politics of Paharpur and Thakurgaon sub-division
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was controlled by C.L.I group, led by Khemesh Ranjan Chatterjee and
associated by Amalendu Bagchi, others, and Chatterjee's sister Nirupama was
actively involved. Khemesh planned an armed revolution during the days of
Quit India. Hence, he was arrested before the Movement began. Thereafter
Nirupama led the upsurge of her group and she was arrested?8 Ganguly's
above-mentioned story 39 similarly had three characters. Lokesh(See the
similarity with the name Khemesh) ,her sister Pranati and their father
Amarnath. The mentality of Amarnath as portrayed by Ganguly as a typical
elderly mentalitywho used to remember the glorious days of the Palas and
compare the present condition with anarchy. Her sister for giving up
'Satyagraha' condemned Lokesh. She said -But dada( brother) are we learned
the Satyagraha in this way ? The author also explained the contemporary
situation in the following words But August of 1942 stands on the door. Voice of Congress was choked.
leaderless country's agitation is exploring like
Oozing out blood.

~

monster. Setting ablaze,

40

At the end of the story, the author finished with the success of the Satyagraha
and non-violence when Pranati gave shelter to the police (Daroga, who shot of
her brother) and his wife and children in her house. The story, however,
viewed how Quit India movement was detached from Gandhian path.
Ganguly on his famous novel. 'Mandra - Mukhar' 41 depicted the Quit India
Movement in Balurghat. As his novel mentioned the sub-divisional town as
'Nischintapur' of North Bengal, but it is easy to see that, the author has kept up
the incidents of Balurghat movement. The novel started with the morning of gth
August where some gossip-loving middle class people are found to be fed up
by the long lasting unsuccessful Gandhian movement. Accordingly, they do
not think that recent 'Quit India' would not do much. It was beyond their
imagination that Quit India Movement would start in their secluded sub-
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divisional town. Some young energetic men like Brojen, Promod organised the
Rajbansis and Santals from the villages across the river. Similarity is found
here we find the Movement of Balurghat by Saroj Ranjan Chatterjee and
others with the Rajbansi and Santals of Tapan and other villages across the
river Atrei. 42 Ganguly named the lower class leader Lalchand Monda I who died
in the firing of the police. Here too there is a similarity with the name Fulchand
Murmu, the tribal leader of Balurghat Movement. 43 Ganguly maintained the
link with history. Promod and Binod also absconded when the movement
ended like Saroj and other leaders of Balurghat. According to Ganguly's novel,
the movement of 'Nischintapur' started on 14th August as the movement of
Balurghat embarks on 141h September. He also maintained the amount of the
collective fine imposed on the inhabitants of 'Nischintapur' as that of the
Balurghat.

Affect on a Native State: Gooch Behar
Ranajit Guha questioned if Indian nationalism was conceived, born and
brought up from British administration. If it was he questioned the forces
behind the mass movement on the native states. 44 We are thankful to the
geographic location of North Bengal that the native state Cooch Behar was the
example to prove Guha right. Gandhi however considered the native states as
an undivided portion of India. So, he estimates that the freedom struggle of
India is equally applicable to the native states too. Gandhi's appeal was to the
Prince's of the native states to break away from the British dominance. Gandhi
again appealed to the Princes of the native states before launching Quit India
Movement that the struggle was directed against British authority, not to the
Kings of the native states. Hence the Princes also cautioned that if they joined
with their foreigner lords, they may compel the populace to announce war
against both of them. 45
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Though the state Gooch Behar belonged to the group A category, classified by
the British, gun salutes were allowed for their Maharajas. The benevolent ruler
of

the

state

like

Nripendranarayan,

Jitendranarayan

and

Jagadwipendranarayan had sympathy with the Congress. 46 Gayatri Devi
informed in her autobiography that 'Charka' was introduced in Gooch Behar. 47
Maharajas despite their sympathy with the Congress did not allow C.D.
Movement inside the native state. Deportation Law could banish a person
outside the state within 24 hours. Maharaja Jagadipwipendranarayan clearly
stated in Lansdown hall on 1oth July 1942 that Congress misled the people by
way of launching a movement at the hour of crisis, which jeopardized the
security of lndia. 48 In spite of the Maharaja's indifference and suppressive
measures, the movement continued to spread in the state. 49 Many meetings
were arranged and leader like Prafulla Tripathi of Jalpaiguri provided the
leadership. 50 Nilmani Mukherjee of Jugantar group wrote Sachinbabu in
September, 1942 -

-After reaching Cooch Behar, I tried my utmost to speak something in some
meeting of that place regarding the Tripura State but after discussing with the
inhabitants of this state I learnt that as a rule no meeting can be organized in
the Gooch Behar state without the permission of the vice president of the
council. If an ordinary police officer believes or suspects that one is engaged
in discussing about political movement in the state or is trying to do so or is
staying in the state with that object in view, he is externed from the state
within 24 hours. There is arrangement for special vigilance so that no
Congress, Krisak or Praja movement in any form may grow up in the state.
Arduous attempt is being made from Rangpur. But great difficulty is being
found to start a movement whatsoever in the Cooch Behar state. If the
movement is started at all there, I presume, We shall have close connection
with it, put it appears to me that it will be altogether impossible to start it. 51
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Two Congressmen, Keshab Dutta and Anil Chakroborty entered the state and
were arrested. Both were jailed. 52Though the success of the Movement in
Gooch Behar was not praiseworthy, indeed it had a positive effect on the
inclusion of Gooch Behar in India after independence. Men who took active
part in the inclusion were none other than the nationalist leaders of Jalpaiguri.
The effort of Hitasadhani Sabha and two ministers Amanatullah Khan
Choudhury and Satish Chandra Singha to merge Gooch Behar State was
resisted by the nationalists, who was previously involved in spreading
nationalism in the native state. On 24th May 1949 in a conference at Arya
Natya Samaj Aruna Dasgupta, Sasadhar Kar, Abani Dhar Guha Neogi,
Birendra Chandra Ghosh, Prafulla Kumar Tripathi, Satish Chandra lahiri,
Charu

Chandra

Sanyal,

Sailendra

Chandra

Bhoumik,

Khagendranath

Dasgupta,Satyendranath Moulik and Rabindranath Sikdar were in favour of
the inclusion of Cooch Behar in India. Nationalists, however, were able to
spread approach of nationalism in the native state. As Gayatri Devi
remembersEven as children in Cooch Behar we had supported the idea of
independence, Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru had been school
room heroes and we often shouted Congress slogan about a free and
United India. 53
It was the success of Indian nationalism that penetrated in the native state
through the Gandhian movements that was at last able to dormant the effort of
Hitasadhani Sabha or the movement of Rajasthan. 54

Impact on the Advance History of Northern Bengal

Piyush

Kanti

Mukherjee

who

was

behind

the

movement

of

55

Kumargramduar was requested to organize Quit India Movement in Assam.
Mukherjee's endeavour to organise mass movement in Assam, however was
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not effective. He was not able to connect nationalist link between two areas
either. This resulted in the inclusion of Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar in India.
One day a few M.C.A and Ramanibabu from Dhubri came to Piyush Kanti
Mukherjee and informed that Nawab of Jalpaiguri was contemplating to join
with Pakisthan. If Gooch Behar would carry out the same whim then he
wanted to know whether they were ready to see the merging of Alipurduar with
Assam. Mukherjee not only agreed to join with Assam but also undertook an
oath that the joining of Jalpaiguri and Gooch Behar with Pakisthan would be
prevented. There were 23% Muslims in Jalpaiguri and 40% in Gooch Behar.
This information reported by Mukherjee to Sardar Ballav Bhai Patel who told
him to discuss the matter with Dr Bidhan Chandra Roy and suggested
Mukherjee to collect one lakh-supporting signature in favour of joining the
areas in question with West Bengal. 56 But the then present map of West
Bengal was beyond the expectation of the leaders like Khagendranath
Dasgupta of Jalpaiguri. No one other than this leader knew it well that the
strength of alternative politics and its capability to paralyse the nationalist
movement. So, Dasgupta pointed out to the editor of Anandabazar Patrika that
Jalpaiguri and Darjeeling district though included with West Bengal were
however secluded from other districts geographically. It appeared that this was
done as a plan to give gusto to the Gurkha league to break up from West
Bengal. 57 In the year 1952 when Nehru visited Darjeeling, Gorkha league
demanded the district to be a central province. Dasgupta was right to predict
the future.

Quit India Movement started in the month of August-September or at the end
of the year 1942. It was stated in the previous chapters that economic crisis in
rural Bengal was palpable during the time. Hence, nor the Congress or the
Communists were able to organize mass struggle more vigorously. Even the
brutality of the famine was unable to transform the character of the
movement. 58The criticism of the movement by the Communists was not fruitful
for them. They realized from the result of the election of 1946 that they were
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disconnected from the freedom aspiring urban people. 59 The Communists
nominated six candidates, but only two won. Jawaharlal Nehru came to
campaign in favour of the Congress candidates. He said against Kalpana
Dutta in Chattagram that Dutta is a deserving candidate, but her party the
C.P.I is not believable as per as the freedom of India was concerned. Nehru
voiced his opinion against the Communists in his speeches on Chattagram
and Rajsahi, particularly their role against the Quit India Movement. This point
not only caused Dutta's defeat, but only two among the six Communists won
the election. The point was so much effective that Communists had to
withdraw one candidate in Dinajpur at least to secure one Rupnarayan Roy's
seat.

60

On the contrary, the movement marooned its participants. The

Congress thus did not welcome the organisers of the movement. Subodh
Kumar Mishra tussled with Atul Kumar of Maida before the Movement began.
Moreover, when the movement ended, Mishra was released from jail and was
not able to adjust with Zillah Congress. Later on, he though engaged in politics
and stressed on the rural development of Pipla. He was completely detached
with Congress officially and even did not stand as a candidate of Congress
nominee. Piyush Kanti Mukherjee was actively involved with F. B. He regularly
discussed political matters with Hemanta Bose, Amar Ghosh and others
leaders of F, B at Muktaram Babu Street, Calcutta. After independence,
Mukherjee was elected as member of the Legislative Assembly from Congress
and Hemanta Bose commented that it was very sad to see Mukherjee on the
opposite side.The name of Nalini Pakrashi of Duars was proposed by Piyush
Kanti Mukherjee as a candidate in the election just after independence in
1952. But the Congress party did not approve his proposal. Nalini Pakrashi
was then simply detached, later on from Congress politics. The party did not
help Mukherjee though nominated from

Kumargramduar Constituency

financially. In spite of that, he knew that he would win because of his strong
image in the Quit India Movement. 61
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Congress did not agree to take the responsibility of the movement. In the
report made by Kalipada Mukherjee, Secretary District Congress Committee
Balurghat wrote that the incidents of paddy looting were not connected with
Congress 62 Persons convicted in the districts, but were the members of the
socialist parties within the Congress. Indeed, orthodox leaders were not ready
to accept or praise them. Nishith Nath Kundu, M.L.A of Dinajpur was arrested
in Calcutta for his participation in the Quit India Movement. He claimed some
requisite as a security prisoner to Fazlul Haq. Haq answered that the number
of security prisoners had increased after the 'Movement of Congress' that
caused the scarcity of the requirements of the prisoners. Then Kiran Sankar
Roy protested against the word 'Movement of the Congress'. He said that
Congress did not start the movement Whatever happened was the expression
of the aggrieved mentality of the people. Haq also agreed with Roy and altered
it by stating that the actual utterance must be 'the movement which was
started after the proposal (Wardha) accepted by the Congress'. 63 After the
Movement came to an end the socialist minded, leaders were officially left
Congress. They were Sachin Dasgupta in Jalpaiguri, Deben Jha, Manik Jha
and others in Maida were the examples.

The failure of the Quit India

Movement was that it overlooked the black marketing and created crisis of the
Jotedars. The rural peasantry of Bengal did not find their way out in the Quit
India Movement. Hence, the shift was obvious for the socialist minded leaders
who were famous for demanding independent government during the days of
Quit India Movement. One of the active Communist of Dinajpur Abani Lahiri
described the shift of Nana Pati! and Sheik Kaka of Satara Patri government or
Sarju Pande and Jharkhand Rai of Ajamgarh towards communism with this
perspective. Despite of all its limitations, the movement inspired the politicians
of the next generations.
I was ecstatic to hear the struggle of peasants, young's and students of
Rangpur against the British in the movement of 42. Oh, may I take part in the
movement. 64
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Observations
The movement ended since it was limited within Hindu students. The British
Govt was prepared much earlier than the movement was launched. Perhaps
their preparation was much better than the organizers of the movement. At
last, the movement ended, with the inclusion of the native state in India after
independence. As in the case of literature, Narayan Ganguly portrayed the
movements of Dinajpur in his novel and short story. Further politics of North
Bengal had affected both its organisers and the opposition of the Movement.
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Conclusion

Political changes in perspective of Indian politics duly effected undivided
Bengal and its northern counterpart. These changes were deeply rooted in
socio-economic situation. Bengal politics before Gandhi surged extremism by
Anusilan, Jugantar and other groups. Gandhi's intervention and Satyagraha
Movement with the promise of gaining Swaraj in a year attracted a number of
groups while others did not believe in the utopian concept. Swarajya Party of
C.R.Das, named consequently, aiming to the goal Gandhi promised was
unable to reach the end. After the death of C.R. Das, the tussle between
Gandhi and Subhash Bose was the solitary feature of Bengal politics. Despite
Bose's immense influence in Bengal, Gandhi was also strong in his position
along with Sengupta, Sasmal, Khadi group and others. Bengal Congress was
grouped, engaged to strengthen its own group. Likewise, Bengal leaders of
North Bengal were mostly upper caste Hindus, dominating both left and right
wings. Leaders of North Bengal were divided into Gandhi and Bose group.
Subhash Bose established the Forward Block within the Congress with the
support of Jugantar and other groups. While anti Subhash lobbies were strong
in Calcutta, in the case of North Bengal districts most the new generation
leaders joined F.B. Khagendranath Dasgupta, Charu Chandra Sanyal in
Jalpaiguri, Debendranath Jha in Maida and Nishith Nath Kundu -all shifted to
F.B. But the sudden demise of Sengupta and Sasmal and expulsion of Bose
from India put Bengal Congress in the hands of 'inefficient big five' leaders
who usually showed their activity during elections.

During the closing year of the First World War, Congress-Jotedar tie organised
the no rent campaign and Haat transfer Movement, different from the
movement organised by Kishan Sabha during the 1940. No rent campaign
and Haat transfer Movement of the Congress was confined to the Duars
region, where government assured the role of the Zamindar. This kind of
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movement was not harmful for the Jotedars, but for the tea planters, who used
to control (with the help of the authority) rise of the food price, so that workers
of the tea gardens were not hostile towards authority. Congress organised
movement for Haat transfer led by Jotedars, reflected the Jotedars' enmity
against tea planters. On the other hand, Bose Brothers avoided the burning
topic of the time and the abolition of the Zamindari system in the Jalpaiguri
session of the provincial Congress. Peasantry came from long at first and was
obstructed by the announcement of the visiting charge two annas and
thereafter did not find their hearty point of abolishing Zamindari system from
the topmost leaders of the Bengal Congress .It was the peasantry of North
Bengal that came closer to the leaders of the Bengal Congress. Indeed,
leaders ignored the message of the masses. At the time peasant movement
like Haat Tala Movement or No Rent Movement was notable in North Bengal,
Congress failed to organise mass movement or popular upsurge. Election
onward political pattern was changed in North Bengal. In the rural areas of
Dinajpur, leftist party C.L.I and Communists strengthened their power. Student
politics was based on their attachment to subversive groups, since the
success of any political movement in Bengal was dependent on the
combination of three factors- patterns and activities of the revolutionary groups
within the district, activities of the new generation inside the Congress and the
participation of the rural masses, directed by leftwing Congressmen and
Communists.

Socialist part of the Congress had separate working plan for the dislocation of
communication system, which was not supported by the orthodox Congress
leaders. Jayprakash Narayan, Achyuta Pattabardhan and Aruna Asaf Ali were
behind the screen. The movement of Alipurduar, Maida had indirect link with
the socialist leaders. The programme of dislocation of the railway, road and
telegraphic wire was organised according to the plans of the socialist leaders
of the Congress. Subversive groups were active in many districts of Bengal.
Success of any movement depends on their organisation and decision of
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participation. All the subversive groups in Bengal took the advantage of the
Congress movement as an opportunity of seizing power. Netajee's F.B was an
umbrella type organisation of supporters of a section of subersive groups.
Bose's speech on Barlin Radio on 31 August 1942 again talked about those
plans of dislocation. Sunil Sarkar and others inspired the Rajbansis of
Kumargramduar with the reference of the speech of Subhash Bose. It seemed
from this study that workers participated in the previous non-violence
movement launched by Gandhi were absent or inactive in some areas of
Northern Bengal. A long gap of nationalist movement launched by Gandhi, the
politics during and after 1937 election changed the pattern of Zillah politics,
and the organisational strength of the Congress lost its control over local
situation. Regionally there also emerged a section of leaders like Prodyot
Kumar Basu of Siliguri who felt comfortable to take part in the elections and
avoided the political movements. Their tendency was to write articles in the
newspapers and keep good relations with the administrative personnel.
Narayan Ganguly portrayed this kind of Characters in his novel 'MandraMukhar'. At the same time, Charu Chandra Sanyal and Khagendranath
Dasgupta maintained relations with the Communists as well as old
Congressmen. Satinath Lahiri was the man, example of a strict Gandhian
Congress member; at the same time branch of Hindu Mahasava was
established in his house. During CPI influenced Haat tola and Adhiar
Movement, he was President of some committees. Kishan Sabha's movement
against illegal tax directly threatened the control as well as economic interest
of the Jotedars. Malay Sankar Bhatyacharya, the former researcher in this
field, admits that the appalling crisis of food during the war years was one of
the reasons behind the agrarian unrest of the Balurghat Sub-Division
experienced in 1942. 1 Indeed, C.P.I tried to control the mob from looting the
granaries of the Jotedars in Balurghat. 2 During Quit India Movement in
Radhanagar and Patiram village of Dinajpur, Communist leaders had
dissuaded the starving peasants' from looting the food grains of the Khamar of
the Jotedars. 3• This establishes that economic grievances were expressed by
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the masses since that was the uppermost problem of that time. Not only
Congress, but also Communists of Dinajpur and Rangpur had relations with
the Jotedars up to 1946. So, they would not be able to turn the movement of
1942 against Jotedar-Zamindar- British trio. If they were able to do so, the
movement of Balurghat and Gangarampur will be next to Midnapore. Hence, it
was a class struggle in rural society of Jalpaiguri, Dinajpur and Rangpur with a
typical nature. The attempt of the masses to loot food grains showed every
possibility of the economic grievances. But no political organisation officially
announced looting paddy as a scheme.

In front of the enquiry commission the Rajbansis of Kumargramduar told that,
the scarcity of rice compelled them to attack the thana. After the end of the
movement, the enquiry commission was set up for the measures to fulfill the
scarcity of the rice in Kumargramduar. Peoples of various professions bought
the lands in Dinajpur, Rangpur, Pabna, Rajsahi and some other districts.
Some Bengali Bhadroloks had also share in the tea gardens. They however,
did no favour the peasant or labour movement. The British were in addition
quite cautious about the tribal movements from the previous experiences.
Hindu Mahasava was also active among tribals of Maida and Jalpaiguri. Here
the influence of Missionaries was obvious focus to protect. Tribals lived in
secluded area; they were superstitious, illiterate, link less with nationalist
politics, those were the factors while helped to penetrate them. Despite that,
the tribal areas of north Bengal were disconnected from the towns like the
towns of Bihar. As in Bihar, we find spontaneous tribal participation in the Quit
India Movement, because Congress and F.B members were active among
them. This was not seen in north Bengal.

It is interesting to note that as far as political participation goes, R.S.P. along
with F.B. actively supported and took part in the movement of Balurghat. On
the contrary, as in Alipurduar, R.S.P not only opposed but also helped the
authority against socialist workers of the Congress and F.B. Many of the
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leaders and cadres of the movement were economically downtrodden; Piyush
Kanti Mukherjee, Sunil Sarkar, Sourindramohan

Mishra, Saroj Ranjan

Chatterjee and Anil Mukherjee did not come from rich families. In their
memorial writings Piyush Kanti Mukherjee and Sourindramohan Mishra
reflected on the gloomy economic condition of that time. They had yet not led
any movement previously with such a responsibility. So, conflict and hesitation
was quite natural in their mindset. A few rural oriented Gandhian workers like
Nalini Pakrasi, organiser of the third stratum of the Congress, stayed behind.
In the first half of his life, he was with Jugantar dal, and latter on got influenced
by Gandhi. Upheavals in his political career was linked with the political
agitations and ideological stand of Bengal politics. Pakrashi was not able to
remain aloof from the socialist thought in the 1940's and also not able to deny
his higher caste as well as Hindu soul. The leadership of Calcutta could not
touch these local leaders nor they had enough courage to disregard them. For
this, they hesitated to take decisions and had conflict within themselves. As
Piyush Kanti Mukherjee did not favour to lead the movement from the front, he
did not intend to be arrested. Nalini Pakrashi, breaking the schedule plan, left
Falakata and went to Jalpaiguri to join in the procession of Khagendranath
Dasgupta. Pakrashi was not sure about the success of the movement led by
Mukherjee. Mukherjee did not agree with a movement directed by Jalpaiguri,
whereas the town, Jalpaiguri, attracted Pakrashi. As in the case of Balurghat
and Kumargramduar, the tendency of the towns was to incorporate villages.
Ego problem of Duars leadership detached their movement from JalpaigurL
Other than that Duars leadership followed the socialist way of dislocation while
the movements of Jalpaiguri, Pabna, Rajsahi and Bogra were limited within
the movement of the student's enthusiasm, processions and meetings. It can
be argued that in the mentioned towns the Muslims opposed directly the
movement. The clash between the students of the two communities was a
common feature at that time.

In these districts the process of self-

strengthening against opposite community was primary concern than to take
part in a mass movement. It was surprising that the areas of Maida active
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during the movements of 1921, 30 and 32 were inactive in the said movement.
Land oriented rich section of the Maida tried to keep themselves aloof from the
issues regarding nationalist politics, and if not possible tried to go against it.
Notwithstanding, municipality was used as a political platform in the nationalist
movement and politics up to 1966.0n the one hand, it was the crisis of
eminent leaders like Sourindra Mohan Mishra, but it cannot be denied from his
memoriam that some leaders made those areas inactive purposefully as a
result of the in-house clash of the Congress. Leadership came from the
common people who were not really engaged in politics earlier or after the
movement. 4

The Congress leadership was not at all interested to start the movement in the
rural areas. From August 1942 onwards price rise was obvious in almost every
district of Bengal, but the Congress had not any plan to use the economic
grievances of the people. The demand of the time and socialist section
compelled the Congress to take at least resolutions in favour of the peasants.
Likewise, Gandhi also looked ahead to the role of the peasants in his
forthcoming movement somewhat radically. Logically, Quit India Movement
was unable to find its root It was estimated by Sardar Ballav Bhai Patel that
the movement will not be restricted in character, and may not be able to
control masses and may produce civil war and anarchy. 5 The Communists,
Bengal labour party, Hindu Mahasava and Muslim League, opposed the
Wardha proposal. This was the result of the alternative politics to get enough
strength between the long gap between C.D and Quit India Movement.
Particularly after the promulgation of Indian Administration Act of 1935, the
centre of politics shifted to rural areas. As in the rural areas of Bengal,
Congress had no political base, particularly among the Muslim community.
The rise of K.P.P with two slogans i.e. abolition of Zamindari system and Dal
rice, did not match with objectives of the Bengal Congress. Congress was not
able to form ministry with the K.P.P after the election of 1937 and Muslim
League gradually subjugated K.P.P. When Quit India Movement was
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launched, Muslim League was at the peak of its anti-congress propaganda in
the rural areas of Bengal. The Census of 1941 and consecutive riots
enhanced their propaganda. The vocation of League got momentum when
during the 1940's the Hindu Mahasava strengthened its power in the districts
where the Hindus felt insecure after the census of 1941. It tried to infiltrate into
the mind of a section of Hindus that Muslim hegemony was the primary threat,
uppermost problem coming nearer for them. British imperialism, though
harmful, may be second question to solve. More important has for the
imperialism to Quit Asia than Quit India. It was easy to say that criticism of
Congress in the districts weakened its programme of Quit India Movement,
started after a long gap. The economic prosperity of the Marwaries during the
Second World War was the cause of the headache of the Muslim
businessman and Zamindars. Moreover, their linkage with the Hindu
Mahasava was a factor of concern as men like Birla influenced many
decisions of Gandhi concerning Bengal. Scholars like Nirad C Choudhury think
that Gandhi consciously worked in favour of the Marwaris. 6 Marwaris by this
time took the advantage of war, invested on the supplying of war materials and
according to the study of Narayan Chandra Saha, they became money lenders
from money investors. Haq once announced to wipe out the hegemony of the
Marwaris in the economic sector. The present study reveals the enormous
participation of the Marwaris, Naren Daga (Aiipurduar), Siumangal Singh
(Siliguri), Dwarika Das Agarwala (Dinajpur) and others in the Quit India
Movement of North Bengal. The British Government officially declared the
community responsible for the m'ovement in North Bengal.
The Communal Award followed the Pona Pact and The Census of 1941
helped to establish Namasudras in the politics of Bengal. And since the lower
caste Namasudras rejected the Zamindar oriented Congress, at last the
Namasudras and the Muslims came closer and played an important role in
Bengal politics from 1930 onwards. During the days of Quit India Movement,
Namasudras were present in the anti-congress conferences of the League in
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several districts of North Bengal. It seemed to the League that Gandhi was
forming 'Hindu Raj' by the movement and Namasudras thought it to be 'Upper
caste Hindu Raj'. The Rajbansi leaders who won the election of 1937 were
standing on the issue of oppression of the Zamindars and the moneylenders.
A larger portion of the Gorkha's of Darjeeling, who were loyal to the British,
lived in a partly excluded area. They as soldiers suppressed the movement of
Balurghat and elsewhere. They came to be treated as a hill community,
supplying only loyal soldiers to the British. The Gorkhas demanded special
position as a community in return of their service to the British. This demand
was opposite to the desire of the nationalist movement. A large section found
hegemony of the Bengali's as primary threat to their economic aspirations. On
the other hand, nationalist movement came as a wave in the hills came via
Calcutta. Anti -Bengali feeling threw them away from the nationalist
movement. But there were many Gorkhas who took part in the Gandhian
movement and met with Nehru in 1956 when he visited Darjeeling.

After the Census of 1941 and consecutive riots of Dhaka, Hindu Mahasava
and Congress came closed all over in Bengal. The upper caste leaders of the
Muslim oriented districts like Maida, Rajsahi, Pabna and other districts from
then onwards were in closed terms with the Mahasava. Satish Lahiri of
Jalpaiguri, Pakrashi of Duars, Atul Kumar of Maida had worked both for
Mahasava and for the Congress. Pakrashi kept regular touch with Hindu
Mahasava, took part on Mahasava arranged Satyanarayan Puja or conversion
of the tribals to Hinduism. He was influenced by both Sahajananda Saraswati
(Expelled from Congress for his attraction on the violence movements) and
Subhash Chandra Bose. Pakrashi joined the Quit India Movement as a
Congress

socialist.

Rabindranath

Bhattyacharya

(Pabna),

Kamalendu

Chakraborty (Balurghat) and others were associated with the Mahasava but
did not follow the official line of the Mahasava. They actively participated in
the movement. Kundu, Mukherjee and Pakrashi who were the dedicated
members of the Congress, did not enjoy any concrete position in Congress.
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Kundu arrested in Calcutta in connection with the activities of 42' Movement
did not get the ticket in the 1937 Legislative election because of his
incapability to bear the expenses of the election. Pakrashi helped to win
Khagendranath Dasgupta to win the election of 1937; yet, his position in the
party was not improved. Men like Kundu and Pakrashi tried to prove their
organisational strength, earlier cashed for the election purpose, rather to
organise a political movement. They had a good command of the Rajbansi
language and over the Communists of Dinajpur. They tried to prove their
ability by organizing mass movements. But they did not prefer to organise any
class-conscious peasant movement. In this way, a section of them had
...

relation with the Hindu Mahasava and therefore had no influence among the
Muslim peasants. It was not only Nawab Mussaraf Hussain of Jalpaiguri who
was able to prevent the Muslim peasants of his estate to participate in national
movement. Muslims peasants of northern Bengal either in control of the
League or C.P.I. too did not participate in the movement. Two things were
common between the League and the C.P.I. in mobilizing the rural masses of
Northern Bengal. Firstly, both stressed on the contemporary economic
grievances of the Muslim tenants. Anti-Zamindari gesture of the K.P.P was
quite appropriate with the class struggle of the Communists. Secondly,
Pakistan proposal was favoured by the C.P.I. Thus, it becomes clear that why
at the same time (some common areas too) both parties could be active
among the Muslim peasantry of Bengal without any clashes. 7 So, it was the
hard luck of the movement that it was launched during the days of extremist
communalism. Thus, the end of the movement was not only due to the British
suppression management, but also for several inherent conflicts and
contradictions within it. Finally, it affected the Bengali literature as also the
independence with partition in a way supplying moral booster for the inclusion
of the native state of Gooch Behar in independent India.
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APPENDIX-VII

Notice
Where the production of a cycle at the police station will cause undue
inconvenience, a certificate furnished by a responsible person such as the
manager of the tea garden or some person of similar status may be
accepted. The certificate should state the description of the pedal cycle
(i.e. the name of the owner, make the number of cycle) and that the cycle
is in possession of the owner.
S/dW.J. Palmer
Deputy Commissioner
Jalpaiguri
17.4.42

Source- Trisrota 26.4.42
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APPENDIX-VIII

Notice
COLLECTIVE FINES ORDINANCE, 1942
It is hereby notified for general information that prompt action will be
taken by Government for imposition of collective fines under the above
ordinance, with the object of checking interference with or interruption of
all lines of communication whether by rail, road~ river, post or telephone,
as well as by telegraph and also with a view to arrest or prevent sabotage
of telegraphic communications. The undersigned accordingly desirous to
warn all of the intentions of government in this respect.
It must be clearly understood that in case of any act of interference,
interruption or sabotage of any line of communication mentioned above, a
specific responsibility will be imposed upon the inhabitants living along
or within a fare distance of such line of interference, interruption or
sabotage.

S/d W.J. Palmer
Deputy Commissioner
J alpaiguri
2.9.42
Source- Trisrota 13.9.42
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APPENDIX-IX

Notice
Government view with the gravest concern the occurrence in parts of the
district of serious damage to vital telegraphic communication and they
desire to bring to the notice of the public the power which they possess for
dealing therein and their determination to employ those powers firmly.
These offences amount to sabotage and under the defense of India Rules
read with the Penalties Enhancement Ordinance, which has been made
applicable throughout province, they are punishable with death, or with
imprisonment with or without fine and whipping. Moreover, they are
triable by courts Ordinance, which has also been made applicable through
out the province and provides a speedy procedure with considerable
restriction upon the right of appeal.

Sfd W .J. Palmer
Deputy Commissioner
Jalpaiguri
12.9.42

Source- Trisrota 13.9.42
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